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Introductory remarks: Data Quality of Q1 2017 – Q1 2018  submissions 

• Analysis shows improvement from reporting institutions, but also the necessity of banks to 
be in a position to adopt to new taxonomies. 

 
• Q2 2017 and Q1 2018 data shows a clear decrease in punctuality and accuracy following the 

introduction of the reporting frameworks v2.6 and v2.7 respectively. 
 
• Reporting for Q2 2017 shows errors for 121 Significant institutions for validation errors on 

credit risk (including geographical breakdowns), capital adequacy and securitisations 
templates. 

 
• For Q1 2018, Across modules, FINREP registered the lowest accepted fully valid ratio, 

representing around 50% of the errors occurred within all the modules; 
 
 It should be noted that  v2.7 (for Q1, 2018) introduced changes in the structure of some credit risk 

templates due to the implementation of the new IFRS9 accounting standard, and experience has 
shown that data quality declines for a subsequent number of iterations as reporting entities gain 
experience with the new reporting requirements 

 
 
 Resubmission analysis show that a high number of resubmissions impacted FINREP templates. 
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Introductory remarks: Data Quality Q1 2017–Q1 2018 ITS at a glance 
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Overview of validation rules (cut-off date: ECB deadline)  
 

Validation rule errors Q1 2017 – Q1 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Data Quality – Hard checks  Q1 2017- Q1 2018 
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Number of errors at cut-off date 
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Soft checks: Stability (cut-off date: ECB deadline)  

Data Quality – Soft checks (1) : example Q4 2017 – Q1 2018 
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  Number of data points reported Q4 2017 -Q1 2018 
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Soft checks: Completeness, Plausibility(cut-off date: ECB deadline)                                 

Data Quality – Soft checks (2):  Q1 2017 – Q1 2018 
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The data used in the completeness table above comes from a set of pre-defined data points that are consider essential by supervisors to 
complete key supervisory tasks and  should be reported by all institutions independent of their size, business model or country of origin. 
However, because of differences due to business models making some data points redundant for that entity, achieving 100% is not possible and 
completion rates over 80% are considered as satisfactory                                                      

Status of pending data quality issues from Q2 2017 to Q1 2018 

Completeness rate per modules 

 

Country 
Missing explanations Expected resubmissions 

Q2 2017 Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018 Q2 2017 Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018 

1 0 0 1 0 1 10 1 6 

2 1 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 

3 23 23 2 20 0 0 2 0 

4 1 13 0 2 2 0 7 6 

5 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 10 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 

8 3 37 2 44 7 17 10 5 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 

11 0 0 0 4 0 0 22 4 

12 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 

15 0 0 0 2 4 0 1 6 

16 0 0 6 0 4 0 12 7 

17 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 

18 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

19 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 

 

Q1 2017 Q2 2017 Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018
COREP 94% 95% 94% 93% 92%
FINREP 87% 91% 91% 91% 88%

AE 78% 81% 84% 83% 87%
LCR 94% 92% 93% 95% 95%

NSFR 89% 87% 90% 92% 90%
ALMM 67% 67% 67% 73% 79%

Total Average 85% 89% 87% 88% 89%

Module Quarter
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Resubmissions 

Data Quality – Soft checks (3)  Q3 2017 – Q1 2018 
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Highlights: 
• High rates of resubmissions during the month subsequent to remittance deadline – no surprise. 
• Following analysis with respect to materiality, ECB seeks reasons for resubmissions for an small number of cases (see 

green part of the chart below). For instance, for Q4 2017, ECB requested explanations for circa 10,800 data points 
resubmitted during the month after remittance date, accounting for 19% of the total number of resubmissions received. 

• End-year data shows a higher number of resubmissions distributed across several weeks after remittance – not 
unexpected due to finalisation of end-year audits. 

• Q1 2018 shows a number of resubmissions linked to the implementation of framework v2.7 (IFRS 9). 
 
Resubmissions  
Q3 2017    Q4 2017   Q1 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Blue shaded area represents the period of approximately one month after the ECB remittance deadline. 
*Grey area represents all resubmissions received, i.e. showing any change in the value of a submitted data point. 
*Green area represents explanations for resubmissions following ECB request for more information concerning new submissions. 
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Data Quality – Soft checks (4)  Q3 2017 – Q12018 

Resubmissions: an example of type of answers received from institutions 

Q1 2018 resubmissions 

* For the purpose of the chart the comments have been clustered in 13 categories. 
Nonetheless detailed explanations are preferred as seen in next slide. 

Supervisory  Reporting  Conference  2018 

Reasons for resubmissions:  high percentage 
cite: “finalisation of data”. 
New reporting framework  also accounts for high 
percentage of resubmissions 
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Resubmissions: best practice for received answers 
Clear answer: 
“Due to late adjustment for: 
(i) DTA Adjustment 
(ii) Compensation   
(iii) Pensions 
Example: “Following the finalization of the annual planning process 
including detailed analysis of the legal entity break down of the plan, 
valuation adjustment to the deferred tax asset was recognized. This 
adjustment had a consequential impact on the Deductible Deferred Tax 
Liabilities associated with deferred tax assets that rely on future 
profitability 

Unclear answer: 
Example: “A post-submission check-up of the initial report by the 
responsible accounting unit revealed an error in the founding mapping”. 

Less useful answer:  
Examples: “This figure was wrong, now it´s correct” 
“Time Lag” 
“Due to revised data” 

 

Data Quality – Soft checks  Q3 2017 – Q12018 

10 Supervisory  Reporting  Conference  2018 

Allows the supervisor to 
understand whether:  

a. Further resubmissions are 
expected 

b. If the results from a 
previous analysis by the 
line supervisor may need 
to adapted to reflect the 
new data from the 
resubmission. 

a. Are the post-submission 
checks finalised?  

b. Should the supervisor 
consider the data final? 

c. Are other values impacted? 

a. Equivalent to no explanation 
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Conclusions: Overview of Data Quality  Q1 2017 – Q1 2018 

 Key contributory factor  to decline in data quality as measured through “hard’ checks was the 
introduction of reporting frameworks v2.6 and v2.7 

 
 Version 2.6 triggered validation errors on credit risk (including geographical breakdowns), capital 

adequacy and securitisations templates. 
 

 Version 2.7 also introduced changes in the structure of some credit risk templates due to the 
implementation of the new accounting standard IFRS9 and not unexpectedly reporting entities will 
take some time to become familiar with the new reporting requirements.    

 
Key findings: 
• Increase in the number of triggered errors when there is an introduction of a new taxonomy. As 

result Q2 2017 and Q1 2018 showed a decline in punctuality and accuracy compared to their 
respective previous quarters. 
 

• Concerning Q1 2018, across modules, FINREP registered the lowest accepted fully valid ratio, 
representing around 50% of the errors occurred within all the modules due to new IFRS9 
templates. 
 

• Credit institutions showed improvement in Q3 2017 and also Q2 2018 (out of scope of this 
presentation), which indicates that banks have adapted somewhat to new reporting challenges. 

 
• There are high rates of resubmissions during the month remittance deadline: “finalisation of 

data” is cited frequently. 
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Expert Group on Data Quality (EGDQ) 

Communicate the outcome of the 
work by the EGDQ 
 
 EGDQ represents a platform to 

present and discuss deliverables of 
the SUP Division in the field of data 
quality. Participation from 12 NCAs 
and EBA;  
 

 Participation also from industry reps 
for part of the meetings 
 

 Outcome of the EGDQ work 
approved at ECB working group 
representing all NCAs in SSM  
 

 Presentations to JSTs on data 
quality framework and results of 
data quality assessment 

 A first set of checks approved in the 
course of 2017 has been sent to 
EBA with the aim to be included in 
upcoming taxonomies. Some of 
these checks have been  were 
included in v2.8 of the reporting 
framework 

 
 
 A set of EGDQ checks (49) has 

been published on the ECB Banking 
Supervision website in June 2018 
(link to web page) 

Discuss and agree on a set of data 
quality checks and controls 
 

https://www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/banking/approach/dataqualitychecks/html/index.en.html
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ECB-RESTRICTED Expert Group on Data Quality (EGDQ) 
  
 
Propose additional data quality checks: additional consistency and 
plausibility checks in production and in development  
 Production

Number 
of checks

Proposed 
in meeting

Circulated 
for 

comments

Circulation of 
Note (if 

necessary)
Approval

Circulated for 
comments

Circulation of 
Note (if 

necessary)
Approval

Sent to banks 
via NCAs

Miscellaneous (Batch 1 and 2) 32
Large Exposures (Batch 3) 30

OpRisk batch 21
Group Structures 30

Country breakdowns and CBCBODD 6
nGAAP 31

Capital adequacy (C 01.00) 21

Transitional provisions ~ 18
CA and other templates 20

IM Analysis Tool 51

LCR 63

Credit Risk 12

Buffers 8

NPE 16

Securitisations 22
Capital items, minimum reserves and 

obligor grades
16

Countercyclical and capital conservation 
buffers

15

Group Structures II 23

Submissions of IFRS9

EGDQ WG SUP


List of EGDQ checks

		Check No.		Proposed to EBA (2017-10-04)		Date Added		Source		Discussion EGDQ		Current EGDQ Status		Current EGDQ Action		Current WG SUP Status		Current WG SUP Action		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Trial Period		Implementation Date		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Syntax		Comment		To be sent to EBA		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Proposed changes		Date of proposed change		Does the change need WG SUP approval?		Severity

		1		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 01.00		010		010, 015, 020				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital		Add a rule to specify that these data points are submitted and not zero in any COREP submission		{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		Y		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail								

		2		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 03.00		010		010, 030, 050				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.		Add a rule to specify that these data points are submitted and not zero in any COREP submission		{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		Y		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail								

		3		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 04.00		010		860				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.		Add a rule to specify that at least the total exposures are submitted and not zero in any COREP submission		{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""				Y		if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail								

		4		yes		Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 22.00		020, 030		130				All SA banks should report positions (long and or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.		Add a rule to specify that these data points are submitted and not zero in any COREP submission (only for SA institutions)		if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		Y		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Proposed change: see red		8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016

28/12/2016		N

N		

		5				Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1 (OUTDATED, DO NOT RUN)		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 45.00		010, 020		010-190				Linking the information submitted in C44.00 on whether the ratio is calculated as the average of three months or just at the end of the quarter with template C45.00, it would be possible to block those submissions which are missing data for months 1 and 2 or those which have data for these columns when they are not expected.		Add a rule to specify these cases, in relation to the value reported in C44.00, r050, c010		IF {C44.00, r050, c010} = "monthly observations" THEN SUM {C45.00, r010-190, c010-020} <>0
IF {C44.00, r050, c010} = "end-of-quarter" THEN SUM {C45.00, r010-190, c010-020} = 0		Once the new reporting templates on the leverage ratio enter into force, this check will be dropped.		Y		IF {C44.00, r050, c010} = "." --> FAIL								

		6				Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1 (OUTDATED, DO NOT RUN)		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 45.00		040		180, 190				For those cases where the leverage ratio is calculated at the end of the quarter, no value should be reported under column 040 (mean of monthly observations). In some cases, institutions reported an average of the observation at the end of the quarter.		Add a rule to specify that column 040 is only to be reported when there are values for months 1, 2 and 3		IF {C44.00, r050, c010} = "end-of-quarter" THEN {C45.00, r180, c040} AND {C45.00, r190, c040} = ""		Once the new reporting templates on the leverage ratio enter into force, this check will be dropped.		Y		IF {C44.00, r050, c010} = "." --> FAIL								

		7				Nov-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1 - Implemented in v2.6 (plus change due to taxonomy change)		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 61.00		050		010, 020				These data points in NSFR templates are the same as in C01.00, r015, c010 (Tier 1 capital instruments) and r750, c010 (Tier 2 capital instruments). Therefore, the reported amounts should be the same in both modules.		Add a rule establishing that amounts of Tier 1 and 2 capital instruments should be the same in NSFR and in COREP		{C01.00, r015, c010} = {C61.00, r010, c050}
{C01.00, r750, c010} = {C61.00, r020, c050}		Existing validation rules v3330 and v3331, which are cross-modules and are not always running.		N		if .=. --> pass
0=0 --> pass
.=0 --> fail (we cannot assume that in C01 the missings are zeros)
0=. --> pass (if C61 is reported)								

		8				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 18.00		020, 040		012, 013, 020, 030, 080, 120, 210-250, 260-321		All		Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c020} >= 0
{c040} > = 0		V3765  and v3766 cover this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		9				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 19.00		020, 060		010-110				Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c020} > =0
{c060} > =0		V3769 covers this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		10				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 20.00		020, 060		010-120				Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c020} > =0
{c060} >=0		V3775 covers this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		11				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 21.00		020, 040		020-090		All		Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c020} > =0
{c040} >= 0		V3780  and v3781 cover this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		12				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 22.00		030,050,070		010-470				Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c030} > =0
{c050} > =0
{c070} > =0		V3786, v3787 and v3788 cover this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		13				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		EBA XBRL blocking		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 23.00		020, 040		010-090				Values of short positions in the trading book should be reported as positive in the corresponding templates for SA banks.		Add a rule to specify that amounts reported under short positions should be larger or equal than zero		{c020} > =0
{c040} > =0		V3790 covers this case but, until blocking validation rules enter into force (Q1 2015), these checks will be implemented.		N		if template is sent, zero								

		14		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 24.00		120, 150, 160		010				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”		Add a rule specifying that multiplication factors should be, at least, equal to 3 according to CRR provisions		{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		Y		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N		

		15		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 24.00		120, 140		010				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”		Add a rule to limit the amounts to be reported here between 0 and 250		{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0				Y		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N		

		16				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		150, 200		010-090; 110; 130-320		All		Exposure value after applying conversion factors should be lower or equal to		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150		{c200} <= {c150}		Rows covered by the check were amended following comments from the WG SUP.
Re-worded after comments from WG SUP.		Y		if template is sent, zero								

		17		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 08.01.a		010		010-70, 180		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero		Add a rule to limit the possible values of the PDs to [0,1]		{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				Y		  								

		18		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 08.02.a		010		All		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero		Add a rule to limit the possible values of the PDs to [0,1]		{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				Y		if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail								

		19		yes		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		Amend rule		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2015				C 08.01.a		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		010-060		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		Members highlighted that the VR does not hold for some columns (230 and 250). Therefore it is proposed to amend this rule by deleting these two columns. 				if template is sent, zero								

		20				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		Delete rule		Not approved		None		Change request		Batch 3 (DELETED, DO NOT RUN)		Q1 2015				C 08.01.a		020,090		010-180		All		After CRM exposures should be less than or equal to before CRM.				{c090} <= {c020}		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.				if template is sent, zero								

		21		yes		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Inconsistencies found in template C17.00.a.		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses		{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}				Y		if template is sent, zero								

		22		yes		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Inconsistencies found in template C17.00.a.		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero		IF {r030} = {r040} and (r020, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} = 1 or zero
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
IF {r330} = {r340} and (r320, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r310} = 1 or zero
IF {r430} = {r440} and (r420, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r410} = 1 or zero
IF {r530} = {r540} and (r520, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r510} = 1 or zero
IF {r630} = {r640} and (r620, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r610} = 1 or zero
IF {r730} = {r740} and (r720, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r710} = 1 or zero
IF {r830} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r810} = 1 or zero
IF {r930} = {r940} and r920, c090 >  = 1000 THEN {r910} = 1 or zero				Y		if template is sent, zero				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		Y		

		23				Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Deleted		None		Yes		Batch 1 (DELETED, DO NOT RUN) - Implemented in v2.6		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 17.00.a		010-080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920, 940				Inconsistencies found in template C17.00.a.		Add a rule to establish that the total loss shall be larger or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses		{r020} >= {r040}
{r120} >= {r140}
{r220} >= {r240}
{r320} >= {r340}
{r420} >= {r440}
{r520} >= {r540}
{r620} >= {r640}
{r720} >= {r740}
{r820} >= {r840}
{r920} >= {r940}				Y		if template is sent, zero		Proposed change: 
* deletion
* Keep as is		8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		Y

		24		yes		Dec-14		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Inconsistencies found in template C17.00.a.		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five		IF {r020} = {r040} and (r020, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and (r320, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and (r420, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and (r520, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and (r620, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and (r720, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r810} <= 5
IF {r920} = {r940} and r920, c090 > =  1000 THEN {r910} <= 5				Y		if template is sent, zero		Proposed change: 
* Not to be run when threshold=0 (to allow for reporting of zero loss events)
* Run even if threshold=0 to keep track of institutions reporting zero loss events		8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		Y		rule

		25		yes		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 16.00.a		070		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920, 940				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.		Add a rule requiring data to be reported under own funds requirements only for the approaches in the master data file.		IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}				Y		missing								rule

		26		yes		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 07.00.a		010		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00.		Add a rule establishing that only SA and SA/IRB institutions as per the master data can submit a value for this data point.		IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""				Y		missing								rule

		27		yes		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 08.01.a		020		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01.		Add a rule establishing that only IRB and SA/IRB institutions as per the master data can submit a value for this data point.		IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		Scope amended to row 010, following comments from WG SUP.		Y		missing								rule

		28				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1 - Implemented as VR		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 18.00		060		011, 250, 340, 350		All		If own funds requirements are reported, they should be reported for either general or specific risk, or both.		Add a rule requiring data for at least one of own funds requirements for general and for specific risk.		IF {r010, c060} <> 0 THEN {r011, c060} <> 0 OR {r250, c060} <> 0 OR {r340, c060} <> 0 OR {r350, c060} <> 0 		The check will cover all sheets in template C 18.00, following comments from WG SUP.		Y		if template is sent, zero				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N

		29				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1 - Implemented in v2.6		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 22.00		020-030		100-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				The long and short positions by currency should match with the total positions in rows 100 to 120.		Add a rule according to which total long and short positions by currency shall equal the total positions (other assets and liabilities other than off-balance sheet items and derivates", "Off-balance sheet items" and "Derivatives").		if c100,r010 > 0 then {r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)

if c100,r010 = 0 or missing then {r100} + {r110} + {r120} >= SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2) 

{r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r480) 		Some rounding errors will be allowed (up to 38,000 €, 1,000 € per data point in the formula) due to, among others, foreign exchange translations.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		Y		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL).  If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N

		30				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 22.00		020-030		100-120				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.		Add a rule marking those cases where off-balance sheet items and derivatives are larger than 75% of the other assets and liabilities other than off-balance sheet and derivatives.		“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		Y		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N

		31				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 22.00		020-030		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.		Add a rule establishing that the positions in euros cannot be lower than 15% of the total positions.		{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		Y		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		N

		32				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		On hold		Pending outcome Q&A		On hold		Pending outcome Q&A		No								C 51.00.a(w), C 60.00.a(w)		030 (LCR)
010 (NSFR)		020 (LCR)
020 (NSFR)		All		Exposures to central banks in LCR and in NSFR should not be very different from each other, despite minor differences due to rounding or other adjustments.		Add a rule which signals those entities where the amounts of exposures to central banks differ in more than 10,000 €.		{C51.00.a, r020, c030} = {C60.00.a, r020, c010}
{C51.00.w, r020, c030} = {C60.00.w, r020, c010}		ON HOLD. There is a Q&A under discussion at the EBA on this topic and the EGDQ deciced to wait until the final answer.
When the new reporting templates for LCR will enter into force, the check will be dropped.				if .=. --> pass
0=0 --> pass
.=0 --> pass (if C51 is reported)
0=. --> pass (if C60 is reported)

		33				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		On hold		Pending outcome Q&A		On hold		Pending outcome Q&A		No								C 51.00.a(w), C 60.00.a(w)		030 (LCR)
010 (NSFR)		010 (LCR)
010 (NSFR)		All		Cash reported in LCR and in NSFR should not be very different from each other, despite minor differences due to rounding or other adjustments.		Add a rule which signals those entities where the amounts of cash differ in more than 10,000 €.		{C51.00.a, r010, c030} = {C60.00.a, r010, c010}
{C51.00.w, r010, c030} = {C60.00.w, r010, c010}		ON HOLD. There is a Q&A under discussion at the EBA on this topic and the EGDQ deciced to wait until the final answer.
When the new reporting templates for LCR will enter into force, the check will be dropped.				if .=. --> pass
0=0 --> pass
.=0 --> pass (if C51 is reported)
0=. --> pass (if C60 is reported)

		34				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Deleted		None		Deleted		None		Yes		Batch 1 (DELETED, DO NOT RUN)		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 53.00.a, C 53.00.w		010		010		All		Monies due from retail customers should not change much from one reference period to the next. 		Add a rule which signals those entities where the variation in the monies due from retail customers exceeds +-25%.		0.75 >= {T, C53.00.a, r010, c010} / {T-3, C53.00.a, r010, c010} <= 1.25
0.75 >= {T, C53.00.w, r010, c010} / {T-3, C53.00.w, r010, c010} <= 1.25		When the new reporting templates for LCR will enter into force, the check will be dropped.		Y		if template is sent, missings should be considered as zeros

if the amount is zero in one period and zero in the other, the increase amount should be 0% and fall within limits

if the amount is zero in one of the periods and has a value in the other, the increase / decrease should be flagged (--> fail)				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		Y

		35		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		F 02.00		010		010, 090, 670				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.		Add a rule to specify that these data points are submitted and not zero in any FINREP submission		{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""				Y		if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail								rule

		36		yes		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		F 03.00		010		020				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).		Add a rule to require that both data points should have value in all cases (considering minority interests as well).		IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		Y		missing								rule

		37				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								F 11.01		030		500				If the institution reports notional amounts in hedge derivatives, it should also report gains and losses from these transactions (F 02.00, row 300, column 010).		Add a rule to require that when the data point in F 11.01 has a value, then a non-zero amount shall be reported in F 02.00		IF {F11.01, r500, c030} <> "" THEN {F02.00, r300, c010} <> ""		After a consultation with members of the EGDQ, it was decided not to implement this check, as there are many exceptions to it.

		38		yes		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		F 07.00		070, 080, 090		060, 120, 190				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.		Add a rule to specify that when there are specific allowances, the institution should have impaired assets as well.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (very unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		Y		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.								soft rule

		39				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Change request		DO NOT RUN - Covered by 2nd level completeness checks						C 04.00		010		850, 860				When the ratio of non-domestic exposures to total exposures exceeds 10%, then the institution must report templates C09.01-02, with at least two countries.		Add a rule to check that country-by-country templates are always reported with at least two countries when the threshold exceeds 10%.		IF {C04.00, r850, c010} / {C04.00, r860, c010} > 0.10 THEN SUM country {C09.01, C09.02} >= 2						if numerator is missing, result should be missing.

If denominator is missing or zero, result should be fail.

		40				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Change request		DO NOT RUN - Covered by 2nd level completeness checks						C 04.00		010		850, 860				When the ratio of non-domestic exposures to total exposures exceeds 10%, then the institution must report templates F 20.04-07, with at least two countries.		Add a rule to check that country-by-country templates are always reported with at least two countries when the threshold exceeds 10%.		IF {C04.00, r850, c010} / {C04.00, r860, c010} > 0.10 THEN SUM country {F20.04-F20.07} >= 2						if numerator is missing, result should be missing.

If denominator is missing or zero, result should be fail.

		41				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 04.00		010		850, 860				In some cases, the ratio of non-domestic exposures to total exposures is lower than 10% and institutions are reporting a significant number of countries in C 09.01-02.		Add a rule to double-check the reporting of countries in C 09.01-02 in case the threshold is below 10%.		IF {C04.00, r850, c010} / {C04.00, r860, c010} < 0.10 THEN SUM country {C09.01, C09.02} = 0		Members of the WG SUP argued that information sent voluntarily by institutions should be accpeted, so this check is dropped.

		42				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 04.00		010		850, 860				In some cases, the ratio of non-domestic exposures to total exposures is lower than 10% and institutions are reporting a significant number of countries in F 20.01-07.		Add a rule to double-check the reporting of countries in F 20.01-07 in case the threshold is below 10%.		IF {C04.00, r850, c010} / {C04.00, r860, c010} < 0.10 THEN SUM country {F20.04-F20.07} = 0		Members of the WG SUP argued that information sent voluntarily by institutions should be accpeted, so this check is dropped.

		43				Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 04.00, F 20.01		010 COREP
010, 020 FINREP		850, 860 COREP
320 FINREP				The two ratios of non-domestic exposures (assets) to total exposures (assets) should not be very different.		Add a rule to allow for a difference of up to 25% of these two ratios.		ABS (({C04.00, r850, c010} / ({C04.00, r850, c010} + {C04.00, r860, c010})) - ({F20.01, r320, c020} / ({F20.01, r320, c010} + {F20.01, r320, c020}))) < 0.25		Several members of the WG SUP argued that the scope of the data points in FINREP and in COREP is too different as to obtain meaningful results. Consequently the check is dropped.

		44		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Feb-15		DQAR Q3 2014		2/26/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 1		Q1 2015		Q4 2015 (P)		C 05.01		050		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.		Add a rule to establish range between 0 and 1 of the applicable percentage.		{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		Y		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL								rule

		45				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 17.00.a		080		910, 920, 930, 940				The total event types for the total business lines cannot be blank. If there are own funds requirements for operational risk, then there should be some events to justify these requirements. Previous queries from SSM have found that some institutions are not submitting any information for the totals in this template.		Add a rule to ensure that positive amounts are reported for these data points.		{r910, c080} <> ""
{r920, c080} <> ""
{r930, c080} <> ""
{r940, c080} <> ""		Blocking validation rule v3761_m requires all data points in this template to be positive. What we require here is that these four data points are not blanks.
Several members argued that there are cases where some of these data points may be reported as blank, and that the VR v3761_m is considered sufficient. Therefore it is proposed to delete the rule. 

		46				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 2		Q4 2015 (P)		Q1 2016 (P)		C 24.00		040, 060		010-110		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.		Add a rule to flag cases where the stressed VaR is lower than the VaR		{c060} >= {c040}		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.				if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
				8th EGDQ meeting 12th July 2016		Y

		46b		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Oct-17		Proposal to EBA		---		Approved		None		Not necessary		None		No								C 24.00		040, 060		only row 010		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.		{c060} >= {c040}		Cases of non compliance should be very rare.												rule

		47				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Deleted		None		Deleted		None		Yes		Batch 2 (DELETED - DO NOT RUN)		Q4 2015 (P)		Q1 2016 (P)		C 60.00.a, 
F 32.04		010 (NSFR), 
030 (AE)		020 (NSFR), 
060, 080 (AE)				Exposures to central banks should be reported consistently in NSFR and AE. That does not mean that the reported amounts should be the same, but that they should be reported in all or in none of the frameworks.		Add a rule to establish that if exposures to central banks are reported in one framework, they should appear in the other as well.		IF {C60.00.a, r020, c010} <> "" and <> 0 THEN [{F32.04, r060, c030} + {F32.04, r080, c030}] <> "" and <> 0 
IF {F32.04, r060, c030} OR {F32.04, r080, c030} <> "" and <> 0 THEN {C60.00.a, r020, c010} <> "" and <> 0		Members argued that check 47 should be slightly modified. According to the LCR reporting, assets to be reported under C51.00a, c.030, l.020 are exclusively CB exposures meeting the operational requirements set out in articles 416 and 417 of CRR. Consequently, the reported amount could theoretically be 0 in case CB assets do not meet the requirements of articles 416 and 417, while it would be a positive amount in NSFR and AE reporting templates, for which there is no equivalent requirement. The proposed rule would be irrelevant in that case. The proposed validation rule s proposed to be reviewed so to focus only on AE and NSFR (i.e .excluding LCR).				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		48				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 22.00, F 01.01		020-030 (COREP) 
010 (FINREP)		100-120 (COREP)
380 (FINREP)				The amounts reported as "off-balance sheet items", "derivatives" and "other assets and liabilities other than off-balance sheet and derivatives" can be interpreted as a proxy for total assets and, as such, should not be far from the amounts reported in FINREP.		Add a rule allowing a 20% divergence between the amounts reported in C 22.00 and total assets as per FINREP F 01.01.		0.8 <= [{C22.00, r100, c020} + {C22.00, r110, c020} + {C22.00, r120, c020}} / {F01.01, r380,. C010} <= 1.2
0.8 <= [{C22.00, r100, c030} + {C22.00, r110, c030} + {C22.00, r120, c030}} / {F01.01, r380,. C010} <= 1.2		Several members had doubts or concerns on the use of items reported in C22.00 as a proxy for Total Assets. The rule is proposed for deletion.

		49		yes		Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 2		Q4 2015 (P)		Q1 2016 (P)		F 18.00.b		130-190		010-180		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost.		Add a rule requiring negative values for these data points.		{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0						missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail								rule

		50				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 2 +		Q4 2015 (P)		Q1 2016 (P)		C 09.02		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		All		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case.		Add a rule to establish that exposures in default cannot be higher than the original exposures before conversion factors.		{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		Members highlighted that 				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		51				Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Deleted		None		N/A		None		N/A								C 09.01.a, C 09.02		090 (C 09.01.a)
125 (C 09.02)		All		All		At the current stage, it is not clear how to calculate the total (last row in the templates) for the RWAs after SME-supporting factor. Some institutions are just considering those open cells (not grey) under the relevant column, but this is not correct, since also some RWAs before SME-supporting factor should be considered (belonging to those lines in grey for the SME-supporting factor), since they are assumed to have a factor of 1 and the RWAs from these exposures should also be considered for the total.		Add a rule to calculate the total RWAs considering the grey cells under the column of RWAs after the SME-supporting factor.		{C09.01.a, r170, c090} = SUM {C09.01.a, r010-r060, c080} + {r070, c090} + {r080, c090} + {r090, c090} + SUM {r100-r160, c080}

{C09.02, r150, c125} = {C09.02, r010, c110} + {C09.02, r020, c110} + {C09.02, r030, c125} + {C09.02, r060, c125} + {C09.02, r140, c110}		Version 2.3 of the taxonomy should have fixed this issue. Therefore it is proposed to delete this rule.

		52		yes		Apr-15		DQAR Q4 2014		4/24/15		Approved		None		Approved		None		Yes		Batch 2		Q4 2015 (P)		Q1 2016 (P)		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		
010 to 110		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.		Add a rule not to allow cases where a matching liability but no amount of encumbered assets are reported (and vice versa).		IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.								rule

		53		yes		Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 26.00		010		030				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).												soft rule

		54		yes; included in v2.8 draft		Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		020		all				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases		{c020} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails												rule

		55				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3 - implemented in v2.6		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		030		-				If a LEI code exists, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		{c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		Note: if LEI is missing, do not flag as fail. Many clients do not have a LEI		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		56				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		040		-				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The code of the country itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check. In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010, and Residence of Counterparty is missing, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Residence of Counterparty missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		57				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00, C 28.00		050		-				Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27


		58				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		060		-				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The code of the NACE itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check Also applies to checks 59 and 60

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010, and NACE code is missing, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of NACE code missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27

		59				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		Note: a "2 level code" means for example "K66 - Auxiliary entity"

Run check when a NACE code has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		60				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		060		-				

NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 




		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		Note: a "1 level code" means for example "K - Financial"

Run check when a NACE code has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		61a				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		070		-				Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

The check has been amended for Q4 2016 to count only the clients at consolidated level

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: if above, the institution should be informed that only those clients considered the "10 largest" of each type should be reported with I or U in the column 070 C27. The institution does not need to resubmit this period (Q3 2016)  just to erase the unnecessary I/Us, but next period they will have to.

		61b				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		070		-				Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

The check has been amended for Q4 2016 to count only the clients at consolidated level

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: if above, the institution should be informed that only those clients considered the "10 largest" of each type should be reported with I or U in the column 070 C27. The institution does not need to resubmit this period (Q3 2016) just to erase the unnecessary I/Us, but next period they will have to.

		61c				Feb-17		EGDQ member proposal		2/21/17		Consultation		Add rule												Q4 2016		C 27.00		070						If a client that is a member of a Group is flagged with I/U in column 070 C 27, the head of said Group has to be flagged as well.		If column 070 "Type of Counterparty" is not blank in C 27 for a code that exists in C 29, col 010, then the parent code (reported in the same row, column 020 in C 29), should not be blank in c 070 C 27 either.

		61d				Feb-17		EGDQ member proposal		2/21/17		Consultation		Add rule								Batch 3 (new)				Q4 2016 (estimation)		C 27.00		070						If a Group is flagged as I in c 070 C27, all members of the Group should contain I or U in the same column, if the value of the member of the Group in column 050 is 
a) Credit Institution or 
b) Other Financial Corportation (plus K64 as NACE code)		If column 070 "Type of Counterparty" is "I" for a parent code (thus existing in C 29 col 020), all individual codes reported in C 29 col 010 having that parent code in col 020, will not be empty in col 070 C 27, if 

a) they have the value "Credit Institution" in col 050, OR 
b) if they have the value "Other financial corporations" in col 050 plus "K64" in col 060.

		61e				Feb-17		EGDQ member proposal		2/21/17		Consultation		Add rule								Batch 3 (new)				Q4 2016 (estimation)		C 27.00		070						If a Group is flagged as U in c 070 C27, all members of the Group should contain I or U in the same column, if the value of the member of the Group in column 050 is 
a) Credit Institution or 
b) Other Financial Corportation (plus K64 as NACE code)		If column 070 "Type of Counterparty" is "U" for a parent code (thus existing in C 29 col 020), all individual codes reported in C 29 col 010 having that parent code in col 020, will not be empty in col 070 C 27, if 

a) they have the value "Credit Institution" in col 050, OR 
b) if they have the value "Other financial corporations" in col 050 plus "K64" in col 060.

		62				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		63				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 070 = "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" (or blank)
If C27.00 col 050="Other financial corporations" then col 070 shall be "I" or "U"
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		64				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 27.00		070, 060		-				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes

		65				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 28.00		020		-				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.		{c020} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		66				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 28.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
		{c030} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		67				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 28.00		230		-				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital		{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		68				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 28.00		210		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code		{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		69				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00		010		-				Code shall be reported in all cases		{c010} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		70				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00		010		-				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 		{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		71				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00 C 28.00		020		-				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 		
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		72				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
		{c030} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		73				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00		040		-				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 		{c040} shall be reported in all cases				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		74				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 29.00		220		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code		{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}				The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		75				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 30.00 or C 27.00		010		-				In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"		C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30				 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check for this round (Q3 2016). If the institution confirms that the error consists of filling the I/U in column 070 C27 to clients that are not part of the 10 largest Is or the 10 largest Us, they will not need to resubmit in this round; however they will have to report according to the check in the next round.

		76				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3 (on hold)		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 31.00		020		-				For each of the rows of C. 3100 template, the "Group Code" column should be the same as that reported in the "Code" of C.27.00 template, when in "Type of Counterparty" there is an "I" or "U", and the same reported in the "Code" column C.28.00 if the "Group or Individual client" appears "2"		 {020} for all rows of template C.31.00, "Group Code" (column 020) must be the same as:

-the one reported in "Code" (column 010) of template C.27.00 when in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) of template C.27.00 is reported either "I" or "U" and,

-the one reported in "Code" (column 010) of template C.28.00 when in "Group or individual client" (column 20) is reported with "2"
		All codes existing in col 020 C31, have to be reported as:

a) having not blank col 070 in C27 AND
b) having a "2" in column 020 C28

and viceversa:

All codes that are not blank in col 070 C27 and have a "2" in column 020 C28, have to be reported in column 020 C31.		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

		77				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3 (on hold)		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 08.01.a		010		010		All		To calculate total PD assigned to the obligor grade or pool (%) would be necessary set the weighted average exposure value				{r010, c010} = {r070, c010} x {r070, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}] + {r180, c010} x {r180, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}]		VR proposed by ES. This validation should be considered together with check 19 approved by WG SUP.

		78				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3 (on hold)		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 08.01.a		230		010		All		To calculate total Exposure Weighted Average LGD (%) would be necessary set the weighted average exposure value				{r010, c230} = {r070, c230} x {r070, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}] + {r180, c230} x {r180, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}]		VR proposed by ES. This validation should be considered together with check 19 approved by WG SUP.

		79				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 3 (on hold)		Q1 2016 (P)		Q2 2016 (Expected)		C 08.01.a		250		010		All		To calculate total Exposure-Weighted Average Maturity Value (Days) would be necessary set the weighted average exposure value				{r010, c250} = {r070, c250} x {r070, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}] + {r180, c250} x {r180, c110}/[{r070, c110} + {r180, c110}]		VR proposed by ES. This validation should be considered together with check 19 approved by WG SUP.

		80				Jun-15		EGDQ member proposal		10/23/15		Deleted		Add rule		Written procedure				No								C 08.01.a		020, 090		010, 180		All		Total Outflows is equal to the sum of Guarantees, Credit Derivatives and Other Funded Credit Protection.				{c070} = {c040} + {c050} + {c060}		VR proposed by ES to complement existing VR v1662_m.

		81				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m

		82				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m

		83				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia

		84a				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia

		84b				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)

		85				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		910, 911, 912, 913, 914				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910 		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4208_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 910 might contain losses <10000)

		86b				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Deleted		Deleted		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 950				Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950		For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4209_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 920 might contain losses <10000)

		87				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m

		88a				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia

		88b				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia

		89				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.00.a: 080
C 17.00.b: 090		010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.		For each business line: If total loss amount is greater than 0 or if number of events is greater than 0, the lowest threshold must not be blank.		If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD

		90				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130				EBA instructions for sheet C_02.00 rows 600-620 refer to sheets C_16.00.a and C_16.00.b		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; the same EBA validation rules exist for BIA and TSA (rules v3341_i and v3342_i)

		91				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		010				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; summarises deactivated EBA validation rules v1145_m, v1146_m, v1147_m, v1148_m, v1149_m, v1150_m, v1151_m and v1152_m

		92				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA validation rules v1153_m (correction: columns 040, 050, 060 must not be included as this would double count - only relevant indicators in columns 010, 020, 030 have to be included)

		92a				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		110, 120				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;

		94				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m

		95				Dec-15		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m

		96				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD

		97				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)

		98				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m

		99				Feb-16		EGDQ member proposal (MSD)		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		OpRisk MSD		Q4 /2015		Q2/2016		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD

		100		yes		Jan-16		SDS proposal, from comments received from DGMF		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F.20.04		030		140		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements.		The sum of {F 20.04, r140, c030} for all countries should be negative or zero.		sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		 Cases of non compliance may be accepted if justified (positive changes in FV greater than all impairment of the institution); these cases should be rare nonetheless.				If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.								rule

		101		yes		Jan-16		SDS proposal, from comments received from DGMF		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F.20.04, F.01.01						All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)		Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.		sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax				If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		102				Jan-16		DQT proposal		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09						All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.		ABS (sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)})) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} ) =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed				If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		102b		yes		Oct-17		Proposal to EBA		----		Approved		None		Not necessary				No								F20.04
F04's						All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Run for IFRS institutions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
Run for IFRS institutions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.		ABS [sum{F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)} - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} ] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed												rule

		103		yes		Jan-16		DQT proposal, following comments from Supervisors		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.		{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		A margin difference of +/- 5000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		104a		yes		Jan-16		DQT proposal, following proposed checks 100 and 101		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.		if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		104b				Apr-16		DQT proposal, following proposed checks 100 and 101		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4 /2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08
F04.10								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be greater or equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7, F04.8 and F04.10		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be greater or equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 , F04.08 and F04.10.		if {F 04.10, r120, c010} <> 0 then {F 18.a, r250, c010} ge  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.10, r120, c010} 		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		105				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		New		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		F 01.02, F 10.00		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v0777_m to include NGAAP reporters		See syntax		proposed version A: {F 01.02, r020 + r062,c010} = {F 10.00, r290,c020 + c025}
proposed version B: {F 01.02, r020 + r062,c010} = {F 10.00, r290,c020}

		106				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		New		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		F 08.01.a, F 10.00		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v0831_m to include NGAAP reporters		See syntax		proposed version A: {F 08.01.a, r010,c010 + c034} = {F 10.00, r290,c020 + c025}
proposed version B: {F 08.01.a, r010,c010 + c034} = {F 10.00, r290,c020}

		107				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		New		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		F 10.00, F 01.01		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v0855_m to include NGAAP reporters		See syntax		proposed version A: {F 10.00, r290,c010 + c022} = {F 01.01, r060 + r092,c010}
proposed version B: {F 10.00, r290,c010} = {F 01.01, r060 + r092,c010}

		108				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		New		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		F 10.01, F 01.02		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v0856_m to include NGAAP reporters		See syntax		{F 10.00, r290,c020 + c025} = {F 01.02, r020 + r062,c010}		Deactivated by EBA

		109				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F13.01, F01.01		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1069_m to include NGAAP reporters				sum({F 13.01, r010, (c010-050)}) <= sum({F 01.01, c010, (r090, r130, r170, r200, r230, r095, r174, r178, r233, r237)})

		110				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F04.05, F01.01		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1086_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 04.05, r030,c010} <= sum({F 01.01, c010, (r080-090, r120-130, r160-170, r180, r210, r094, r095, r173, r174, r177, r178, r231, r236, r237)})

		111				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F30.2, F08.01a		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1014_m to include NGAAP reporters				sum({F 30.02, r100, (c010-030)}) <= xsum({F 08.01.a, (r210, r260, c010-030, c034, c035)})

		112				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F32.04a, F08.01a		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v2858_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 32.04.a, r080,c010} <= xsum({F 08.01.a, (r070-090, c010-030, c034, c035)})

		113				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F13.01, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1070_m to include NGAAP reporters				sum({F 13.01, r020, (c010-050)}) <= {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  

		114				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F13.01, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1071_m to include NGAAP reporters				sum({F 13.01, r030, (c010-050)}) <= {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010} + {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  

		115				Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F13.01, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1072_m to include NGAAP reporters				sum({F 13.01, r040, (c010-050)}) <= {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  

		116		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		117		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		118		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		119		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		120		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		121		yes		Jan-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  						If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.								rule

		122				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries		Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)		If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		123a				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		F40.01		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries		Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.		If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		124				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						LEI code should be unique for each investee		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters		Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.

		125				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		F40.01		all rows						LEI code should be unique for each investee		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters		Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.

		126				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - On hold		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEI code		Add a rule to check the percentage of LEI codes reported in both F40.01 and C06.02. Flag if the percentage is below 40% of all LEIs (and the other conditions in the Syntax). LEI of the reporting entity in C06 should not be counted		Flag if codes reported in c025 (C06.02) and c010 (F40.01) are below 40% of the total 20-character codes (=LEIs) reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		126b				Dec-16		Review of Checks and Check results				Consultation										Batch 4.a						C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.		Flag cases where a LEC has two different LEIs		Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		127				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code		Add a rule to check the percentage of LEC codes reported in both F40.01 and C06.02. Flag if the percentage is below 30% of all LECs (and the other conditions in the syntax). LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be counted		Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 30% 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		127b				Dec-16		Review of Checks and Check results				Consultation										Batch 4.a						C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		128				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id						If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		129				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		F40.01		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		130				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Not approved		Add rule										Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		F 40.01				all rows				Non-Financial Corporations should not have certain NACE codes (TO BE AGREED ON)		Add a rule to check that NFC have financial activities NACE codes		If c095="Non-financial corporations" then c100 not in (K, K-65)		Codes K64 and K66 could be allowed

		131				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run

		132				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run

		133				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		134				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Not approved		Add plausibility check		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		C 06.02, F 40.01				all rows				If an investee is reported in C06.02 as not subject to OFR and in F40.01 as Credit institution, Residence should not be in a certain list of countries		Add a rule to check that Cis based in SSM countries are subject to OFR unless waived		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="N" and in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" then (C06.02, c050) not in (ssm_countries) 		The country of residence of the Cis could be enlarged to include countries where Basel rules are applied
No information on waivers are included in the check - it would be something to be confirmed by the reporting institutions

		135				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is reported in C06.02 as subject to OFR and in F40.01 as Credit institution, NACE code should not be "K-66"(Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities)		Add a rule to check that main activities of Cis subject to OFR are not auxiliary to financial and insurance services 		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" and in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" then (F40.01, c100) <> "K-66"		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		136				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		137				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		F40.01		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c050,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		138				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050, c060) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

c060 will be allowed to be missing for the row corresponding to the parent institution		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		139				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Not approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		C 06.02				all rows				In C06.02, columns 300 (contribution with Minority Interests) and 360 (all other) cannot be reported for the same investee		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If (C06.02, c300) <> 0 then (C06.02, c360)=0 and vice versa

		140				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Not approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		C 06.02				all rows				In C06.02, if column 300 (contribution with Minority Interests) is reported, then 400 (GW of all other contributors) cannot be reported		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests and GW		If (C06.02, c300) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400)=0 and vice versa

		141				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 						If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		142				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, if there are values in columns 070 to 240 (Solvency details), the investee must be subject to OFR and vice versa		Add a rule to check that entities subject to OFR and not waived disclose their solvency details		If (C06.02, c070-c240) <> 0 then [(C06.02, c030)="Y" and WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS=NO] and vice versa		Since there is no clear indication as to what value should a waived institution report in column 030 (Y or N), we will amend the check to take into account those waived institutions reported with Y. The field in MD to be considered to assess whether an institution is waived or not, is WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS

		143				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Not approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q2 /2016 (expected)		C 06.02				all rows				In C06.02, an investee subject to OFR with CET1 that qualifies as Minority interest (column 190) should not report column 370 (CET1 from all other contributors)		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If (C06.02, c190) <> 0 then (C06.02, c370)=0 and vice versa

		144				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, investees that contribute with Minority interests (column 320) should have a qualifying CET1 (col 190) unless the investee is not subject to OFR		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If (C06.02, c320) <> 0 and c030="Y" and WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS=NO then (C06.02, c190) <> 0		Since there is no clear indication as to what value should a waived institution report in column 030 (Y or N), we will amend the check to take into account those waived institutions reported with Y. The field in MD to be considered to assess whether an institution is waived or not, is WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS

		145				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						For investees residing in SSM countries: In C06.02, investees that report RWA as contributors to the group (column 250) and are subject to OFR, should report amounts in column 070; this should be applicable to the breakdown of both columns		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported RWA		For investees residing in SSM countries:
If (C06.02, c250) <> 0 and (C06.02, c030) ="Y" then (C06.02, c070) <> 0

If (C06.02, c260) <> 0 and (C06.02, c030) ="Y" then (C06.02, c080) <> 0
If (C06.02, c270) <> 0 and (C06.02, c030) ="Y" then (C06.02, c090) <> 0
If (C06.02, c280) <> 0 and (C06.02, c030) ="Y" then (C06.02, c100) <> 0
If (C06.02, c290) <> 0 and (C06.02, c030) ="Y" then (C06.02, c110) <> 0

		146				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, C01.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		147				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, C02.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		148				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02, C01.00, C02.00		C06.02 all rows						If an investee does not provide OF to the group then either its contribution to RWA or to OF must be larger than 1% of the RWA of the group or than 1% of the OF of the group respectively		Add a rule to check that the thresholds are taken into account		If (C06.02, c300)=0 then ((C06.02, c250)>1% (C02.00,c010) OR abs(C06.02, c360)>1%abs(C01.00, c010))

		149				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0						If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		150				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%						If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		151				Feb-16		ThematicAnalysis on Group Structures		EGDQ 6th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved				Yes		Batch 4.a		Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C06.02		all rows						Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"						If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		152				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F01.01		010		040				For nGAAP reporters, "Other demand deposits" should not apply.				{F 01.01, r040,c010} = 0 or missing for nGAAP reporters

		153				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r061,c010} + {F 20.02, r061,c020} = {F 01.02, r061,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		154				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r062,c010} + {F 20.02, r062,c020} = {F 01.02, r062,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		155				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r063,c010} + {F 20.02, r063,c020} = {F 01.02, r063,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		156				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r064,c010} + {F 20.02, r064,c020} = {F 01.02, r064,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		157				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r065,c010} + {F 20.02, r065,c020} = {F 01.02, r065,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		158				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r066,c010} + {F 20.02, r066,c020} = {F 01.02, r066,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		159				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r141,c010} + {F 20.02, r141,c020} = {F 01.02, r141,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		160				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r142,c010} + {F 20.02, r142,c020} = {F 01.02, r142,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		161				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r143,c010} + {F 20.02, r143,c020} = {F 01.02, r143,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		162				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F20.02, F01.02								The amounts reported as breakdown of liabilities in domestic / non-domestic should equal the total liabilities				{F 20.02, r144,c010} + {F 20.02, r144,c020} = {F 01.02, r144,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		163				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F02.00, F16.03								Certain P/L items should have the same amounts in the referred templates				{F 02.00, r285,c010} = {F 16.03, r180,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		164				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F02.00, F16.04								Certain P/L items should have the same amounts in the referred templates				{F 02.00, r285,c010} = {F 16.04, r140,c010}		Not applicable to other entities that apply FINREP other than Full Finrep

		165				Apr-16		nGAAP Analysis		EGDQ 7th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F02.00, F16.05								Certain P/L items should have the same amounts in the referred templates				{F 02.00, r295,c010} = {F 16.05, r140,c010}, not applicable to nGAAP banks in DE

		166a				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 01.01								The amounts of goodwill deducted from CET1 should not differ greatly from the goodwill reported in FINREP		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		abs {C01.00, r310, c010} / {F01.01, r310, c010}  ge 0.9

		166b				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 01.01								The amounts of goodwill deducted from CET1 should not differ greatly from the goodwill reported in FINREP		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		abs {C01.00, r310, c010} / {F01.01, r310 + 370, c010} le 1.1

		167				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, C 04.00								If there is goodwill deducted for significant investments in FSE, such holdings should exist in C04.00		Add a rule to identify the cases where there is a deduction for FSE GW, SI holdings but no such holdings are reported in C04.00		if {C01.00, r320, c010} ne 0 then  {C04.00, r440, c010}  + {C04.00, r510, c010} +{C04.00, r580, c010} should not be 0

		167b				Dec-16		Review of Checks and Check results		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b						C 01.00, C 04.00								GW of significant investments in C 01 should be less than the sum of the positions held according to C 04		Add a rule to identify cases of GW FSE, SI, greater than the value of the holdings of FSE, SI.		{C01.00, r320, c010} lt   {C04.00, r440, c010}  + {C04.00, r510, c010} +{C04.00, r580, c010} 

		168				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00, F 40.01								If there are significant investments in FSE reported in F40.01 there should be significant investments in FSE reported in C04.00 		Add a rule to identify the cases where SI, FSE holdings are reported in C04.00 but not in F40.01 and vice versa		if  (sum({F40.01, c040}*{F40.01, c110}) where {F40.01, c110} or {F40.01, c120} >= 0.1 and {F40.01, c095} = "Credit institutions" or "Financial corporations other than credit institutions") and {F40.01, c150} <>Full consolidation) <>0 then {C04.00, r440, c010}  + {C04.00, r510, c010} +{C04.00, r580, c010} <> 0		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		169				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Deleted								Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		F 40.01, C 01.00								If there is goodwill in the significant investments of FSE reported in F40.01 there should be a deduction in C01.00 for this concept and vice versa		Add a rule to identify the cases of goodwill existing in relevant holdings in F40.01 and not in C01.00 and vice versa		if {C01.00, r320, c010} is not 0, then the entity should have goodwill of significant investments in FSE in F40.01 ({F40.01, c110} or {F40.01, c120} >= 0.1 and {F40.01, c095} = "Credit institutions" or "Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and  {F40.01, c180} not 0 and {F40.01, c150} <> Full consolidation; and vice versa		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		170a				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 01.01								The amounts of other intangible assets deducted from CET1 should not differ greatly from the other intangible assets reported in FINREP		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		abs {C01.00, r350, c010} / {F01.01, r320, c010}  ge 0.9

		170b				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 01.01								The amounts of other intangible assets deducted from CET1 should not differ greatly from the other intangible assets reported in FINREP		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		abs {C01.00, r350, c010} / {F01.01,r320 + 370, c010} le 1.1 

		171				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 02.00								The amount of P/L attributable to owners of the parent reported in C01 should not differ greatly from the P/L attributable to owners of the parent in FINREP. In case of non audited profit, item in row 170 C01.00 should additionally be filled with the corresponding amount.		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		{C01.00, r160, c010} / {F02.00, r690, c010} between  0.99 and 1.01 

		172				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, C 02.00, F 02.00								SA Institutions with a non-audited profit and impairment booked in the period should have a deduction in CET1		Add a rule to flag the cases where no such deduction exists		if {C01.00, r150, c010} = 0 and {F02.00, r690, c010} gt 0 and {C02.00, r050, c010} gt 0 and ({F02.00, r460, c010} or  {F02.00, r510, c010} or {F02.00, r520, c010} ) gt 0 then {C01.00, r529, c010} lt 0

		173				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Not approved		Add rule										Q4/2015		Q4 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 01.03								The amounts of cash flow hedge reserves reported in CET1 should not differ greatly from the amounts reported in FINREP				{C01.00, r270, c010} / {F01.03, r150, c010} between 0.9 and 1.1 

		174				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 08.01.b								If there are cumulative G/L due to own credit risk on FV liabilities in C01, there should be cumulative G/L due to  credit risk on FV liabilities in F08.01		Add a rule to flag the cases where there are no cumulative G/L due to credit risk reported in F08.01 while they exist in C01.00		if {C01.00, r280, c010} different than 0, then {F08.01.b, r450, c040} should be different than 0

		175				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add plausibility check		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, C 12.00, C 13.00								The amount of deducted securitization positions reported in the securitization templates should not differ greatly from the amount actually deducted in CET1		Add a rule to flag the cases outside the established margins		{C01.00, r460, c010} / ({C12.00, r010, c200} + {C13.00, r010, c180} + {C19.00, r010, c030} + {C19.00, r010, c040} + {C20.00, r010, c030} + {C20.00, r010, c040}   )between0.99 and 1.01 

		176				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Not approved		Add rule		Not approved								Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, F 40.01, C 07.00.a								A deduction or RW 1250% is expected for qualifying holdings outside the financial sector		Add a rule to identify the cases where no such deduction is reported		{C01.00, r450, c010} or {C07.00.a, r270, c200, z016} or {C10.01, r100, c020} should at least contain an amount if either A or B are different than zero:
A) Sum of (F40.01,c050 * F40.01,c110 if F40.01,c050 * F40.01,c110> 0.15*{C04.00, r225, c010}, and F40.01,c095 = "Non-financial corporations" and F40.01,c100 does not begin by "K" and F40.01,c110 >=0.1 or F40.01,c120 >=0.1 and F40.01,c150 <> Full integration)  or
B) (sum of F40.01,c050 * F40.01,c110 if F40.01,c095 = "Non-financial corporations" and F40.01,c100 does not begin by "K" and F40.01,c110 >=0.1 or F40.01,c120 >=0.1 and F40.01,c150 <> Full integration) - 0.6*{C04.00, r225, c010}		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		177				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00								Paid-up capital instruments should always be reported		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		if {C01.00, r030, c010} different than zero, {C01.00, r040, c010} and/or {C01.00, r220, c010} should be reported and different than zero

		179a				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, C 04.00								The data points necessary for the calculation of the provisions eligible as T2 should be reported when such provisions are reported in T2 (SA)		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		if {C01.00, r920, c010} different than zero, then {C04.00, r170, c010} and {C04.00, r180, c010}have to be different than zero

		179b				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 01.00, C 04.00								The data points necessary for the calculation of the provisions eligible as T2 should be reported when such provisions are reported in T2 (IRB)		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		if {C01.00, r910, c010} different than zero, then  {C04.00, r160, c010} have to be different than zero

		180				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								The threshold non deductible of holdings FSE, not SI has to be reported when such holdings are reported and vice versa in any case		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		{C04.00, r190, c010}  should always be reported and greater than 0.

		181				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								The 10% CET1 threshold should always be reported		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		 {C04.00, r200, c010} should be always reported and greater than zero

		182				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								The 17.65% CET1 threshold should always be reported		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		 {C04.00, r210, c010} should be always reported and greater than zero

		183				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00, F 40.01								The EC for the purposes of qualifying holdings outside the financial sector should be reported when such holdings are reported in F40.01		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		 {C04.00, r225, c010} should be reported and different than zero if sum( {F40.01, c110} *  {F40.01, c050} <> 0 for   {F40.01, c095} = "Non-financial corporations" and {F40.01, c100} does not begin by "K" and ({F40.01, c110} >= 0.1 or {F40.01, c120} >= 0.1))		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD

		184				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								The EC for the purposes of large exposures should always be reported		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		 {C04.00, r226, c010} should be always reported and greater than zero

		185				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								Non-domestic exposures should always be reported (explicit zero is required if no such exposures exist)		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		{C04.00, r850, c010}  should always be reported and be zero or greater than zero

		186				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting		Approved		Add rule		Approved						Batch 4.b - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00								Total original exposures should always be reported and different than zero		Add a rule to check the completeness of the relevant data point		{C04.00, r860, c010}  should always be reported and be zero or greater than zero

		187				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 8/9th meeting		Information												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 03.00								On hold until more information from MSD and possibly Q&A

		188				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 8/9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 02.00								CCB between certain percentages		CCB can be either 0.625% or 2.5%		C_04.00_750_010 / C_02.00_010_010 should be between 0.0062 and 0.0063 or between 0.0245 and 0.0255

		188b				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 14th Meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017		Q22017		C 04.00, C 02.00								CCB should be aligned with the phase-in arrangements as confirmed by the respective NCAs				C_04.00_750_010 / C_02.00_010_010 should be aligned with the phase-in arrangements as confirmed by the respective NCAs

		189				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C01 Analysis		EGDQ 8/9th meeting		Information												Q4/2015		Q3 /2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 02.00								On hold  

		190				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		191				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		192				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		193				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		194				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		195				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		196				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		197				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		198				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		199				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		200				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		201				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		202				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		203				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		204				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		205				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		206				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		207				Jul-16		Capital Adequacy - C05 Analysis		EGDQ 8th meeting																										On hold  

		208				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00								Thresholds in C 04.00 should bear some relationship with CET1				C_04.00_200_010 / C_01.00_020_010 should be between 0.07 and 0.15

		209				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00								Thresholds in C 04.00 should bear some relationship with CET1				C_04.00_210_010 / C_01.00_020_010 should be between 0.07 and 0.25

		210				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00								Thresholds in C 04.00 should bear some relationship between themselves				C_04.00_210_010 / C_04.00_200_010 should be between 1 and 2

		211				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 01.00								Certain DTAs (net of applicable DTLs) have to be deducted from CET1, if over the threshold				- (C_04.00_040_010 - C_04.00_090_010 - C_04.00_200_010) / C_01.00_490_010 should be between 0.9 and 1.1

		212				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 01.00								The amount computed as T2 as excess allowances over expected loss in IRB has to be capped at 0.6% of RWE				Flag if max(sum(C_01.00_910_010, -(C_04.00_160_010*0.006)), -(sum(max(C_04.00_100_010,0),max(C_04.00_145_010,0), -C_01.00_910_010))) > 1000

		213				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 01.00								Plausibility check to check cases where excess allowances are not computed in T2 while still below the threshold				Flag if max(sum(C_01.00_910_010, -(C_04.00_160_010*0.006)), -(sum(max(C_04.00_100_010,0),max(C_04.00_145_010,0), -C_01.00_910_010))) < - 1000 and sum(C_01.00_910_010, -(C_04.00_160_010*0.006)) < -(sum(max(C_04.00_100_010,0),max(C_04.00_145_010,0), -C_01.00_910_010)) 

		214				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 04.00, C 02.00								RWE reported as threshold for computation of excess allowances in T2 should bear some relationship with the RWE in C02				Flag if C_04.01_160_010 / C_02.00_240_010 not between 0.8 and 1

		215				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 02.00, F 01.01								Checks the relationship between RWE for Credit risk and total assets				Flag if C_02.00_040_020 / F_01.01_380_010 < 0.2 

		216				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 02.00, F 01.01								Checks the relationship between RWE for perational risk and total assets				Flag if C_02.00_590_020 / F_01.01_380_010 > 0.2 

		217				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 07.00.a, C 08.01.a, C 12.00, C 13.00, C 10.01								Checks the amount of inflows and outflows in CRM techniques				Flag if abs(sum(C_07.00.a_010_100 Sheet 001, C_08.01.a_010_080 Sheet 001, C_08.01.a_010_080 Sheet 002, C_12.00_010_110, C_13.00_010_090) / sum(C_07.00.a_010_090 Sheet 001, C_08.01.a_010_070 Sheet 001, C_08.01.a_010_070 Sheet 002, C_10.01_010_050, C_10.01_010_050, C_12.00_010_030, C_12.00_010_100, C_13.00_010_030, C_13.00_010_080)) not between 0.99 and 1.01


		218				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 10.01								The total in C 10.01 should be consistent with the breakdown by method used				Flag if sum(C_10.01_010_080, -C_10.01_020_080, -C_10.01_050_080, -C_10.01_100_080, -C_10.01_110_080) not between -2000 and 2000)

		219a				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation - Deleted										Implemented in v2.6 - conceptually		Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 07.00.a 						all		The Off Balance Sheet amount in C 07.00.a should be consistent with the breakdown by credit conversion factor				Flag if C_07.00.a_080_150 > C_07.00.a_010 col 160 to 190

		219b				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation - Deleted										Implemented in v2.6 - conceptually		Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 07.00.a 						all		The Off Balance Sheet amount in C 07.00.a should be consistent with the breakdown by credit conversion factor				Flag if C_07.00.a row 080 to 130 col 150 < C_07.00.a_010,160 to 190

		220				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 14.00								The percentages in C 14.00 should be between 0 and 1				Flag if C_14.00_150 not between 0 and 1 or 
C_14.00_090 not between 0 and 1  or 
C_14.00_200 not between 0 and 1 or 
C_14.00_220 not between 0 and 1 


		221				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation										Implemented in v2.6		Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 13.00								The total in C 13.00 should be consistent with the breakdown by method used				Flag if - C_13.00_010_170 - C_13.00_010_180 + C_13.00_010_200 to 330 + C_13.00_010_350 + C_13.00_010_370 not between -5000 and 5000

		222				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 12.00, C 13.00, C 14.00								The positions originated and held in C14 should be consistent with the same positions in C12 and C13				(C_12.00_030_050 + C_13.00_030_050)/(C_14.00_310 to 360 for col 110="Originator" and col 060 <> "Not subject to own funds requirements") not between 0.75 and 1.1

		223				Oct-16		Capital Adecuacy and other Analysis		EGDQ 9th meeting		Consultation												Q2/2016		Q4 / 2016 (expected)		C 15.00		all		all				The totals reported in Totals sheet should equal the sum of the breakdowns reported in the country breakdown sheets				C_15.00 sheet Totals = C_15.00 sum of breakdown sheets

		224a				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C 08.01.a		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed		0 <= col 230 C08.01.a  <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.						Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.

		224b				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM - Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C08.02		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed		0 <= col 230 C08.02 <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.

		225				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02				all		all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero

		226		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		227		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		228		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		229		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		230		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		231		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		232		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		233		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		234		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		235		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		236		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		237		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		238		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		239		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		240		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		241		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		242		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		243		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		244		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		245		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		246		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		247		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		248		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		249		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		250		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		251		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		252		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		253		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		254		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		255		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		256		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		257		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		258		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		259		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		260		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		261		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		262		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		263		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		264		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		265		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero								rule

		266				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 02.00, Corporates				C_09.01.a (row 070 col 090) (all countries) = C_02.00 (row 130 col 010)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		267				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 02.00, Retail				C_09.01.a (row 080 col 090) (all countries) = C_02.00 (row 140 col 010)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		268				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 02.00, Secured by IP				C_09.01.a (row 090 col 090) (all countries) = C_02.00 (row 150 col 010)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		269				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 07.00.a, Corporates SMEs				C_09.01.a (row 075 col 090) (all countries) = C_07.00.a (row 020 col 220) (sheet 008)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		270				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 07.00.a, Retail SMEs				C_09.01.a (row 085 col 090) (all countries) = C_07.00.a (row 020 col 220) (sheet 009)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		271				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2016				C 09.01.a 								Consistency of RWE after SME SFs, C09.01.a vs C 07.00.a, Secured by IP SMEs				C_09.01.a (row 095 col 090) (all countries) = C_07.00.a (row 020 col 220) (sheet 010)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		272				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		On hold												Q4/2016				C 07.00.a, C07.00.d								Existence of C07.00.d, RW 100%				C_07.00.a (row 230 sheet 011) = C_07.00.d  (row 300 sheet 001) for cols 010, 030, 040, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 215

C_07.00.b (row 230 sheet 011) = C_07.00.d  (row 300 sheet 001) for col 210		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		273				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		On hold												Q4/2016				C 07.00.a, C07.00.d								Existence of C07.00.d, RW 150%				C_07.00.a (row 240 sheet 011) = C_07.00.d  (row 320 sheet 001) for cols 010, 030, 040, 150, 160, 170, 180, 190, 200, 215

C_07.00.b (row 240 sheet 011) = C_07.00.d  (row 320 sheet 001) for col 210		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		274a		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				If C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)								rule

		274b		yes		Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Rounding margins: 
if according to general rule (+/- 500 eur per data point) the check should fail, but the difference is < 5000 eur in absolute terms, don't fail.
if according to general rule, the check should not fail but the difference is > 10000 in absolute terms, fail				If C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)								rule

		275				Feb-17		IM Analysis Tool		EGDQ 10th meeting		Approved				Approved				Yes		INM		Q4/2016				Various								Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period		If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		276				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010, 040		All		All		The market value, or the amount where applicable of the liquid assets defined in Title II of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61 cannot be negative. 
The value according to Article 9 should also be greater than 0.		Add a rule to check that columns 010 and 040 values are greater than 0.		{c010} > 0
{c040} > 0						Run if both the template and the value are reported;

		277				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010, 040		All		All		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the value according to article 9 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 040 should be reported. 		If {c010} >0 then {c040}>0; If {c010} = blank then {c040} = blank						Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c040 or viceversa check does not fail. 

		278				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		010, 020, 220		All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r010} = {r020} + {r220}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		279				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170		All		EBA validation rule eba v4474 applies to column 040.		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r030} = sum{r040-r170}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		280				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		180, 190, 200, 210		All		EBA validation rule eba v4475 applies to column 040.		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r180} = sum{r190-210}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		281				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		220, 230, 310		All		EBA validation rule eba v4476 applies to column 040.		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r220} = {r230} + {r310}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		282				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		240, 250, 260, 270, 280, 290, 300		All		EBA validation rule eba v4477 applies to column 040. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r230} = sum{r240-300}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		283				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010		320, 330, 340, 350, 360, 370, 380, 390, 400, 410, 420, 430, 440, 450, 460, 470		All		EBA validation rule eba v4478 applies to column 040. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r310} = sum{r320-470}						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		284				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 150, 400		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figures reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figures in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=1		r{040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 150, 400} <= 1						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		285				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		140		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.95		r{140}, c{030} <= 0.95						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		286				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		170, 290		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.8		r{170, 290} : {c030} <= 0.8						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		287				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		240, 250, 260, 270, 280		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.85		r{240-280} : {c030} <=0.85						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		288				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		320, 330, 450, 460		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.75		r{320, 330, 450, 460} : {c030} <= 0.75						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		289				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		190		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.93		{c030, r190} <= 0.93						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		290				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		200		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.88		{c030, r200} <= 0.88						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		291				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		410		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.75		r{340, 410}: {c030} <= 0.7						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		292				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		350, 420		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.65		r{350, 420} : {c030} <= 0.65						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		293				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		360, 370, 380, 390		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.5		r{360-390} : {c030} <= 0.5						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		294				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		430		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.6		{c030, r430} <= 0.6						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		295				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		030		440		All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in column 020.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.45		{c030, r440} <= 0.45						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		296				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010, 030		All		All		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the applicable weight has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 030 should be reported. 		If {c010} > 0 then {c030}> 0; 						Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c030 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 

		297				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w		010, 030, 040		180, 220, 230, 310		All		EBA validation rule eba v4479 m applies to rows: 040-170;190-210;240-300;320-470. Proposed rule applies to rows 180, 220, 230, 310. 		Value according to Article 9 (column 040) equals the Amount/Market value (column 010) multiplied by the Applicable weight (column 030).		{c040} = {c010} * {c030}						Run if the template is reported; if both c010 and c040 are missing the check will not fail; if both c010 and c040 are reported but c030 is missing check will fail. 

		298				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		010, 060		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100-1120, 1140-1380		All		The amounts reported in columns 010 and 060 cannot be negative. 		Add a rule to check that columns 010 and 060 values are greater than 0.		{c010} > 0
{c060} > 0						Run if both the template and the value are reported;

		299				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		010, 060		010-1120, 1180-1210, 1220-1250, 1290-1380		All		If the amount is reported in column 010, the outflow in column 060 should be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 060 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c060}>=0; If {c010} = blank then {c060} = blank						Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c060 or viceversa check does not fail. 

		300				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		010, 060		130, 1180, 1190, 1200, 1210		All		Breakdown of operational deposits must be equal to the total		Row 130 equals the sum rows 1180 to 1210 for the applicable columns		{r130} = sum({r1180},{r1190},{r1200},{r1210})						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero. 

		301				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		140, 150, 170, 180, 190, 200, 1180, 1190, 1200, 1210		All		The applicable weight for operational deposits in rows 1180 to 1210 must be greater than 5% and smaller than the maximum applicable weight corresponding to operational deposits in rows 140 to 200. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 5% and maximum applied percentage in rows 140 - 200		0.05 <= r{1180, 1190, 1200, 1210} <= max(r{140, 150, 170, 180, 190, 200})						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, i.e. rows 1180 to 1210, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		302				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		010, 060		230, 240, 1220, 1230, 1240, 1250		All		The sum of non-operational deposits by financial customers and other customers must be equal to the breakdown of non-operational deposits provided by:
- credit institutions
 - financial customers other than credit institutions
 - sovereigns, central banks, MDBs and PSEs
 - other customers
		Sum of rows 230 and 240 must equal sum of rows 1220 to 1250		{r230} + {r240} = sum(r{1220, 1230, 1240, 1250})						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero. 

		303				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		1220, 1230, 1240, 1250		All		The applicable weight for non-operational deposits in rows 1220 to 1250 must be greater than 5% and smaller than 100%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 5% and 100%		0.05 <= r{1220, 1230, 1240, 1250} <= 1						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		304				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		260, 530, 540, 610, 680		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.4		r{260, 530, 540, 610, 680} >= 0.4						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		305				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		150, 170, 190, 200, 1060, 1110		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.25		r{150, 170, 190, 200, 1060, 1110} >= 0.25						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		306				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		110, 290, 490, 520, 630		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.1		r{110, 290, 490, 520, 630} >= 0.1						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		307				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		090, 1040, 1050		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that: 
r{090} >= 0.03
r{1040} >= 0.07
r{1050} >= 0.15		if ({r1040} <>0 ) then ({r1040}>=0.07) else if ({r1050} <> 0) then ({r1050} >= 0.15) else if ({r090} <> 0) then ({r090} >= 0.03))						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		308				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		060, 070		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.3		if ({r060} <> 0) then ({r060}>=0.10) else if ({r070} <> 0) then ({r070} >= 0.15))						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		309				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		600		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.3		r{600} >= 0.3						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		310				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		1080		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.35		r{1080} >= 0.35						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		311				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		060		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 10% and 15%		0.1 <= r{060} <= 0.15						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		312				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		070		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 15% and 20%		0.15 <=r{070} <= 0.20						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		313				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		010, 050		040, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 140, 150, 170-200, 220, 230, 250, 260, 280-300, 320-340, 360-400, 420-450, 480, 490, 510-570, 590-610, 630, 640, 660-710, 730-770, 800-870, 890, 900, 910, 940-1010, 1030-1090, 1110, 1120, 1180-1250, 1290-1380		All		If the amount is reported in columns 010 the applicable weight in columns 050 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 050 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c050}>=0;						Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c050 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 

		314				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		560, 700		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.75		r{560, 700} >= 0.75						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		315				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		450, 1090		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.5		r{450, 1090} >= 0.5						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		316				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		250, 280		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.2		r{250, 280} >= 0.2						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		317				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w		050		080, 140, 480, 510, 590, 660		All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.05		r{080, 140, 480, 510, 590, 660} >= 0.05						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		318				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		010, 020, 030, 140, 150, 160		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100-400, 440-520		All		The amounts reported in columns 010, 020, 030, 140, 150 and 160 cannot be negative		Add a rule to check that columns 010, 020, 030, 140, 150 and 160 values are greater than 0.		{c010, 020, 030, 140, 150, 160} >0						Run if both the template and the value are reported;

		319				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		010, 140		010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
		All		If an amount is reported in column 010 the corresponding value in column 140 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 140 should be reported.		If {c010} >=0 then {c140}>=0; If {c010} = blank then {c140} = blank						Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c140 or viceversa check does not fail. 

		320				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		020, 150		010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
		All		If an amount is reported in column 020 the corresponding value in column 150 has to be reported. 		If column 020 is reported, column 150 should be reported.		If {c020} >=0 then {c150}>=0; If {c020} = blank then {c150} = blank						Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c020 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 

		321				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		030, 160		010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
		All		If an amount is reported in column 020 the corresponding value in column 160 has to be reported. 		If column 030 is reported, column 160 should be reported.		If {c030} >=0 then {c160}>=0; If {c030} = blank then {c160} = blank						Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c030 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 

		322				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		140, 150, 160		430		All		The excess inflows from a related specialised credit institution are not expected to be reported by entities reporting on individual basis.		If scope of prudential consolidation is individual, row 430 in columns 140, 150 and 160 should be 0 or empty. 		If scope of prudential reporting = IND, {r430} = 0 or {r430} = blank						Run if the template is reported; 

		323				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		040, 150-190, 210-240, 260, 290, 390, 400		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 100%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=1		r{040, 150-190, 210-240, 260, 290, 390, 400} <= 1						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		324				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		310		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 85%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.85		{r310} <= 0.85						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		325				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		320		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 75%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.75		{r320} <= 0.75						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		326				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		300		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 93%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.93		{r300} <= 0.93						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		327				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		330		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 70%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.7		{r330} <= 0.7						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		328				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		340		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 65%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.65		{r340} <= 0.65						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		329				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		060, 070, 080, 090, 350, 380		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 50%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.5		{060, 070, 080, 090, 350, 380} <=0.5						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		330				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		200		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 20%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.2		{r200} <= 0.2						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		331				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		080, 090, 100		130		All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 5%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.05		{r130} <= 0.05						Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 

		332				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w		010, 020, 030, 080, 090, 100		040, 060, 070, 080, 090, 120, 130, 150-260, 290-350, 380-400, 450, 470-510		All		If the amount is reported in columns 010, 020 or 030, the applicable weights in columns 080, 090 and 100 have to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 080 should be reported. 
If column 020 is reported, column 090 should be reported. 
If column 030 is reported, column 100 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c080}>=0;
If {c020} >=0 then {c090}>=0;
If {c030} >=0 then {c100}>=0;						Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010, c020 or c030 are 0 or blank and c080, c090 or c100 have been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 

		333				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		090, 130, 190, 250		All		According to Article 17 of DA 2015/61, in order to calculate the caps of the liquidity buffer, the calculations shall be applied after adjusting for the unwind of repo, reverse-repo and collateral-swaps. As the liquidity buffer can not be negative, the unwind of such transactions should not be negative. 
Values reported in rows 090, 130, 190 and 250 cannot be negative. 		Add a rule to check that column 010 values are greater than 0.		r{090, 130, 190, 250} >= 0						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		334				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		030		All		In 2016, LCR should be at minimum 70%; 
In 2017, LCR should be at minimum 80%;
Starting with 2018, LCR should be above 100%		LCR value reported in row 030 should be greater than 70% in 2016; 80% in 2017 and 100% from 2018 onwards. 		{r030} >= 0.7 in 2016
{r030} >= 0.8 in 2017
{r030} >= 1 from 2018						Run if the template is reported; check also fails when LCR value is missing as LCR should always be reported.  

		337				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090		All						{C 76.00.a, c010, r090} = max(({C 76.00.a, c010, r040} - {C 76.00.a, c010, r050} + {C 76.00.a, c010, r060} - {C 76.00.a, c010, r070} + {C 76.00.a, c010, r080}, 0))						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		338				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		100, 110, 120, 130		All						{C 76.00.a, c010, r130} = max(({C 76.00.a, c010, r100} - {C 76.00.a, c010, r110} + {C 76.00.a, c010, r120}, 0))						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		339				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		160, 170, 180, 190		All						{C 76.00.a, c010, r190} = max(({C 76.00.a, c010, r160} - {C 76.00.a, c010, r170} + {C 76.00.a, c010, r180}, 0))						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		340				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Consultation		Add rule										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		220, 230, 240, 250		All						{C 76.00.a, c010, r250} = max(({C 76.00.a, c010, r220} - {C 76.00.a, c010, r230} + {C 76.00.a, c010, r240}, 0))						Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 

		341				May-17		EGDQ member proposal
LCR DA Analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Deleted		None										Q4/2016				C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w		010		030		All		Starting with 2018, LCR should be above 100%		LCR value reported in row 030 should be greater than 100% from 2018 onwards. 		{r030} >= 1 from 2018		A separate check was initially proposed for the LCR phasing in after 2018. This check is now covered by check number 334				Run if the template is reported; check also fails when LCR value is missing as LCR should always be reported.  

		342				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "Other RWs" are used in EC General Governments				C07.00.a, r280, c200, s002 > 0

		343				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment - Deleted												Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "RW 250%" is used in EC General Governments				C07.00.a, r250, c200, s002 > 0

		344				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment - Deleted												Q4/2016				C09.01.a								Possible mis-allocation of exposures. General Governments with RW ~ 250% (Solved)				C09.01.a, r010, c080 /C09.01.a, r010, c075  > 1.6		Amounts above 1000 

		345				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C09.01.a								Possible under-allocation of exposures. Non-OECD General Governments with RW < 20% to countries where peers have allocated RW > 80% 				C09.01.a, r010, c080 /C09.01.a, r010, c075  < 0.2 (where peers > 0.8)		Amounts above 1000000

		346				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "Other RWs" are used in EC In Default				C07.00.a, r280, c200, s011 > 0

		347				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "RW under 100%" is used in EC In Default				C07.00.a, r140 to r220, c200, s011 > 0

		348				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Possible mis-allocation of exposures. In Default with RW ~ 250% (High Risk?)				C07.00.a, r250, c200, s011 > 0

		349				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "RW 0%" is used in EC Retail				C07.00.a, r140, c200, s009 > 0		Amounts above 100,000

		350				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "RW below 75%" is used in EC Retail				C07.00.a, r150 to 210, c200, s009 > 0		Amounts above 100,000

		351				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Possible mis-allocation of exposures. Retail with RW 100% or 150%				C07.00.a, r230 to r240, c200, s009 > 0		Amounts above 100,000

		352				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment										Implemented in v2.6		Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Flag cases where "Other RWs" are used in EC Retail				C07.00.a, r280, c200, s009 > 0

		353				May-17		RW in SA		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C07.00.a								Other Items EC with RW <> 0%, 20%, 100%				C07.00.a, r150 to r170 and r190 to r220 and r240 to r280 c200, s017 > 0		Amounts above 100,000

		354				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017		Q2/2018		C09.04 C04.00								Reported value of Institution Specific buffer should be the same in C09.04 and in C04.00				ABS [(C04r770c010/C02r010c010) - C0904r140r020 (sheet Total z=x0, x1 in v2.7) ] < 0.0003 pp

		355				May-17		Buffer analysis - replaced		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C09.04								Reported Weighting of OFR for CCyB should be consistent with the reported amounts				For all countries where r070c010/ total r070c010 > 0.0001 and r120c020 or r130c020 > 0 ("n") Flag if ABS {  SUM [    ((r070c010/total r070c010)-r110c020))/(r070c010/total r070c010)) ] / ("n") } > 40% (see another way of expressing this formula in sheet "further descriptions")

		355b				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C09.04								Reported Weighting of OFR for CCyB should be consistent with the reported amounts				Flag if ABS [(C09.04 r070c010/C09.04 sum of all countries r070c010)-C09.04 r110c020] > 0.0002 pp (in percentage points)

		356				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C09.04								Reported CCyB should be consistent with the reported rates and OFR amounts				ABS (C09.04 r140c020 in total sheet - sum for all countries[(C09.04 r070c010 for country a / C09.04 r070c010 for all countries) * C09.04 r130c020 (if exists; if not C09.04 r120c020)] ) < 0.0002 (in percentage points)

		357				May-17		Buffer analysis - delayed		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C04.00								Systemical important institution buffer should combine buffers from Global and Other Systemically Important institution buffers				C04r790c010=max(C04r800c010, C04r810c010)

		358				May-17		Buffer analysis - delayed		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C04.00								Combined buffer requirement				ABS(C04r740c010 - C04r750c010 - C04r760c010 - C04r770c010 - max(C04r780c010, C04r790c010)) < 0.0002		Differences will be allowed following treatment by art 131.15 CRD

		359a				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.04								Existence of rate for given DAs				ABS (C 09.04 r120 c020 - Rate published by DA, applicable as of last day of reporting period) <= 0.0005 pp		The list of DAs is updatable

		359b				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.04								Rate for a given country of institution with respect of a third country				C 09.04 r130 c020: the value should coincide with the rate confirmed by the NCA for the respective country of exposure		List confirmed by NCAs (WG SUP WP)

		361				May-17		Buffer analysis - replaced		EGDQ 11th meeting		Internal assessment												Q4/2016				C 09.04								If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r010-r060, c010) > 0 then C 09.04 r070 c010 > 0

		361a_h				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.04								If there is an own funds requirement amount, there should be an exposure amount, credit risk. Institutions should assign exposures in C09.04 to the immediate counterparty. The application of CRM techniques (inflows/outflows to other countries or exposure classes out of the scope) does not alter this assignment (although it should be considered in the calculation of the OFR). The flagged institutions do not seem to be applying this approach, since there is no exposure while there are own funds requirements for a given country. Please confirm whether the institution is applying the right approach, as described in Q&A 2016_3050, or proceed to resubmit the module if the approach followed is not in line with the mentioned Q&A.				For all countries: if C 09.04 r080 c010 <> 0 then sum (C 09.04 r010-r020, c010) <> 0 

		361a_s				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requirement amount, credit risk, if the exposure value for that country of the exposure is zero and original exposure is larger than zero.  Institutions should assign exposures in C09.04 to the immediate counterparty. The application of CRM techniques (inflows/outflows to other countries or exposure classes out of the scope) does not alter this assignment (although it should be considered in the calculation of the OFR). The flagged institutions do not seem to be applying this approach, considering the values as calculated in the syntax details. Please confirm whether the institution is applying the right approach, as described in Q&A 2016_3050, or proceed to resubmit the module if the approach followed is not in line with the mentioned Q&A.				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r010-r020, c010) > 20,000 then C 09.04 r080 c010 <> 0, if [ sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010-c050-c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) ] > 0 and [ sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c075) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c105) ] = 0 or missing

		361b				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.04								If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, market risk				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r030-r040, c010) > 0 then C 09.04 r090 c010 > 0 and viceversa

		361c				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.04								If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, securitisations				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r050-r060, c010) > 0 then C 09.04 r100 c010 > 0 and viceversa

		361d				May-17		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 11th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								Institutions should assign exposures in C09.04 to the immediate counterparty. The application of CRM techniques (inflows/outflows to other countries or exposure classes out of the scope) does not alter this assignment (although it should be considered in the calculation of the OFR). The flagged institutions do not seem to be applying this approach, since there are no own funds requirements while the exposure is significant. Please confirm whether the institution is applying the right approach, as described in Q&A 2016_3050, or proceed to resubmit the module if the approach followed is not in line with the mentioned Q&A.				For all countries: Flag if  (C 09.04 r080 c010) = 0 or missing and sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010) + sum (C 09.04 r010,020 c010) > 200,000 

		362a				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		362b				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		362c				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		363				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		364				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		365a				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		365b				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		366				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		367				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		368				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		369				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		371				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		372				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		373				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		374				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		375				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		376				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		379				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		380				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C14.00, C12.00, C13.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		381				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C14.00, C12.00, C13.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		382				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				On hold				Q4/2017				C14.00, C12.00, C13.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		383				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				On hold				Q4/2017				C14.00, C12.00, C13.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		387				Sep-17		Securitisations		EGDQ 11th/12th meeting		Approved				Approved				yes				Q4/2017				C 14.00		See "Securitisations" worksheet																								rule

		388				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		090, 100		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of NPE past-due by more than 1 year in a given reference period cannot exceed the amount of NPE past-due by more than 180 days in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c100}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, sum(c090, c100)}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		389				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		080, 090		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of NPE past-due between 180 days and 1 year in a given reference period cannot exceed the amount of NPE past-due between 90 days and 1 year in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c090}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, sum(c080, c090)}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		390				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		020, 070, 080		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of NPE past-due between 90 and 180 days in a given reference period cannot exceed the sum of the amounts of performing exposures and NPE not past-due or past-due by less than 90 days in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c080}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, sum(c020, c070)}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		391				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		010, 070		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of NPE not past-due or past-due by less than 90 days in a given reference period cannot exceed the total amount of exposures (performing and non-performing) in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c070}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, c010}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		392				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		050, 060		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of performing exposures past-due between 60 and 90 days in a given reference period cannot exceed the total amount of NPE in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c050}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, c060}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		393				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F18.00		040, 060		010-330				Consistency between amounts reported in different reporting periods.		The amount of performing exposures past-due between 30 and 60 days in a given reference period cannot exceed the total amount of NPE in the previous reference period.		{F18.00a, r010 to r330, c040}_t - {F18.00a, r010 to r330, c060}_t-1 <= 0		Differences are allowed if the perimeter of the institution changes between the reported periods. Differences may also occur due to exogenous macroeconomic conditions, e.g. exchange rates.

		394				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The gross carrying amount of debt instruments past-due by more than 90 days cannot exceed the sum of the net carrying amounts of debt instruments past-due by more than 90 days and the carrying amount of the impaired assets.		{F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), sum(c080-c100)} - {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120)), sum(c040-c070)} + {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120)), sum(c080-c100)} <= 0

		395				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The gross carrying amount of performing debt instruments past-due by more than 30 days and non-performing debt instruments past-due by more than 90 days cannot exceed the sum of the net carrying amounts of debt instruments past-due by more than 30 days and of the impaired assets.		{F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), sum(c040-c050, c080-c100)} - {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), sum(c020-c070)} + {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), sum(c080-c100)}

		396				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.				{F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), c120} - {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c070} + {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), sum(c080-c100) <= 0

		397				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.				{F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), c120} - {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c070} + {F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), sum(c080-c090)} <= 0

		398				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due by less than 30 days but not impaired cannot exceed the sum of the gross carrying amount of performing debt instruments not past-due or past-due by less than 30 days and the gross carrying amount of non-performing debt instruments not past-due or past due by less than 90 days.		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c010} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), sum(c030, c070)} <= 0

		399				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due between 30 and 60 days but not impaired cannot exceed the sum of the gross carrying amount of performing debt instruments past-due between 30 and 60 days and the gross carrying amount of non performing debt instruments not past-due or past due by less than 90 days.		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c020} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), sum(c040, c070)} <= 0

		400				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due between 60 and 90 days but not impaired cannot exceed the sum of the gross carrying amount of performing debt instruments past-due between 60 and 90 days and the gross carrying amount of non performing debt instruments not past-due or past due by less than 90 days.		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c030} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), sum(c050, c070)} <= 0

		401				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due between 90 and 180 days but not impaired cannot exceed the gross carrying amount of the debt instruments past-due between 90 and 180 days.		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c040} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), c080)} <= 0

		402				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due between 180 days and 1 year but not impaired cannot exceed the gross carrying amount of debt instruments past-due between 180 days and 1 year. 		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c050} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), c090)} <= 0

		403				Sep-17		NPE		EGDQ 12th meeting																		F07.00, F18.00								Consistency between past-due amounts reported in templates F18.00 and F07.00.		The amount of debt instruments past-due by more than 1 year but not impaired cannot exceed the gross carrying amount of debt instruments past-due by more than 1 year. 		{F07.00, (r070, r080, r090, r100, r110, r130, r140, r150, r160, r170, r180, sum(r060, r120), c060} - {F18.00a, (sum(r020, r200), sum(r030, r210), sum(r040, r220), sum(r050, r230), sum(r060,r240), sum(r080, r260), sum(r090, r270), sum(r100, r280), sum(r110, r290), sum(r120, r300), sum(r150, r310), r330), c100)} <= 0

		404a				Nov-17		Institution query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		F 05.00, F 01.00								Consistency of cash balances in central banks and other demand deposits				Flag if F05.00_r010_c010 < F01.00_r030_c010

		404b				Nov-17		Institution query/ Application of Q&A		EGDQ 13th meeting																		F 05.00, F 01.00								Consistency of cash balances in central banks and other demand deposits				Flag if F05.00_r010_c010 <> F01.00_r030_c010 (application of Q&A 2013_607)

		405				Nov-17		Application of Q&A		EGDQ 13th meeting																		F 05.00 								Reporting of minimum reserves				Flag if F05r010c010 < 65% F05r080c010 and F05r050c010 < 20% F05r080c010 (application of QA 2016_2970)

		406				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C06.02								All subsidiaries that submit COREP should appear in the C06.02 of the parent				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if LEI code of an SI_Remaining institution (except parent code) does not exist in C06.02c025 of the C06.02 submitted by ULSSMPARENT_LEI.

		406b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				No								C 06.02, MD								All institutions in MD should be reported in the C 06.02 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if entity_id of an institution in ECB's MD (except parent codes, LSGs, BRs and SAs) does not exist in C06.02c025 of the C06.02 submitted by ULSSMPARENT_LEI.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		406c				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				No								F 40.01, MD								All institutions in MD should be reported in the F 40.01 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if entity_id of an institution in ECB's MD (except parent codes, LSGs, BRs and SAs) does not exist in F40.01c010 of the F40.01 submitted by ULSSMPARENT_LEI.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		407				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting		Approved				On hold												C06.02								The amount of CET1 items reported by the SI_Remaining subsidiary in its C01 should be between 95% and 105% of the CET1 items reported by the parent in its C06.02 				Flag ULSSMPARENT_lei if sum(C01 r040, r060, r070, r130, r200, r220, r230, r240) of SI_Remaining subsidiary is not between 95% and 105% of C06c200 of the ULSSMPARENT.

		407b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted																C06.02, C 01.00								The amount of CET1 items reported by the SI_Remaining subsidiary in its C01 should be between 95% and 105% of the CET1 items reported by the parent in its C06.02 				Flag ULSSMPARENT_lei if sum(C01 r040, r060, r070, r130, r180, r200, r210, r220, r230, r240) of SI_Remaining subsidiary is not between 95% and 105% of C06c200 of the ULSSMPARENT.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		408				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting		Approved				On hold												C06.02								The amount of T1 items reported by the SI_Remaining subsidiary in its C01 should be between 95% and 105% of the T1 items reported by the parent in its C06.02				Flag ULSSMPARENT_lei if sum(C01 r040, r060, r070, r130, r200, r220, r230, r240, r550, r570, r580, r660, r670, r680) of SI_Remaining subsidiary is not between 95% and 105% of C06c170 of the ULSSMPARENT.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		409				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting		Approved				On hold												C06.02								The amount of TC items reported by the SI_Remaining subsidiary in its C01 should be between 95% and 105% of the TC items reported by the parent in its C06.02				Flag ULSSMPARENT_lei if sum(C01 r040, r060, r070, r130, r200, r220, r230, r240, r550, r570, r580, r660, r670, r680, r770, r790, r800, r880, r890, r900) of SI_Remaining subsidiary is not between 95% and 105% of C06c140 of the ULSSMPARENT.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		410				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C06.02								The amount of qualifying CET1 ratio should be between 90% and 110% of the percentage of holding reporting in C06.02				Flag if C06.02c060 / (1 - (C06.02c190 / C06.02c200)) not between 90% and 110%						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		411				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C06.02								C06.02c030 should be 'Y' for the investees that are subsidiaries submitting COREP				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if SI_Remaining investees have C06.02c030 <> Y in C06.02 of the ULSSMPARENT_LEI						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		411b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted																C 06.02, MD								Institutions waived from compliance with OFR in MD should be flagged as "Y" in C 06.02 c030				If WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS = "YES" then C 06.02 c030 = "Y" (cases of non compliance can be explained)						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		411c				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no								C 06.02, MD								Institutions not waived from compliance with OFR in MD should be flagged as "Y" in C 06.02 c030				If WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS = "NO" then C 06.02 c030 = "Y" (cases of non compliance are not expected)						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		412				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C06.02								C06.02c370 should be greater or equal than C06.02c320				Flag if C06.02c370 < C06.02c320

		413				Nov-17		Capital items exercise		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C06.02								C06.02c190 should be greater or equal than C06.02c320				Flag if C06.02c190 < C06.02c320

		414				Nov-17		SSM query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		F05.00, F07.00								Consistency of project finance values in F05, F07				Flag if F05r130c050 > 0 while F07r310c010 to 070, -c080, -c090 0 or missing and viceversa

		415				Nov-17		SSM query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		F05.00, F07.00, C08.01.a								Consistency of project finance values in F05, F07 and C08.01				Flag if (F05r130c050 or F07r310c010 to 070, -c080, -c090) missing or 0 while (C08.01.ar010c020s009 or C08.01.ar010c020s010) > 0

		416a				Nov-17		ECB query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C 08.02								Flag when average original exposure < 1000 and number of obligors > 1 mill, in EC Totals AIRB				Flag if c_08_02_c020_s001 / c_08_02_c300_s001 < 1000 and c_08_02_c300_s001 > 1000000

		416b				Nov-17		ECB query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C 08.02								Flag when average original exposure < 100000 and number of obligors > 10000, in EC Totals FIRB				Flag if c_08_02_c020_s002 / c_08_02_c300_s002 < 100000 and c_08_02_c300_s002 > 10000

		416c				Nov-17		ECB query		EGDQ 13th meeting																		C 08.02								Flag when average original exposure < 10000 and number of obligors > 1000, and this is the situation for more than 70% of the obligor grades in EC Totals AIRB - plausibilty check				Flag if c_08_02_c020_s001 / c_08_02_c300_s001 < 10000 and c_08_02_c300_s001 > 1000 and percentage  of obligor grades where ( c_08_02_c020_s001 / c_08_02_c300_s001 < 10000 and c_08_02_c300_s001 > 1000 ) > 70%

		417a				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								The exposure for credit risk should be between 75% and 105% of the Original Exposure, net for SA, in C 09.01.a and C 09.02, by country of exposure, for the relevant exposure classes				For all countries: Flag if sum (C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) / [ sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) ] not between 75% and 105%. Countries of exposure with small values (sum of C09.01, C09.02 and C09.04 less than 100,000 EUR) are not flagged in the check, although they should comply with it as well.

		417b				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								The exposure for credit risk should not be between 0% and 30% (inclusive) or larger than 125% of the Original Exposure, net for SA, in C 09.01.a and C 09.02, by country of exposure, for the relevant exposure classes				For all countries: Flag if sum (C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) / [ sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) ] between 0% and 30% (inclusive) or larger than 125%. Countries of exposure with small values (sum of C09.01, C09.02 and C09.04 less than 100,000 EUR) are not flagged in the check, although they should comply with it as well.

		418				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								Comparison between OE in C 09.01.a and C 09.02 with the Exposure in C 09.04 (credit risk)				For all countries: Flag if ABS {[sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010)] - [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c075) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c105)] } < 5,000 (allowed margin) and ABS { [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010) - C 09.04 r010-r020, c010] } > 10,000 (allowed margin) Apply the check only if: 

a) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) = Y and sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) > 2% sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010; z=x0) (except country of residence) OR
b) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) = Y and (C 09.04 r080 c010) > 0 (except country of residence) OR
c) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) <> Y and sum(C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) > 100,000 


		419				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 09.04								The OFR declared in the totals sheet should be equal than the sum of OFR by country of the exposure				sum (C 09.04 r070; c010) for all countries = (C 09.04 r070; c010) z=x0 (z=x1 for v2.7)

		420				May-18		Buffer analysis - replaced		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.04								Conditional checks - see further descriptions

		421				May-18		Buffer analysis - replaced		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.04								Conditional checks - see further descriptions

		421b				May-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								Institutions should assign exposures in C09.04 to the immediate counterparty. The application of CRM techniques (inflows/outflows to other countries or exposure classes out of the scope) does not alter this assignment (although it should be considered in the calculation of the OFR). The flagged institutions do not seem to be applying this approach, due to the significant differences in the ratios as calculated in the syntax details.  Please confirm whether the institution is applying the right approach, as described in Q&A 2016_3050, or proceed to resubmit the module if the approach followed is not in line with the mentioned Q&A.				For all countries:  Flag if delta_ratio significantly different than ofr_ratio, where 
delta_ratio = { [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010-c050-c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010)] - [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c075) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c105)] }  / [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010-c050-c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010)} 
ofr_ratio =  { [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c080) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c110)] * 0.08 - C 09.04 r080, c010]} / C 09.04 r080, c010 

		422				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				C 06.02, MD								Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's C 06.02 than in MD.				Flag if SENDER (or COUNTRY_RESIDENCE if it exists) is different than C 06.02c050, for C 06.02c025 in entity_id in MD.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		423				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, MD								Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's F40.01 than in MD.				Flag if SENDER (or COUNTRY_RESIDENCE if it exists) is different than F 40.01c090, for F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		424a				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								CONS Institutions should have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66.				Flag if Scope of prudential reporting = CONS or CONS/SOLO and F 40.01 does not contain any investee with F 40.01c095=credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100=K64/K66)						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		424b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								SOLO Institutions should not have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66.				Flag if Scope of prudential reporting = SOLO and F 40.01 contains investees with F 40.01c095=credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100=K64/K66). Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted.		Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted				if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		425				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Financial NACE codes should be reported with a two level code (K64, K65 or K66).				Flag if F 40.01c100 = K						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		426				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, MD								Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have NACE codes K64 or K66				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c100 different than K64, K66, K or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		427				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, MD								Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have Sector credit institution or OFC				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c095 different than credit institution, other financial corporation or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		428				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Investees that are fully consolidated in accounting and CRR scopes, cannot be anything other than Subsidiares.				Flag if F 40.01c140 and F 40.01c150 = Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 different than Subsidiary or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		429				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, MD								Investees in MD that are joint ventures or associates cannot be fully consolidated in accounting or CRR scopes.				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c140 or F 40.01c150 = Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 different than Subsidiary or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		430				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, MD								Investees in MD that are subsidiaries, and credit institutions or OFC with NACE K64/K66 should be fully consolidated in accounting and CRR scopes.				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c140 or F 40.01c150 not Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary, F 40.01c095=Credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100 = K64 or K66). Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted		Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted				if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		431a				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, F 01.01								Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions where all investees under EM in CRR scope are also under EM in Accounting scope.				Flag if ABS[Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method - F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260] is higher than 10,000, if there is no investee in F 40.01 where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		431b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01, F 01.01								Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions. Institutions flagged in this check are merely informed that it is useful for the Supervisor that the value in F40.01 is filled also in the cases where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F40.01 c140 <> Equity Method; should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision.				Flag if Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method / F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260 is not between 95% and 105%, or ABS[Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method - F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260] is higher than 10,000,000, if there is any investee in F 40.01 where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method. Should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision		It is useful for the supervisor that the value in F40.01 is filled also in the cases where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method; should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision.				if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		432a				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								F 40.01: if voting rights > 50%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Flag if F 40.01 c120 > 50% and F 40.01 c140 <> Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		432b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								F 40.01: if voting rights < 30%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should not be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Flag if F 40.01 c120 < 30% (rounded values) and F 40.01 c140 = Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		433				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Subsidiaries that are Credit institutions should be fully consolidated in accounting treatment CRR scope. Cases of non-compliance can be explained				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Credit institution and F40.01 c130=Subsidiary and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		434a				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Institutions with a high concentration of non-complying cases (> 50%) will be flagged.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations and F 40.01c130=Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the number of these over the total number of [F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 ] is > 50% in the reporting institution.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		434b				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees with total assets above 300 million will be flagged.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations and F 40.01c130=Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the total assets of the investee is > 300,000,000						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		435				May-18		GS second round		EGDQ 15th meeting		Approved				Approved				no				Q4/2017				F 40.01								Subsidiaries that are Non Financial Corporations with Financial NACE could, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees will be flagged for confirmation of its treatment.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=NFC and F 40.01c130=Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the total assets of the investee > 50.000.000; for confirmation of its treatment.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields

		436				Jun-18		SSM IM Market Risk				internal assessment												Q4/2017				C 24.00								Multiplication factors shall be at least 3 plus an addend depending on the number of overshootings				If C 24.00 r010 c140 less than 5, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 5, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3.4 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 6, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3.5 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 7, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3.65 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 8, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3.75 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 9, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 3.85 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 >= 10, flag if C 24.00 r010 c150 - 4 < 0

		437				Jun-18		SSM IM Market Risk				internal assessment												Q4/2017				C 24.00								Multiplication factors shall be at least 3 plus an addend depending on the number of overshootings				If C 24.00 r010 c140 less than 5, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 5, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3.4 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 6, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3.5 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 7, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3.65 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 8, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3.75 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 = 9, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 3.85 < 0
If C 24.00 r010 c140 >= 10, flag if C 24.00 r010 c160 - 4 < 0

		438a				Jun-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								The exposure reported in the country of residence in C09.04 should contain the exposures below the threshold, in the countries where the institution applies this threshold.				Flag if (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0) = Y and A/B not between 0.9 and 1.1, where:
A = sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) z=country of residence and countries with no exposure or OFR in C09.04 / sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) z=x0 ;
B = sum (C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) z=country of residence / sum (C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) z=x0


		438b				Jun-18		Buffer analysis		EGDQ 15th meeting		Deleted												Q4/2017				C 09.01.a, C 09.02								If the institution is not applying the threshold to any country of exposure, it should report all countries in C09.04 (if amount is below 10 mill EUR, do not flag)				Flag if (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0) <> Y and sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) z= countries with no exposure or OFR in C09.04 > 10,000,000 EUR





Securitisations_preapproval

		Check Number		Description		Template		Data points involved		Preconditions
(Check applicable when…) (*)		Values allowed		Values not allowed

		362a		Completeness of identifiers (col 010) Internal code		C_14.00		c010						blank, 0

		362b		Completeness of identifiers (col 020) Identifier of the securitisation		C_14.00		c020						blank, 0

		362c		Completeness of identifiers (col 030) Identifier of the originator		C_14.00		c030						blank, 0

		363		Completeness of SEC Type		C_14.00		c040				T, S

		364		Retention requirement should be filled when Role = Originator, except Exempted/NA		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		all except E, N

						C_14.00		c100				Y, N

		365a/365a*		Approach should be filled except if Sponsor (or Investor), or Liabilities		C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		all except Sponsor (or Investor)

						C_14.00		c170						blank

		365b/365b*		Approach should be filled only if not Sponsor (or Investor), and not Liabilities		C_14.00		c160		9, 10 (or)

						C_14.00		c110		Sponsor  (or Investor)

						C_14.00		c170				blank

		366		Role of institution should be filled in		C_14.00		c110						blank

		367		If type of Retention = First loss, a first loss tranche should exist (position kept); Retention >= 5%		C_14.00		c080		D (and)

						C_14.00		c090		>= 5% (and)

						C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c250		sum(c250, c280) > 0

						C_14.00		c280

						C_14.00		c330						sum (c330, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c360

		368		Positions held must exist if type of retention not FL, Ex, NA or In breach/Unknown		C_14.00		c080		A, V, B, C

						C_14.00		c230 to c280		sum(c230 to c280) > 0

						C_14.00		c310						sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

		369		If Solvency treatment Not subject to OFR, OFR should be zero.		C_14.00		c060		N

						C_14.00		c420				sum (c420, c430, c440, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

						C_14.00		c480

		371		If Solvency treatment BB or both, there should exist OFR in BB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn)		C_14.00		c060		B, A (and) 

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R

						C_14.00		c420						sum (c420, c430, c440) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

		372		If Solvency treatment TB or both, there should exist OFR in BB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn)		C_14.00		c060		T, A (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R

						C_14.00		c420						sum (c420, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c480

		373		If Retention is NA and role Originator, origination date should be < 2011/01/01		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		N

						C_14.00		c120						>= 1/1/2011

		374		For originators, if Retention is A, V, or Revolving, percentage of ret should be >=5% (and less than 100%)		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		A, V, B

						C_14.00		c090						blank, < 5%, > 100%

		375		For originators, if Retention is FL, % can't be missing, or 0, or above 100%		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		D

						C_14.00		c090						blank, 0, > 100%

		376		Number of exposures for Originators, IRB, not liabilities, solvency treatment ne Not Subject		C_14.00		c170		I (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c060		all except N (and)

						C_14.00		c310		sum (c310 to c360) > 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c180						blank, 0

		379		RWE after cap/ OE sec positions should be <= 12.5		C_14.00		c440		> 0

						C_14.00		c310						sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, -c420) is blank or c440 / sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, -c420) > 12.50

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c420

		380		Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Originators		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c060		B, A

						C_12.00		r030, c370				C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r030, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		381		Sum of RWE bf cap, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Investors		C_14.00		c110		Investor

						C_12.00		r110, c370				C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r170, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		382		Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Sponsors		C_14.00		c110		Sponsor (and)

						C_14.00		c060		B, A

						C_12.00		r180, c370				C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r300, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		383		Originators should report Kirb before securitisation (OFR + EL) as percentage of the securitised exposure		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c170		IRB? All?

						C_14.00		c220				> 0
> ???

		387		Analysis of underlying of Exempted securitisations		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		E

						C_14.00		c160				???		???

		(*) If several conditions should be applied, operator is given in brackets





Legend

		Column Name		Explanation

		Check No.		Assigned number, which allows for unique identification of each data quality check.

		Date Added		The month in which the proposed data quality check was first added to the master file.

		Source		Lists the source of the proposed data quality check.

		Discussion EGDQ		Lists the date on which the proposed check was first discussed with the EGDQ members (usually the date of an EGDQ meeting or start date of a consultation).

		Current EGDQ Status		Lists the current status of the check within the EGDQ forum:
E.g. Approved => Check has been approved by the EGDQ members, following the outcome of a written procedure.

		Current EGDQ Action		Lists any pending actions for the EGDQ members to agree / provides further details on the status above (e.g. pending outcome of EBA Q&A)
E.g. Add rule => It is proposed to add this check to the list of ECB data quality checks.

		Current WG SUP Status		Lists the current status of the check within the WG SUP forum:
E.g. Approved => Check has been approved by the WG SUP members, following the outcome of a written procedure.

		Current WG SUP Action		Lists any pending actions for the WG SUP members to agree / provides further details on the status above (e.g. pending outcome of EBA Q&A)
E.g. Add rule => It is proposed to add this check to the list of ECB data quality checks.

		Implemented in SAS		Yes/No => indicates whether of not the check has already been implemented at the ECB or not.
Change request => Highlights those cases which have already been implemented in SAS, but are required to be amended following comments from NCAs / the results of the trial period.
N/A => For those checks not yet approved by the WG SUP.

		Implementation Batch		When a check is implemented in Production, the results are sent to the NCAs. These implementations are grouped in "batches". As of 30/05/2016, batches 1 and 2 have been sent to NCAs with Q4 2015 and Q1 2016 data.

		Trial Period		As agreed in the EGDQ & WG SUP, each newly proposed check shall be applied for at least one trial reference period, before resubmissions are formally requested as part of the regular production process. During the trial period, the results of the checks are shared with the NCAs but no resubmissions are requested on the basis of failing checks. This column lists the trial reference period that was used or is proposed (P) for these new checks.

		Implementation Date		This is the proposed first reference date from which the listed data quality check should apply. From this reference period, the ECB production team will request resubmissions / explanations on the basis of the check when it is failing. 

		Template		List of the templates involved in the check.

		Column		List of the columns involved in the check.

		Row		List of the rows involved in the check.

		Sheet		List of the sheets involved in the check.

		Issue / Explanation		Short description of the underlying issue that led to the need for a new data quality check.

		Proposed Rule		Short text description of the proposed data quality check, if available.

		Syntax		Syntax for the proposed data quality check.

		Comment		Contains comment(s) on the proposed check, if applicable.



		It is not until the final approval by WG SUP that the syntax and other elements of the checks should be regarded as "final". To see the current syntax, comments, etc of the checks that are under ongoing written procedures, please refer to the respective Consultation in the Darwin folders.

The checks with non-final syntax or elements are in italics, with a dark grey background.





Progress

						EGDQ								WG SUP						Production

				Number of checks		Proposed in meeting		Circulated for comments		Circulation of Note (if necessary)		Approval		Circulated for comments		Circulation of Note (if necessary)		Approval		Sent to banks via NCAs

		Miscellaneous (Batch 1 and 2)		32

		Batch 2		4

		Large Exposures (Batch 3)		30

		OpRisk batch		21

		Group Structures		30

		Country breakdowns and CBCBODD		6

		nGAAP		31

		Capital adequacy (C 01.00)		21

		Transitional provisions		~ 18

		CA and other templates		20

		IM Analysis Tool		51

		LCR		63

		Credit Risk		12

		Buffers		8

		NPE		16

		Securitisations		22

		Capital items, minimum reserves and obligor grades		16

		Countercyclical and capital conservation buffers		15

		Group Structures II		23

		Submissions of IFRS9



		Batch 1		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		14		15		16		17		18		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		34		35		36		38		44

		Batch 2		46		47		49		52

		Batch 3		19		20		53		54		55		56		57		58		59		60		61		62		63		64		65		66		67		68		69		70		71		72		73		74		75		76		77		78		79		80

		OpRisk		81		82		83		84a		84b		85		86		87		88a		88b		89		90		91		92		92a		94		95		96		97		98		99

		Group Structures		122		123		124		125		126		127		128		129		130		131		132		133		134		135		136		137		138		139		140		141		142		143		144		145		146		147		148		149		150		151

		Country breakdowns and CBCBODD		100		101		102		103		104a		104b

		nGAAP		105		106		107		108		109		110		111		112		113		114		115		116		117		118		119		120		121		152		153		154		155		156		157		158		159		160		161		162		163		164		165

		Capital adequacy (C 01.00)		166		167		168		169		170		171		172		173		174		175		176		177		178		179		180		181		182		183		184		185		186		187		188		189

		Transitional provisions		190		191		192		193		194		195		196		197		198		199		200		201		202		203		204		205		206		207

		CA and other templates		208		209		210		211		212		213		214		215		216		217		218		219a		219b		220		221		222		223

		IM Analysis Tool		224a		224b		225		226		227		228		229		230		231		232		233		234		235		236		237		238		239		240		241		242		243		244		245		246		247		248		249		250		251		252		253		254		255		256		257		258		259		260		261		262		263		264		265		266		267		268		269		270		271		272		273		274		275

		LCR		276		277		278		279		280		281		282		283		284		285		286		287		288		289		290		291		292		293		294		295		296		297		298		299		300		301		302		303		304		305		306		307		308		309		310		311		312		313		314		315		316		317		318		319		320		321		322		323		324		325		326		327		328		329		330		331		332		333		334		335		336		337		338		339		340		341

		Credit Risk		342		343		344		345		346		347		348		349		350		351		352		353

		Buffers		354		355		356		357		358		359		360		361

		Securitisations		362a		362b		362c		363		364		365a		365b		366		367		368		369		371		372		373		374		375		376		379		380		381		382		387

		Non Performing Exposures		388		389		390		391		392		393		394		395		396		397		398		399		400		401		402		403

		Capital items, minimum reserves and obligor grades		404a		404b		405		406		407		408		409		410		411		412		413		414		415		416a		416b		416c





LE Example

		Reporting institution "LE BANK" has the following exposures (among others):

		Name of client		Is it head of a group or not belonging to a group?

Delgado Rodríguez, María: Delgado Rodríguez, María:
if head of group, it is reported in C28, with 2 in col 020
If it does not belong to any group it is reported in C28, with 1 in col 020		Is it one of the individual parts of a group? 

Delgado Rodríguez, María: Delgado Rodríguez, María:
If it is an individual part of a Group, it is reported in C29 col 010		Who is head of the Group?

Delgado Rodríguez, María: Delgado Rodríguez, María:
The head of group of each reported individual is reported in col 020 C29		Is it one of the 10 Largest exposures to Is or Us?

Delgado Rodríguez, María: Delgado Rodríguez, María:
If it is, it is marked with I/U in C27 col 070		What kind of counterparty is it?

Delgado Rodríguez, María: Delgado Rodríguez, María:
Affects col 070 C27		Counts as I (According to Check 61a, new syntax)		Counts as U (According to Check 61b, new syntax)

		A		yes		no				yes		Institution		1

		B		yes		no				no		Non financial

		C		yes		yes		C		no		Institution

		D		no		yes		C		no		UFE

		E		yes		no		E		yes		UFE				1

		F		no		yes		E		no		UFE

		G		no		yes		E		no		Non financial

		H		yes		yes		H		yes		Institution		1

		J		no		yes		H		yes		UFE

		K		yes		yes		K		no		Non financial

		L 		no		yes		K		yes		UFE				1

		M		no		yes		K		no		UFE

		LE Bank reports:



		C27								C28						C29

		010		070 (currently applicable)		070 (applying Q&A)				010		020				010		020

		A		I		I				A		1				C		C

		B		blank		blank				B		1				D		C

		C		blank		blank				C		2				F		E

		D		blank		blank				E		2				G		E

		E		U		U				H		2				H		H

		F		blank		U				K		2				J		H

		G		blank		blank										K		K

		H		I		I										L		K

		J		U		U										M		K

		K		blank		blank

		L		U		U

		M		blank		U

		Number of Is that would be counted (only the mentioned exposures considered):												2

		Number of Us that would be counted (only the mentioned exposures considered):												2





further_descriptions

		Check 355





Results_Legend

		Does the check refer to open tables / is run over more than one row / column / sheet?		No		Result = 1		Indicates that the check fails

						Result <> 1		Indicates that the check fails, and the "Result" is the difference between right hand side and left hand side of the equation.

				Yes		Result = 1		Indicates that the check fails

						Result <> 1		Indicates that the check fails, and the "Result" is the number of rows or columns or sheets that fail the check.







Proposed to EBA v2.8

		Check No.				Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Short_Description		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Severity

		38		ERROR:#N/A		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		F 07.00		070, 080, 090		060, 120, 190				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.		soft rule

		53		ERROR:#N/A		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		C 26.00		010		030				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				soft rule





2018_02_SEC

		Check Number		Description		Template		Data points involved		Preconditions
(Check applicable when…) (*)		Exceptions		Values allowed		Values not allowed

		362a		Completeness of identifiers (col 010) Internal code		C_14.00		c010								blank, 0

		362b		Completeness of identifiers (col 020) Identifier of the securitisation		C_14.00		c020								blank, 0

		362c		Completeness of identifiers (col 030) Identifier of the originator. In case of Investors in multi-seller securitisations, this field must be filled in with an indication of such a fact; i.e. "multi-seller" or the different originators if they are known.		C_14.00		c030								blank, 0

		362d		Completeness of identifiers (col 050) Accounting treatment, for Originators		C_14.00		c110		Originator, Sponsor or Original lender

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c050								blank

		362e		Completeness of identifiers (col 060) only for originators; c060 will be filled in all cases except SEC=liability		C_14.00		c110		Originator

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c060								blank

		362f		Completeness of identifiers (col 080)		C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c080								blank

		362g		Completeness of identifiers (col 070)		C_14.00		c070								blank

		362h		Columns c170, c430, c440, c180, c220, c050, c060 should not be filled when SEC=Liabilities		C_14.00		c160		9, 10

						C_14.00		c170						blank

						C_14.00		c430						blank

						C_14.00		c440						blank

						C_14.00		c180						blank

						C_14.00		c220						blank

						C_14.00		c050						blank

						C_14.00		c060						blank

						C_14.00		c420						blank

						C_14.00		c480						blank

		363		Completeness of SEC Type		C_14.00		c040								blank

		364a		Retention requirement should be filled for all Roles, except Exempted/NA, or in breach/Unknown		C_14.00		c080		all except E, N, U



						C_14.00		c100						Y, N		blank

		364b		Retention requirement should be left blank when Exempted/NA		C_14.00		c080		E, N

						C_14.00		c100						blank

		365a_st		Approach should be filled except if Sponsor, Investor or Original lender; or Liabilities		C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		all except Sponsor or Investor or Original lender

						C_14.00		c170								blank







		366		Role of institution should be filled in		C_14.00		c110								blank

		367		If type of Retention = First loss, a first loss tranche should exist (position kept); Retention >= 5%		C_14.00		c080		D (and)

						C_14.00		c090		>= 5% (and)

						C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender 





						C_14.00		c330								sum (c330, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c360

		368		Positions held must exist if type of retention not FL, Ex, NA or In breach/Unknown		C_14.00		c080		A, V, B, C

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender 



						C_14.00		c310								sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

		369		If Solvency treatment Not subject to OFR, OFR should be zero.		C_14.00		c060		N

						C_14.00		c420						sum (c420, c430, c440, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

						C_14.00		c480

		371		If Solvency treatment BB or both, there should exist OFR in BB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn). Except originators with no positions.		C_14.00		c060		B, A (and) 

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R, K

						C_14.00		c110				Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c310 to c360				blank or 0

						C_14.00		c420								sum (c420, c430, c440) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

		372		If Solvency treatment TB or both, there should exist OFR in TB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn)		C_14.00		c060		T, A (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R, K

						C_14.00		c420								sum (c420, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c480

		373		If Retention is NA and role Originator, origination date should be < 2011/01/01		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		N

						C_14.00		c120								>= 1/1/2011

		374		For originators, sponsors or original lenders: if Retention is A, V, C or Revolving, percentage of ret should be >=5% (and less or equal than 100%)		C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender (and)

						C_14.00		c120		> = 1/1/2011

						C_14.00		c080		A, V, B, C

						C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c090								blank, < 5%, > 100%

		375		For originators and sponsors, if Retention is FL, % can't be missing, or 0, or above 100%		C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor (and)

						C_14.00		c120		> = 1/1/2011

						C_14.00		c080		D

						C_14.00		c090								blank, 0, > 100%

		376		Number of exposures for Originators or Sponsors, IRB, not liabilities, solvency treatment ne Not Subject		C_14.00		c170		I (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor (and)

						C_14.00		c060		all except N (and)

						C_14.00		c310		sum (c310 to c360) > 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c180								blank, 0

		379		RWE after cap/ OE sec positions should be <= 12.5		C_14.00		c440		> 0

						C_14.00		c310								sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, c420) is blank or c440 / sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, c420) > 13.25

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c420

		380		Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Originators		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c060		B, A

						C_12.00		r030, c370						C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r030, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		381		Sum of RWE bf cap, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Investors		C_14.00		c110		Investor

						C_12.00		r110, c370						C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r170, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		382		Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Sponsors		C_14.00		c110		Sponsor (and)



						C_12.00		r180, c370						C_12.00 + C_13.00 ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00		r300, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		383		Originators should report Kirb before securitisation (OFR + EL) as percentage of the securitised exposure. The information is also useful for positions under SA, therefore OFR before securitisation should also be requested for these positions.		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c170		All

						C_14.00		c080		all except E

						C_14.00		c220						> 0.01		> 1

		387		Analysis of underlying of Exempted securitisations		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		E

						C_14.00		c160						To be confirmed case by case

		(*) If several conditions should be applied, operator is given in brackets





2017_05

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Short_Description		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q1 2017 Round for:

		1		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 01.00		010		010, 015, 020				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2017

		2		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 03.00		010		010, 030, 050				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2017

		3		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 04.00		010		860				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""				if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail		Q1 2017

		4		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020, 030		130				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long and or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2017

		7		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 61.00		050		010, 020				These data points in NSFR templates are the same as in C01.00, r015, c010 (Tier 1 capital instruments) and r750, c010 (Tier 2 capital instruments). Therefore, the reported amounts should be the same in both modules. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C01.00, r015, c010} = {C61.00, r010, c050}
{C01.00, r750, c010} = {C61.00, r020, c050}		These data points in NSFR templates are the same as in C01.00, r015, c010 (Tier 1 capital instruments) and r750, c010 (Tier 2 capital instruments). Therefore, the reported amounts should be the same in both modules.				{C01.00, r015, c010} = {C61.00, r010, c050}
{C01.00, r750, c010} = {C61.00, r020, c050}		Existing validation rules v3330 and v3331, which are cross-modules and are not always running.		if .=. --> pass
0=0 --> pass
.=0 --> fail (we cannot assume that in C01 the missings are zeros)
0=. --> pass (if C61 is reported)		Q1 2017

		14		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 150, 160		010				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q1 2017

		15		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 140		010				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0				If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q1 2017

		16		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		150, 200		010-090; 110; 130-320		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150				{c200} <= {c150}				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		17		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		010		010-70, 180		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				  		Q1 2017

		18		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.02.a		010		All		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2017

		19		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 08.01.a		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		010-060		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		21		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		22		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} = 1
IF {r230} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} = 1
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1				IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} = 1
IF {r230} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} = 1
IF {r330} = {r340} and r320, c090 > 0 THEN {r310} = 1
IF {r430} = {r440} and r420, c090 > 0 THEN {r410} = 1
IF {r530} = {r540} and r520, c090 > 0 THEN {r510} = 1
IF {r630} = {r640} and r620, c090 > 0 THEN {r610} = 1
IF {r730} = {r740} and r720, c090 > 0 THEN {r710} = 1
IF {r830} = {r840} and r820, c090 > 0 THEN {r810} = 1
IF {r930} = {r940} and r920, c090 > 0 THEN {r910} = 1				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		24		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920, 940				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five				IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and r320, c090 > 0 THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and r420, c090 > 0 THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and r520, c090 > 0 THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and r620, c090 > 0 THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and r720, c090 > 0 THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and r820, c090 > 0 THEN {r810} <= 5
IF {r920} = {r940} and r920, c090 > 0 THEN {r910} <= 5				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		25		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 16.00.a		070		010, 020, 130				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}				missing		Q1 2017

		26		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a		010		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00.				IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""				missing		Q1 2017

		27		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		020		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01.				IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""				missing		Q1 2017

		28		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 18.00		060		011, 250, 340, 350		All		If own funds requirements are reported, they should be reported for either general or specific risk, or both. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r010, c060} <> 0 THEN {r011, c060} <> 0 OR {r250, c060} <> 0 OR {r340, c060} <> 0 OR {r350, c060} <> 0 		If own funds requirements are reported, they should be reported for either general or specific risk, or both.				IF {r010, c060} <> 0 THEN {r011, c060} <> 0 OR {r250, c060} <> 0 OR {r340, c060} <> 0 OR {r350, c060} <> 0 				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2017

		29		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		100-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				The long and short positions by currency should match with the total positions in rows 100 to 120. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r480) 		The long and short positions by currency should match with the total positions in rows 100 to 120.				if c100,r010 > 0 then {r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)

if c100,r010 = 0 or missing then {r100} + {r110} + {r120} >= SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2) 

{r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r480) 		Some rounding errors will be allowed (up to 38,000 €, 1,000 € per data point in the formula) due to, among others, foreign exchange translations.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL).  If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2017

		30		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		100-120				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2017

		31		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2017

		35		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 02.00		010		010, 090, 670				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""				if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail		Q1 2017

		36		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 03.00		010		020				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		missing		Q1 2017

		38		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 07.00		070, 080, 090		060, 120, 190				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (very unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.		Q1 2017

		44		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 05.01		050		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL		Q1 2017

		46		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		C 24.00		040, 060		010-110		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.				{c060} >= {c040}		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
		Q1 2017

		49		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 18.00.b		130-190		010-180		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost.				{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0				missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail		Q1 2017

		50		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2 +		Included		C 09.02		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		All		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case.				{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q1 2017

		52		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		
010 to 110		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q1 2017

		53		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 26.00		010		030				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				Q1 2017

		54		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		020		all				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		55		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		030		-				If a LEI code exists, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		If a LEI code exists, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		{c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		{c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		56		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		040		-				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		57		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00, C 28.00		050		-				Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. This information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27
				Q1 2017

		58		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27				Q1 2017

		59		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		60		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		61a		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: 

		61b		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10

		62		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		63		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 070 = "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" (or blank)
If C27.00 col 050="Other financial corporations" then col 070 shall be "I" or "U"
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		64		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070, 060		-				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes				Q1 2017

		65		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		020		-				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		66		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		67		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		230		-				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		68		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		210		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		69		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		70		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		71		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00 C 28.00		020		-				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		72		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		73		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		040		-				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		74		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		220		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2017

		75		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 30.00 or C 27.00		010		-				In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U" ---- Additional Syntax details: C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 
and viceversa		In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails
				Q1 2017

		81		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q1 2017

		82		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q1 2017

		83		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2017

		84a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2017

		84b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q1 2017

		85		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		910, 911, 912, 913, 914				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910  ---- Additional Syntax details: {r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910 		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4208_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 910 might contain losses <10000)				Q1 2017

		86b		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 950				For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950 ---- Additional Syntax details: sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950				sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4209_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 920 might contain losses <10000)				Q1 2017

		87		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q1 2017

		88a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2017

		88b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2017

		89		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.00.a: 080
C 17.00.b: 090		010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2017

		90		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130				Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; the same EBA validation rules exist for BIA and TSA (rules v3341_i and v3342_i)				Q1 2017

		91		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		010				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; summarises deactivated EBA validation rules v1145_m, v1146_m, v1147_m, v1148_m, v1149_m, v1150_m, v1151_m and v1152_m				Q1 2017

		92		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317 ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA validation rules v1153_m (correction: columns 040, 050, 060 must not be included as this would double count - only relevant indicators in columns 010, 020, 030 have to be included)				Q1 2017

		92a		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		110, 120				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;				Q1 2017

		94		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q1 2017

		95		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q1 2017

		96		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2017

		97		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q1 2017

		98		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q1 2017

		99		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2017

		100		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04		030		140		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements. ---- Additional Syntax details: sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		 Cases of non compliance may be accepted if justified (positive changes in FV greater than all impairment of the institution); these cases should be rare nonetheless.		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.		Q1 2017

		101		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04, F.01.01						All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		102		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09						All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.				ABS (sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)})) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} ) =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		103		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09. ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.				{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		A margin difference of +/- 5000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		104a		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08. ---- Additional Syntax details: if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.				if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		116		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		117		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		118		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		119		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		120		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		121		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2017

		122		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		123a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		124		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q4 2016

		125		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q4 2016

		126b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2016

		127		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2016

		127b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2016

		128		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		129		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		131		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		132		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		133		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		136		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		137		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		138		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050, c060) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

c060 will be allowed to be missing for the row corresponding to the parent institution		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050, c060) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

c060 will be allowed to be missing for the row corresponding to the parent institution		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2016

		141		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		146		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C01.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		147		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C02.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		149		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		150		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		151		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2016

		224a		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 08.01.a		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed ---- Additional Syntax details: 0 <= col 230 C08.01.a  <= 1.5		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed				0 <= col 230 C08.01.a  <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		224b		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C08.02		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed ---- Additional Syntax details: 0 <= col 230 C08.02 <= 1.5		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed				0 <= col 230 C08.02 <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.				Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02				all		all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0				Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		226		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		227		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		228		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		229		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		230		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		231		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		232		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		233		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		234		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		235		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		236		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		237		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		238		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		239		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		240		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		241		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		242		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		243		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		244		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		245		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		246		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		247		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		248		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		249		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		250		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		251		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		252		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		253		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		254		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		255		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		256		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		257		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		258		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		259		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		260		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		261		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		262		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		263		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		264		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		265		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		274		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (s 011)  (between 0.9 and 1.1)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it (row 170) should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (s 011)  (between 0.9 and 1.1)						Q4 2016 and Q1 2017

		275		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		No		INM Batch		Included		Various								Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero						Q4 2016 and Q1 2017





2017_08

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Short_Description		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q2 2017 Round for:

		1		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 01.00		010		010, 015, 020				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2017

		2		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 03.00		010		010, 030, 050				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2017

		3		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 04.00		010		860				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""				if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail		Q2 2017

		4		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020, 030		130				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2017

		7		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Not included		C 61.00		050		010, 020				These data points in NSFR templates are the same as in C01.00, r015, c010 (Tier 1 capital instruments) and r750, c010 (Tier 2 capital instruments). Therefore, the reported amounts should be the same in both modules. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C01.00, r015, c010} = {C61.00, r010, c050}
{C01.00, r750, c010} = {C61.00, r020, c050}		These data points in NSFR templates are the same as in C01.00, r015, c010 (Tier 1 capital instruments) and r750, c010 (Tier 2 capital instruments). Therefore, the reported amounts should be the same in both modules.				{C01.00, r015, c010} = {C61.00, r010, c050}
{C01.00, r750, c010} = {C61.00, r020, c050}		Existing validation rules v3330 and v3331, which are cross-modules and are not always running.		if .=. --> pass
0=0 --> pass
.=0 --> fail (we cannot assume that in C01 the missings are zeros)
0=. --> pass (if C61 is reported)		Q2 2017

		14		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 150, 160		010				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q2 2017

		15		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 140		010				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0				If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q2 2017

		16		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		150, 200		010-090; 110; 130-320		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150				{c200} <= {c150}				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		17		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		010		010-70, 180		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				  		Q2 2017

		18		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.02.a		010		All		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2017

		19		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 08.01.a		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		010-060		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		21		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		22		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} = 1
IF {r230} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} = 1
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1				IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} = 1
IF {r230} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} = 1
IF {r330} = {r340} and r320, c090 > 0 THEN {r310} = 1
IF {r430} = {r440} and r420, c090 > 0 THEN {r410} = 1
IF {r530} = {r540} and r520, c090 > 0 THEN {r510} = 1
IF {r630} = {r640} and r620, c090 > 0 THEN {r610} = 1
IF {r730} = {r740} and r720, c090 > 0 THEN {r710} = 1
IF {r830} = {r840} and r820, c090 > 0 THEN {r810} = 1
IF {r930} = {r940} and r920, c090 > 0 THEN {r910} = 1				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		24		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920, 940				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five				IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 > 0 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and r120, c090 > 0 THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and r220, c090 > 0 THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and r320, c090 > 0 THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and r420, c090 > 0 THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and r520, c090 > 0 THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and r620, c090 > 0 THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and r720, c090 > 0 THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and r820, c090 > 0 THEN {r810} <= 5
IF {r920} = {r940} and r920, c090 > 0 THEN {r910} <= 5				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		25		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 16.00.a		070		010, 020, 130				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}				missing		Q2 2017

		26		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a		010		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00.				IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""				missing		Q2 2017

		27		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		020		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01.				IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""				missing		Q2 2017

		28		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Not included		C 18.00		060		011, 250, 340, 350		All		If own funds requirements are reported, they should be reported for either general or specific risk, or both. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r010, c060} <> 0 THEN {r011, c060} <> 0 OR {r250, c060} <> 0  OR {r350, c060} <> 0 		If own funds requirements are reported, they should be reported for either general or specific risk, or both.				IF {r010, c060} <> 0 THEN {r011, c060} <> 0 OR {r250, c060} <> 0 OR {r340, c060} <> 0 OR {r350, c060} <> 0 		Update due to change in taxonomy.		if template is sent, zero		Q2 2017

		29		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Not included		C 22.00		020-030		100-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				The long and short positions by currency should match with the total positions in rows 100 to 120. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r480) 		The long and short positions by currency should match with the total positions in rows 100 to 120.				{r100} + {r110} + {r120} = SUM (r130-r480) 		Some rounding errors will be allowed (up to 38,000 €, 1,000 € per data point in the formula) due to, among others, foreign exchange translations.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL).  If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2017

		30		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		100-120				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2017

		31		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2017

		35		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 02.00		010		010, 090, 670				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""				if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail		Q2 2017

		36		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 03.00		010		020				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		missing		Q2 2017

		38		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 07.00		070, 080, 090		060, 120, 190				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (very unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.		Q2 2017

		44		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 05.01		050		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL		Q2 2017

		46		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		C 24.00		040, 060		010-110		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.				{c060} >= {c040}		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
		Q2 2017

		49		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 18.00.b		130-190		010-180		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost.				{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0				missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail		Q2 2017

		50		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2 +		Included		C 09.02		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		All		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case.				{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q2 2017

		52		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		
010 to 110		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q2 2017

		53		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 26.00		010		030				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				Q2 2017

		54		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		020		all				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		55		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Not included		C 27.00		030		-				If a LEI code exists, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		If a LEI code exists, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		{c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		{c030} if a LEI code exists in column 030, it must be an alpha-numeric code 20 in length		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		56		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		040		-				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		57		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00, C 28.00		050		-				Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27
				Q2 2017

		58		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27				Q2 2017

		59		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		60		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		61a		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: 				Q2 2017

		61b		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10				Q2 2017

		62		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		63		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		64		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070, 060		-				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes				Q2 2017

		65		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		020		-				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		66		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		67		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		230		-				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		68		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		210		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		69		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		70		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		71		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00 C 28.00		020		-				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		72		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		73		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		040		-				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		74		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		220		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2017

		75		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 30.00 or C 27.00		010		-				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails
				Q2 2017

		81		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q2 2017

		82		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q2 2017

		83		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q2 2017

		84a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q2 2017

		84b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q2 2017

		85		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		910, 911, 912, 913, 914				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910  ---- Additional Syntax details: {r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910 		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4208_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 910 might contain losses <10000)				Q2 2017

		86b		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 950				For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950 ---- Additional Syntax details: sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950				sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4209_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 920 might contain losses <10000)				Q2 2017

		87		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q2 2017

		88a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q2 2017

		88b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q2 2017

		89		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.00.a: 080
C 17.00.b: 090		010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q2 2017

		90		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130				Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; the same EBA validation rules exist for BIA and TSA (rules v3341_i and v3342_i)				Q2 2017

		91		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		010				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; summarises deactivated EBA validation rules v1145_m, v1146_m, v1147_m, v1148_m, v1149_m, v1150_m, v1151_m and v1152_m				Q2 2017

		92		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317 ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA validation rules v1153_m (correction: columns 040, 050, 060 must not be included as this would double count - only relevant indicators in columns 010, 020, 030 have to be included)				Q2 2017

		92a		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		110, 120				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;				Q2 2017

		94		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q2 2017

		95		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q2 2017

		96		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q2 2017

		97		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q2 2017

		98		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q2 2017

		99		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q2 2017

		100		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04		030		140		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements. ---- Additional Syntax details: sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		 Cases of non compliance may be accepted if justified (positive changes in FV greater than all impairment of the institution); these cases should be rare nonetheless.		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.		Q2 2017

		101		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04, F.01.01						All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		102		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09						All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.				ABS (sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)})) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} ) =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		103		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09. ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.				{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		A margin difference of +/- 5000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		104a		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08. ---- Additional Syntax details: if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.				if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		116		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		117		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		118		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		119		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		120		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		121		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2017

		122		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		123a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		124		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q2 2017

		125		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q2 2017

		126b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2017

		127		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2017

		127b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2017

		128		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		129		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		131		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		132		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		133		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		136		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		137		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		138		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050, c060) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

c060 will be allowed to be missing for the row corresponding to the parent institution		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050, c060) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

c060 will be allowed to be missing for the row corresponding to the parent institution		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2017

		141		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		146		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C01.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		147		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C02.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		149		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		150		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		151		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2017

		224a		Feb-17		Approved		In consultation		No		INM Batch		Not included		C 08.01.a		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed ---- Additional Syntax details: 0 <= col 230 C08.01.a  <= 1.5		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed				0 <= col 230 C08.01.a  <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.		Q2 2017

		224b		Feb-17		Approved		In consultation		No		INM Batch		Not included		C08.02		230		all		all		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed ---- Additional Syntax details: 0 <= col 230 C08.02 <= 1.5		LGDs above 1.5 will not be allowed				0 <= col 230 C08.02 <= 1.5		Run if C08.01 or C08.02 are reported; if value is missing it will be considered an error, the value has to contain an explicit zero for it to be considered 0.				Q2 2017

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Not included		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02				all		all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The results of the check will be circulated to Internal Models (not to institutions, in principle)		Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		226		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		227		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		228		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		229		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		230		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		231		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		232		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		233		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		234		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		235		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		236		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		237		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		238		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		239		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		240		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		241		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		242		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		243		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		244		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		245		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		246		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		247		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		248		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		249		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		250		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		251		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		252		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		253		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		254		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		255		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		256		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		257		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		258		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		259		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		260		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		261		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		262		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		263		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		264		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		265		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		The substitution in the "Additional syntax details" of "col 020" by "col 255" does not affect the results provided for Q1 2017 and Q4 2016, which were calculated with the right syntax.		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2017

		274a		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Check 274 is divided in 274a and 274b				Q2 2017

		274b		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Check 274 is divided in 274a and 274b				Q2 2017

		275		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		Various								Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero						Q2 2017

		999a		Dec-16						No				---										C03 row 080, 100, 120 must be equal to the expected values as calculated from the SREP Decision (Highest level of consolidation)

		999b		Jun-17						No				---										The amounts related to Capital Buffers in C04.00 (rows 740 to 810) must be equal to the expected values according to CRD/CRR.





2017_11

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Short_Description		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q3 2017 Round for:

		86b		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Not included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 950				For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950 ---- Additional Syntax details: sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		For each event type: The total loss amount is greater than or equal to the total loss amount 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000

Rows 921, 922, 923 and 924 contain subsets of row 920 and row 950				sum( {r920} + {r950}) >= Sum( {r921}, {r922}, {r923}, {r924} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4209_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 920 might contain losses <10000)				Q3 2017

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Not included		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02				all		all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The results of the check will be circulated to Internal Models (not to institutions, in principle)		Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q3 2017

		999a		Dec-16						No				---										C03 row 080, 100, 120 must be equal to the expected values as calculated from the SREP Decision (Highest level of consolidation)

		999b		Jun-17						No				---										The amounts related to Capital Buffers in C04.00 (rows 740 to 810) must be equal to the expected values according to CRD/CRR.

																																		

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
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2018_02

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Template		Column		Row		Sheet		Short_Description		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q4 2017 Round for:

		1		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 01.00		010		010, 015, 020				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q4 2017

		2		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 03.00		010		010, 030, 050				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.				{c010} <>""		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q4 2017

		3		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 04.00		010		860				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""				if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail		Q4 2017

		4		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020, 030		130				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.		Q4 2017

		14		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 150, 160		010				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q4 2017

		15		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 24.00		120, 140		010				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0				If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q4 2017

		16		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		150, 200		010-090; 110; 130-320		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150				{c200} <= {c150}				if template is sent, zero		Q4 2017

		17		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		010		010-70, 180		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				  		Q4 2017

		18		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.02.a		010		All		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q4 2017

		19		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 08.01.a		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		010-060		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}				if template is sent, zero		Q4 2017

		21		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}				if template is sent, zero		Q4 2017

		22		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		010-080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > = 1000 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > =1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero				IF {r030} = {r040} and (r020, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} = 1 or zero
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
IF {r330} = {r340} and (r320, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r310} = 1 or zero
IF {r430} = {r440} and (r420, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r410} = 1 or zero
IF {r530} = {r540} and (r520, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r510} = 1 or zero
IF {r630} = {r640} and (r620, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r610} = 1 or zero
IF {r730} = {r740} and (r720, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r710} = 1 or zero
IF {r830} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r810} = 1 or zero				if template is sent, zero		Q4 2017

		24		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		010-080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 >=1000 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five				IF {r020} = {r040} and (r020, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and (r320, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and (r420, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and (r520, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and (r620, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and (r720, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r810} <= 5				if template is sent, zero		Q4 2017

		25		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 16.00.a		070		010, 020, 130				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}				missing		Q4 2017

		26		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 07.00.a		010		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00.				IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""				missing		Q4 2017

		27		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 08.01.a		020		010		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01.				IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""				missing		Q4 2017

		30		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		100-120				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q4 2017

		31		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 22.00		020-030		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q4 2017

		35		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 02.00		010		010, 090, 670				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""				if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail		Q4 2017

		36		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 03.00		010		020				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		missing		Q4 2017

		38		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		F 07.00		070, 080, 090		060, 120, 190				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (very unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.		Q4 2017

		44		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		C 05.01		050		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL		Q4 2017

		46		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		C 24.00		040, 060		010-110		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.				{c060} >= {c040}		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
		Q4 2017

		49		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 18.00.b		130-190		010-180		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost.				{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0				missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail		Q4 2017

		50		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2 +		Included		C 09.02		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		All		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case.				{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q4 2017

		52		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		
010 to 110		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q4 2017

		53		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 26.00		010		030				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				Q4 2017

		54		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		020		all				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		56		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		040		-				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		57		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00, C 28.00		050		-				Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27
				Q4 2017

		58		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27				Q4 2017

		59		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		60		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		060		-				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		61a		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: 				Q4 2017

		61b		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070						{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10				Q4 2017

		62		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		63		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070		-				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		64		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 27.00		070, 060		-				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes				Q4 2017

		65		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		020		-				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		66		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		67		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		230		-				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		68		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 28.00		210		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		69		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		70		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		010		-				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		71		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00 C 28.00		020		-				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		72		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		030		-				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		73		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		040		-				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		74		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 29.00		220		-				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q4 2017

		75		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		C 30.00 or C 27.00		010		-				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails
				Q4 2017

		81		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q4 2017

		82		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q4 2017

		83		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q4 2017

		84a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q4 2017

		84b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q4 2017

		85		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		910, 911, 912, 913, 914				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910  ---- Additional Syntax details: {r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910 		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4208_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 910 might contain losses <10000)				Q4 2017

		87		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q4 2017

		88a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q4 2017

		88b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q4 2017

		89		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.00.a: 080
C 17.00.b: 090		010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q4 2017

		90		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130				Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; the same EBA validation rules exist for BIA and TSA (rules v3341_i and v3342_i)				Q4 2017

		91		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		010				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; summarises deactivated EBA validation rules v1145_m, v1146_m, v1147_m, v1148_m, v1149_m, v1150_m, v1151_m and v1152_m				Q4 2017

		92		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 070		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317 ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA validation rules v1153_m (correction: columns 040, 050, 060 must not be included as this would double count - only relevant indicators in columns 010, 020, 030 have to be included)				Q4 2017

		92a		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 16.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		110, 120				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;				Q4 2017

		94		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q4 2017

		95		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q4 2017

		96		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q4 2017

		97		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q4 2017

		98		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q4 2017

		99		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		C 17.00.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q4 2017

		100		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04		030		140		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements. ---- Additional Syntax details: sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		 Cases of non compliance may be accepted if justified (positive changes in FV greater than all impairment of the institution); these cases should be rare nonetheless.		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.		Q4 2017

		101		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.20.04, F.01.01						All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		102		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09						All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.				ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} )] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		103		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09. ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.				{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		A margin difference of +/- 5000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		104a		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08								Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08. ---- Additional Syntax details: if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.				if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		116		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		117		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		118		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		119		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		120		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		121		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		See syntax		See syntax				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q4 2017

		122		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		123a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		124		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q4 2017

		125		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q4 2017

		126b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2017

		127		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2017

		127b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q4 2017

		128		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		129		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		131		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		132		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		133		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		136		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, F40.01		all rows						Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		137		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		F40.01		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		138		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q4 2017

		141		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		146		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C01.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		147		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02, C02.00		C06.02 all rows						The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		149		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		150		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		151		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		C06.02		all rows						Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q4 2017

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Not included		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02				all		all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The results of the check will be circulated to Internal Models (not to institutions, in principle)		Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		226		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		227		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		228		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		229		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		230		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		231		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		232		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		233		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		234		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		235		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		236		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		237		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		238		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		239		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		240		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		241		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		242		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		243		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		244		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		245		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		246		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		247		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		248		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		249		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		250		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		251		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		252		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		253		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		254		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		255		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		256		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		257		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		258		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		259		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		260		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		261		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		262		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		263		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		264		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		265		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.02								Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q4 2017

		274a		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)						Q4 2017

		274b		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		C 09.01.a								Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)						Q4 2017

		275		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		Various								Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero						Q4 2017

		999a		Dec-16						No				---										C03 row 080, 100, 120 must be equal to the expected values as calculated from the SREP Decision (Highest level of consolidation)

		999b		Jun-17						No				---										The amounts related to Capital Buffers in C04.00 (rows 740 to 810) must be equal to the expected values according to CRD/CRR.





v2.7 changes

		Check No.		Affected by v2.7		Current
Template		v2.7 template		Current Column		v2.7 column		Current
Row		v2.7 row		Sheet		Current Short_Description		v2.7 Short_Description		Proposed Rule (additional details)		(Additional) Syntax details		v2.7 syntax		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		type of change

		1		no		C 01.00		no change		010		no change		010, 015, 020		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""				{c010} <>""		no change		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail

		2		no		C 03.00		no change		010		no change		010, 030, 050		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""				{c010} <>""		no change		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail

		3		no		C 04.00		no change		010		no change		860		no change				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		no change		if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail

		4		no		C 22.00		no change		020, 030		no change		130		no change				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		no change		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.

		14		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 150, 160		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		no change		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.

		15		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 140		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		no change		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.

		16		no		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		no change		150, 200		no change		010-090; 110; 130-320		no change		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}				{c200} <= {c150}		no change		if template is sent, zero

		17		no		C 08.01.a		no change		010		no change		010-70, 180		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change		  

		18		no		C 08.02.a		no change		010		no change		All		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change		if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail

		19		yes		C 08.01.a		deletion		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		no change		010-060		no change		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		deletion				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		to be deleted (coverd by v0337_m)		if template is sent, zero

		21		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010-080		0010-0080		(see syntax)		(see syntax)				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960		if template is sent, zero		Reference substitution

		22		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		(see syntax)		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > = 1000 THEN {r010} = 1
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > =1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)				IF {r030} = {r040} and (r020, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} = 1 or zero
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
IF {r330} = {r340} and (r320, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r310} = 1 or zero
IF {r430} = {r440} and (r420, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r410} = 1 or zero
IF {r530} = {r540} and (r520, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r510} = 1 or zero
IF {r630} = {r640} and (r620, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r610} = 1 or zero
IF {r730} = {r740} and (r720, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r710} = 1 or zero
IF {r830} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r810} = 1 or zero		IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
IF {r0350} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0310} = 1 or zero
IF {r0450} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0410} = 1 or zero
IF {r0550} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0510} = 1 or zero
IF {r0650} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0610} = 1 or zero
IF {r0750} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0710} = 1 or zero
IF {r0850} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0810} = 1 or zero		if template is sent, zero		Reference substitution

		24		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		(see syntax)		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 >=1000 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
(same for all rows)				IF {r020} = {r040} and (r020, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and (r320, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and (r420, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and (r520, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and (r620, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and (r720, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r810} <= 5		IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
IF {r0320} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0310} <= 5
IF {r0420} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0410} <= 5
IF {r0520} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0510} <= 5
IF {r0620} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0610} <= 5
IF {r0720} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0710} <= 5
IF {r0820} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0810} <= 5		if template is sent, zero		Reference substitution

		25		no		C 16.00.a, C 16.00.b		no change		070		no change		010, 020, 130		no change				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		no change		missing

		26		yes		C 07.00.a		deletion		010		no change		010		no change		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		deletion				IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		to be deleted (covered by reporting requirements)		missing

		27		yes		C 08.01.a		deletion		020		no change		010		no change		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		deletion				IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		to be deleted (covered by reporting requirements)		missing

		30		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		100-120		no change				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		no change		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

		31		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

		35		no		F 02.00		no change		010		no change		010, 090, 670		no change				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		no change		if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail

		36		no		F 03.00		no change		010		no change		020		no change				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		no change		missing

		38		yes		F 07.00		deletion		070, 080, 090		no change		060, 120, 190		deletion				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		deletion				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		to be deleted (impairment values are not reported in F07s any more)		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.

		44		no		C 05.01		no change		050		no change		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430		no change				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		no change		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL

		46		no		C 24.00		no change		040, 060		no change		010-110		no change		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}				{c060} >= {c040}		no change		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.


		49		yes		F 18.00.b		deletion		130-190		no change		010-180		deletion		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		deletion				{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		to be deleted (covered by v5705_s and v5707_s)		missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail

		50		yes		C 09.02		deletion		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		no change		All		deletion		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		deletion				{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		to be deleted (covered by v4784_m)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		52		no		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		no change		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		no change		
010 to 110		no change		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		53		no		C 26.00		no change		010		no change		030		no change				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		54		no		C 27.00		no change		020		no change		all		no change				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		56		no		C 27.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		57		no		C 27.00, C 28.00		no change		050		no change		-		no change				Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		58		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		59		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		60		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		61a		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		61b		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		62		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		63		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		64		no		C 27.00		no change		070, 060		no change		-		no change				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		65		no		C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		66		no		C 28.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		67		no		C 28.00		no change		230		no change		-		no change				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		68		no		C 28.00		no change		210		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		69		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		70		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		71		no		C 29.00 C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		72		no		C 29.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		73		no		C 29.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		74		no		C 29.00		no change		220		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		75		no		C 30.00 or C 27.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		81		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810) (0910 will be analysed)

(0030;0130;0230;0330;0430;0530;0630;0730;0830) (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a :
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		82		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		83		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		84a		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		84b		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		85		yes		C 17.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		no change		910, 911, 912, 913, 914		deletion				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910  ---- Additional Syntax details: {r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		deletion		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		to be deleted (coverd by v5835_m)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		87		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		88a		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX({r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		MAX( {r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		88b		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		89		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b						010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820		0010, 0020, 0110, 0120, 0210, 0220, 0310, 0320, 0410, 0420, 0510, 0520, 0610, 0620, 0710, 0720, 0810, 0820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		90		yes		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		deletion		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		no change		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130		deletion				Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		deletion		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		to be deleted (covered by v4905_m)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		91		yes		C 16.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 070		no change		010		deletion				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		deletion		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		to be deleted (covered by v1145_m to  v1151_m)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		92		yes		C 16.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 070		no change		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120		deletion				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317 ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		deletion		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		to be deleted (covered by v1153_m and v6018_m)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		92a		no		C 16.00.a		no change		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		no change		110, 120		no change				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		no change		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.

		94		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810;0910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		95		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0950 will be analysed)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		96		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960 				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		97		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Template name/addition of zeros

		98		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		to be kept (complements v5839_m)

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		99		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Reference substitution

		100		yes		F.20.04		deletion		030		no change		140		deletion		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements. ---- Additional Syntax details: sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		deletion				sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		to be deleted (covered by v5698_s)		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.

		101		yes		F.20.04, F.01.01		no change								no change		All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+031+040, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r099,c010} + {F 01.01, r144,c010} + {F 01.01, r183,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Change in formula

		102		yes		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09		F 20.04, F 04.02.1, F04.02.2, F04.03.1, F04.04.1, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09, F04.10, F18.a								no change		All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)				ABS (sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)})) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} ) =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c031+c040, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.02.1, r110,c020} + {F 04.02.2, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03.1, r110,c050+c060+c070} +  {F 04.04.1, r070,c050 + c060 + c070} + {F 04.07, r120,c021} +  {F 04.08, r120,c030+c060+c070+c080} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030+c041+c45+c080}  + {F 04.10, r120,c030+c040+c050+c090})] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04.1, r070, c015 + c030 + c040} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} + {F 04.10, r120, c015 + c020 - c016 - c025}) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 

partially covered by EBA VRs		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Change in formula

		103		yes		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09		deletion								deletion				Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09. ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		deletion				{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		to be deleted (covered by v2780_m and v5447_m)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		104a		yes		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08		deletion								deletion				Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08. ---- Additional Syntax details: if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		deletion				if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		to be deleted (coverd by v5176_m, v5468_m, v5169_m and v5461_m)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		116		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		117		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		118		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		119		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		120		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		121		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		deletion				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.

		122		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		123a		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		124		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.

		125		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.

		126b		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		no change		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		127		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		no change		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		127b		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		no change		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.

		128		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		129		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		131		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run

		132		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run

		133		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		136		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		137		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		138		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		no change		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

		141		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		146		no		C06.02, C01.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		147		no		C06.02, C02.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		149		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		150		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		151		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		no change		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run

		226		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		227		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		228		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		229		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		230		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		231		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		232		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		233		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		234		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		235		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		236		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		237		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		238		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		239		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		240		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		241		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		242		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		243		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		244		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		245		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		246		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		247		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		248		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		249		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		250		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		251		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		252		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		253		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		254		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		255		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		256		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		257		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		258		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		259		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		260		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Change in formula

		261		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		262		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		263		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		264		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		265		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		274a		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		274b		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero

		275		no		Various		no change												Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		no change		Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero





2018_05

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Changes with respect to past period		Template		New template due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Column		New columns due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Row		New rows due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Sheet		Short_Description		New Short Description due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		New syntax due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q1 2018 Round for:

		1		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 01.00		no change		010		no change		010, 015, 020		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital				{c010} <>""		no change		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2018

		2		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 03.00		no change		010		no change		010, 030, 050		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.				{c010} <>""		no change		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2018

		3		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 04.00		no change		010		no change		860		no change				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		no change				if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail		Q1 2018

		4		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020, 030		no change		130		no change				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		no change		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.		Q1 2018

		14		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 150, 160		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		no change		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q1 2018

		15		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 140		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		no change				If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q1 2018

		16		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		no change		150, 200		no change		010-090; 110; 130-320		no change		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150				{c200} <= {c150}		no change				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2018

		17		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 08.01.a		no change		010		no change		010-070, 180		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change				  		Q1 2018

		18		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 08.02		no change		010		no change		All		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change				if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q1 2018

		19		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		yes		C 08.01.a		deletion		020, 040-080, 110, 150-220, 255-260, 280-290		no change		010-060		no change		All		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		deletion		On balance sheet + off balance sheet + Securities Financing Transactions + Derivatives & Long Settlement Transactions + From Contractual Cross Product Netting  should equal total				{r010} = {r020} + {r030} + {r040} + {r050} + {r060}		to be deleted (coverd by v0337_m)				if template is sent, zero		deleted

		21		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010-080		0010-0080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940		(see syntax)				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		22		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > = 1000 THEN {r010} = 1 or zero 
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > =1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero				IF {r030} = {r040} and (r020, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} = 1 or zero
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
IF {r330} = {r340} and (r320, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r310} = 1 or zero
IF {r430} = {r440} and (r420, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r410} = 1 or zero
IF {r530} = {r540} and (r520, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r510} = 1 or zero
IF {r630} = {r640} and (r620, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r610} = 1 or zero
IF {r730} = {r740} and (r720, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r710} = 1 or zero
IF {r830} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r810} = 1 or zero		IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
IF {r0350} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0310} = 1 or zero
IF {r0450} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0410} = 1 or zero
IF {r0550} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0510} = 1 or zero
IF {r0650} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0610} = 1 or zero
IF {r0750} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0710} = 1 or zero
IF {r0850} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0810} = 1 or zero				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		24		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 >=1000 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five				IF {r020} = {r040} and (r020, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and (r320, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and (r420, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and (r520, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and (r620, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and (r720, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r810} <= 5		IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
IF {r0320} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0310} <= 5
IF {r0420} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0410} <= 5
IF {r0520} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0510} <= 5
IF {r0620} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0610} <= 5
IF {r0720} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0710} <= 5
IF {r0820} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0810} <= 5				if template is sent, zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		25		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 16.00.a, C 16.00.b		no change		070		no change		010, 020, 130		no change				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		no change				missing		Q1 2018

		26		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 07.00.a		deletion		010		no change		010		no change		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		deletion		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 07.00.				IF {masterdata=IRB} THEN {C07.00.a, r010, c010} = ""		to be deleted (covered by reporting requirements)				missing		deleted

		27		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		C 08.01.a		deletion		020		no change		010		no change		All		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		deletion		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the original exposures pre conversion factors of credit risk reported in template C 08.01.				IF {masterdata=SA} THEN {C08.01.a, r010, c020} = ""		to be deleted (covered by reporting requirements)				missing		deleted

		30		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		100-120		no change				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		no change		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2018

		31		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q1 2018

		35		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		F 02.00		no change		010		no change		010, 090, 670		no change				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		no change				if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail		Q1 2018

		36		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		F 03.00		no change		010		no change		020		no change				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		no change		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		missing		Q1 2018

		38		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		yes		F 07.00		deletion		070, 080, 090		no change		060, 120, 190		deletion				Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		deletion		Specific allowances shall be charged when there are impaired assets. So it is not possible to report such allowances and, at the same time, claim that the institution does not have impaired assets.				IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 THEN {c070} > 0		to be deleted (impairment values are not reported in F07s any more)		Collective allowances (IBNR losses) are not considered in the check. There could be an issue if the net carrying amount of impaired assets is zero (very unlikely).  When impairment is directly recognised (not via allowances), the check cannot capture this.		IF {c080} + {c090} <> 0 and {c070} = "" --> FAIL
if c080 is missing and/or c090 is missing they should be considered zero.		deleted

		44		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 05.01		no change		050		no change		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430		no change				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		no change		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL		Q1 2018

		46		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		040, 060		no change		010-110		no change		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.				{c060} >= {c040}		no change		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
		Q1 2018

		49		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		yes		F 18.00.b		deletion		130-190		no change		010-180		deletion		All		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		deletion		Following the sign convention, " Accumulated impairment, accumulated changes in fair value due to credit risk and provisions" should be negative for the exposures valued at amortised cost.				{c130} <= 0
{c140} <= 0
{c150} <= 0
{c160} <= 0
{c170} <= 0
{c180} <= 0
{c190} <= 0		to be deleted (covered by v5705_s and v5707_s)				missing data points should not trigger a fail, result should be missing Unless some line triggers a fail, which will make the final result a fail		deleted

		50		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2 +		Included		yes		C 09.02		deletion		
010, 030 (C 09.02)		no change		All		deletion		All		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		deletion		Exposures in default should always be lower than the original exposures before conversion factors in the templates covering the country-by-country reporting of credit risk. Feedback from SSM colleagues suggests that this is not always the case.				{C09.02, c010} >= {C09.02, c030}		to be deleted (covered by v4784_m)				if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		deleted

		52		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		no		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		no change		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		no change		
010 to 110		no change		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		no change		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q1 2018

		53		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 26.00		no change		010		no change		030		no change				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		no change		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				Q1 2018

		54		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		020		no change		all		no change				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		56		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		57		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00, C 28.00		no change		050		no change		-		no change				Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27
				Q1 2018

		58		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27				Q1 2018

		59		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		60		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		61a		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: 				Q1 2018

		61b		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10				Q1 2018

		62		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		63		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		64		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070, 060		no change		-		no change				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes				Q1 2018

		65		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		66		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		67		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		230		no change		-		no change				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		68		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		210		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		69		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		70		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		71		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00 C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		72		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		73		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		74		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		220		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q1 2018

		75		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 30.00 or C 27.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		no change		 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails
				Q1 2018

		81		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810) (0910 will be analysed)

(0030;0130;0230;0330;0430;0530;0630;0730;0830) (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a :
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		82		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		83		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		84a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		84b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		85		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		no change		910, 911, 912, 913, 914		deletion				Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910  ---- Additional Syntax details: {r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		deletion		Rows 911, 912, 913 and 914 contain subsets of row 910 		For each event type: The number of events is greater than or equal to the sum of events 1) ≥ 10,000 and < 20,000, 2) ≥ 20,000 and < 100,000, 3) ≥ 100,000 and < 1,000,000 and 4) ≥ 1,000,000		{r910} >= Sum( {r911}, {r912}, {r913}, {r914} ) 
(8 checks in total)		to be deleted (coverd by v5835_m)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA valdiation rule v4208_m (correction: not necessarily equal as row 910 might contain losses <10000)				deleted

		87		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		88a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX({r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		MAX( {r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		88b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		89		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b						010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820		0010, 0020, 0110, 0120, 0210, 0220, 0310, 0320, 0410, 0420, 0510, 0520, 0610, 0620, 0710, 0720, 0810, 0820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		90		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 02.00, C 16.00.b		deletion		C 02.00: 010
C 16.00.b: 071		no change		C_02.00: 600, 610, 620
C_16.00.b: 130		deletion				Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}. ---- Additional Syntax details: {C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		deletion		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		Field {C02.00,r620,c010} shows the same value as {C16.00.b,r130,c071}.		{C02.00,r620,c010} = {C16.00.b,r130,c071}		to be deleted (covered by v4905_m)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; the same EBA validation rules exist for BIA and TSA (rules v3341_i and v3342_i)				deleted

		91		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 16.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 070		no change		010		deletion				Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		deletion		Calculation of BIA own fund requirements follows CRR article 315		Own fund requirements calculated as average of positive amounts for the relevant indicators of the past 3 years, multiplied with 15% (equal to 0 if only negative figures)		{c070} = 
15% · SUM ( Max(0, {c010}), Max(0, {c020}), Max(0, {c030}) ) / 
Max(1, Count({c010}, {c020}, {c030}; ">0") )		to be deleted (covered by v1145_m to  v1151_m)		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; summarises deactivated EBA validation rules v1145_m, v1146_m, v1147_m, v1148_m, v1149_m, v1150_m, v1151_m and v1152_m				deleted

		92		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 16.00.a		deletion		010, 020, 030, 070		no change		020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120		deletion				Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317 ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		deletion		Calculation of TSA/ASA own fund requirements follows CRR article 317		Own fund requirements calculated as average of weighted relevant indicators of past 3 years (relevant indicator across business lines for a specific year may not be negative)		{r020,c070} = (max({r030,c010} * 18% + {r040,c010} * 18% + {r050,c010} * 12% + ({r060,c010} + {r110,c010} ) * 15% + ({r070,c010} + {r120,c010}) * 12% + {r080,c010} * 18% + {r090,c010} * 15% + {r100,c010} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c020} * 18% + {r040,c020} * 18% + {r050,c020} * 12% + ({r060,c020} + {r110,c020} ) * 15% + ({r070,c020} + {r120,c020} ) * 12% + {r080,c020} * 18% + {r090,c020} * 15% + {r100,c020} * 12%, 0) + max({r030,c030} * 18% + {r040,c030} * 18% + {r050,c030} * 12% + ({r060,c030} + {r110,c030} ) * 15% + ({r070,c030} + {r120,c030} ) * 12% + {r080,c030} * 18% + {r090,c030} * 15% + {r100,c030} * 12%, 0)) /3		to be deleted (covered by v1153_m and v6018_m)		Plausibility check:
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects deactivated EBA validation rules v1153_m (correction: columns 040, 050, 060 must not be included as this would double count - only relevant indicators in columns 010, 020, 030 have to be included)				deleted

		92a		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 16.00.a		no change		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		no change		110, 120		no change				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		no change		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;				Q1 2018

		94		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810;0910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		95		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0950 will be analysed)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		96		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960 				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		97		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		98		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		to be kept (complements v5839_m)

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		99		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		yes		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		100		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F.20.04		deletion		030		no change		140		deletion		All		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements. ---- Additional Syntax details: sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		deletion		Sign convention for impairment is negative, although positive amounts are allowed due to market movements.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) <= 0 		to be deleted (covered by v5698_s)		 Cases of non compliance may be accepted if justified (positive changes in FV greater than all impairment of the institution); these cases should be rare nonetheless.		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run.
If F 20.04 is sent, the data points reported as . Should be treated as 0. That is, it is OK that the institution does not send zeros for countries where it does not have an exposure.		deleted

		101		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F.20.04, F.01.01		no change								no change		All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+031+040, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r099,c010} + {F 01.01, r144,c010} + {F 01.01, r183,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		102		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09		F 20.04, F 04.02.1, F04.02.2, F04.03.1, F04.04.1, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09, F04.10, F18.a								no change		All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.				ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} )] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c031+c040, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.02.1, r110,c020} + {F 04.02.2, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03.1, r110,c050+c060+c070} +  {F 04.04.1, r070,c050 + c060 + c070} + {F 04.07, r120,c021} +  {F 04.08, r120,c030+c060+c070+c080} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030+c041+c45+c080}  + {F 04.10, r120,c030+c040+c050+c090})] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04.1, r070, c015 + c030 + c040} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} + {F 04.10, r120, c015 + c020 - c016 - c025}) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 

partially covered by EBA VRs		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		103		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F.18.a
F04.04
F04.09		deletion								deletion				Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09. ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		deletion		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at Amortised Cost as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.04 and F04.09.				{F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070 , c010 + c020} ) >= {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010}		to be deleted (covered by v2780_m and v5447_m)		A margin difference of +/- 5000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		104a		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F.18.a
F04.02
F04.03
F04.07
F04.08		deletion								deletion				Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08. ---- Additional Syntax details: if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		deletion		Gross CA of Loans and Advances in portfolios at FV other than Held for Trading/Trading as reported in F18 should be equal to the Gross CA of Loans and Advances reported in F04.02, F04.03, F04.7 and F04.08.				if {F 04.10, r120, c010} = 0 or missing,  or FI for F04.10 = N, then {F 18.a, r250, c010} =  {F 04.02, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.03, r120, c030 - c040} +  {F 04.07, r120, c010 - c020} +  {F 04.08, r120, c010 - c020} 		to be deleted (coverd by v5176_m, v5468_m, v5169_m and v5461_m)		A margin difference of +/- 8000 eur will be allowed

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		116		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1377_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c010} = {F 04.01, r130,c010} + {F 04.02, r130,c010} + {F 04.03, r130,c030} + {F 04.04, r080,c060} + {F 04.04, r220,c060} + {F 04.06, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r030,c010}+ {F 04.07, r130,c010} + {F 04.08, r130,c010} + {F 04.10, r130,c010} + {F 04.09, r080,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		117		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1378_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c020} = {F 04.01, r140,c010} + {F 04.02, r140,c010} + {F 04.03, r140,c030} + {F 04.04, r090,c060} + {F 04.04, r230,c060} + {F 04.06, r140,c010}+ {F 04.07, r140,c010} + {F 04.08, r140,c010} + {F 04.10, r140,c010} + {F 04.09, r090,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		118		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1379_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c030} = {F 04.01, r150,c010} + {F 04.02, r150,c010} + {F 04.03, r150,c030} + {F 04.04, r100,c060} + {F 04.04, r240,c060} + {F 04.06, r150,c010}  + {F 04.07, r150,c010} + {F 04.08, r150,c010} + {F 04.10, r150,c010} + {F 04.09, r100,c050}  + {F 01.01, r010,c010} - {F 01.01, r020,c010} - {F 01.01, r030,c010}		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		119		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1380_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c040} = {F 04.01, r160,c010} + {F 04.02, r160,c010} + {F 04.03, r160,c030} + {F 04.04, r110,c060} + {F 04.04, r250,c060} + {F 04.06, r160,c010} + {F 04.07, r160,c010} + {F 04.08, r160,c010} + {F 04.10, r160,c010} + {F 04.09, r110,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		120		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1381_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c050} = {F 04.01, r170,c010} + {F 04.02, r170,c010} + {F 04.03, r170,c030} + {F 04.04, r120,c060} + {F 04.04, r260,c060} + {F 04.06, r170,c010}+ {F 04.07, r170,c010} + {F 04.08, r170,c010} + {F 04.10, r170,c010} + {F 04.09, r120,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		121		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		F05.00, F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.10, F04.09		deletion		See syntax		See syntax		See syntax		deletion				To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters ---- Additional Syntax details: {F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		deletion		To ammend EBA VR v1382_m to include NGAAP reporters				{F 05.00, r080,c060} = {F 04.01, r180,c010} + {F 04.02, r180,c010} + {F 04.03, r180,c030} + {F 04.04, r130,c060} + {F 04.04, r270,c060} + {F 04.06, r180,c010} + {F 04.07, r180,c010} + {F 04.08, r180,c010} + {F 04.10, r180,c010} + {F 04.09, r130,c050}  		to be deleted (covered by the amended rule)				If any of the templates is sent the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		deleted

		122		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		no change		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		123a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		no change		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		124		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		no change		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q1 2018

		125		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		no change		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q1 2018

		126b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q1 2018

		127		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		no change		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q1 2018

		127b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q1 2018

		128		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		no change				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		129		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		131		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		132		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		133		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		136		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		137		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		138		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		no change		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q1 2018

		141		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		146		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, C01.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		no change		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		147		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		yes		C06.02, C02.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  <  [ {(C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250))}  / (C02.00, r010, c010) ] < 0.25		no change		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		149		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		150		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		151		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q1 2018

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Not included		no		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02		no change				no change		all				all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		no change		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		no change		The results of the check will be circulated to Internal Models (not to institutions, in principle)		Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		226		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		227		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		228		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		229		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		230		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		231		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		232		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		233		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		234		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		235		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		236		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		237		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		238		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		239		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		240		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		241		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		242		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		243		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		244		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		245		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		246		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		247		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		248		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		249		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		250		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		251		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		252		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		253		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		254		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		255		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		256		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		257		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		258		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		259		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		260		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		yes		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018 (after new implementation)

		261		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		262		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		263		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		264		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		265		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q1 2018

		274a		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change						Q1 2018

		274b		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change						Q1 2018

		275		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		Various		no change												Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		no change						Q1 2018

		999a		Dec-16						No				---		no				no change				no change								C03 row 080, 100, 120 must be equal to the expected values as calculated from the SREP Decision (Highest level of consolidation)		no change								no change

		999b		Jun-17						No				---		no				no change				no change								The amounts related to Capital Buffers in C04.00 (rows 740 to 810) must be equal to the expected values according to CRD/CRR.		no change								no change





2018_08_SEC

		Check Number		Description		Template		Data points involved		Preconditions
(Check applicable when…) (*)		Exceptions		Values allowed		Values not allowed

		362a		Completeness of identifiers (col 010) Internal code		C_14.00		c010								blank, 0

		362b		Completeness of identifiers (col 020) Identifier of the securitisation		C_14.00		c020								blank, 0

		362c		Completeness of identifiers (col 030) Identifier of the originator. In case of Investors in multi-seller securitisations, this field must be filled in with an indication of such a fact; i.e. "multi-seller" or the different originators if they are known.		C_14.00		c030								blank, 0

		362d		Completeness of identifiers (col 050) Accounting treatment, for Originators		C_14.00		c110		Originator, Sponsor or Original lender

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c050								blank

		362e		Completeness of identifiers (col 060) only for originators; c060 will be filled in all cases except SEC=liability		C_14.00		c110		Originator

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c060								blank

		362f		Completeness of identifiers (col 080)		C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c080								blank

		362g		Completeness of identifiers (col 070)		C_14.00		c070								blank

		363		Completeness of SEC Type		C_14.00		c040								blank

		364a		Retention requirement should be filled for all Roles, except Exempted/NA, or in breach/Unknown		C_14.00		c080		all except E, N, U



						C_14.00		c100						Y, N		blank

		364b		Retention requirement should be left blank when Exempted/NA		C_14.00		c080		E, N

						C_14.00		c100						blank

		365a_st		Approach should be filled except if Sponsor, Investor or Original lender; or Liabilities		C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		all except Sponsor or Investor or Original lender

						C_14.00		c170								blank







		366		Role of institution should be filled in		C_14.00		c110								blank

		367		If type of Retention = First loss, a first loss tranche should exist (position kept); Retention >= 5%		C_14.00		c080		D (and)

						C_14.00		c090		>= 5% (and)

						C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender 





						C_14.00		c330								sum (c330, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c360

		368		Positions held must exist if type of retention not FL, Ex, NA or In breach/Unknown		C_14.00		c080		A, V, B, C

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender 



						C_14.00		c310								sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

		369		If Solvency treatment Not subject to OFR, OFR should be zero.		C_14.00		c060		N

						C_14.00		c420						sum (c420, c430, c440, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

						C_14.00		c480

		371		If Solvency treatment BB or both, there should exist OFR in BB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn). Except originators with no positions.		C_14.00		c060		B, A (and) 

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R, K

						C_14.00		c110				Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c310 to c360				blank or 0

						C_14.00		c420								sum (c420, c430, c440) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c430

						C_14.00		c440

		372		If Solvency treatment TB or both, there should exist OFR in TB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn)		C_14.00		c060		T, A (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c050		P, R, K

						C_14.00		c420								sum (c420, c480) blank or 0

						C_14.00		c480

		373		If Retention is NA and role Originator, origination date should be < 2011/01/01		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		N

						C_14.00		c120								>= 1/1/2011

		374		For originators, sponsors or original lenders: if Retention is A, V, C or Revolving, percentage of ret should be >=5% (and less or equal than 100%)		C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor or Original lender (and)

						C_14.00		c120		> = 1/1/2011

						C_14.00		c080		A, V, B, C

						C_14.00		c100		Y

						C_14.00		c090								blank, < 5%, > 100%

		375		For originators and sponsors, if Retention is FL, % can't be missing, or 0, or above 100%		C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor (and)

						C_14.00		c120		> = 1/1/2011

						C_14.00		c080		D

						C_14.00		c090								blank, 0, > 100%

		376		Number of exposures for Originators or Sponsors, IRB, not liabilities, solvency treatment ne Not Subject		C_14.00		c170		I (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10 (and)

						C_14.00		c110		Originator or Sponsor (and)

						C_14.00		c060		all except N (and)

						C_14.00		c310		sum (c310 to c360) > 0

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c180								blank, 0

		379		RWE after cap/ OE sec positions should be <= 12.5		C_14.00		c440		> 0

						C_14.00		c310								sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, c420) is blank or c440 / sum (c310, c320, c330, c340, c350, c360, c420) > 13.25

						C_14.00		c320

						C_14.00		c330

						C_14.00		c340

						C_14.00		c350

						C_14.00		c360

						C_14.00		c420

		380		Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Originators		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c060		B, A

						C_12.00.a		r030, c370						C_12.00.a + C_13.00.a ~ C_14.00

						C_13.00.a		r030, c440

						C_14.00		c430

		383		Originators should report Kirb before securitisation (OFR + EL) as percentage of the securitised exposure. The information is also useful for positions under SA, therefore OFR before securitisation should also be requested for these positions.		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c160		all except 9, 10

						C_14.00		c170		All

						C_14.00		c080		all except E

						C_14.00		c220						> 0.01		> 1

		387		Analysis of underlying of Exempted securitisations		C_14.00		c110		Originator (and)

						C_14.00		c080		E

						C_14.00		c160						To be confirmed case by case

		(*) If several conditions should be applied, operator is given in brackets





2018_08

		Check No.		Date Added		Current EGDQ Status		Current WG SUP Status		Implemented in SAS		Implementation batch		Included		Changes with respect to past period		Template		New template due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Column		New columns due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Row		New rows due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Sheet		Short_Description		New Short Description due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Issue / Explanation		Proposed Rule		Additional Syntax details		New syntax due to change in taxonomy (v2.7)		Comment		Treatment of missing data points
Missing dp should be regarded as:		Run in Q2 2018 Round for:

		1		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 01.00		no change		010		no change		010, 015, 020		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on own funds, tier 1 capital and CET1 capital				{c010} <>""		no change		In extreme cases, capital can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2018

		2		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 03.00		no change		010		no change		010, 030, 050		no change				All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} <>""		All COREP submissions should, at least, detail information on tier 1 capital, CET1 capital and capital ratios.				{c010} <>""		no change		In extreme cases, capital ratios can be negative.		If template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2018

		3		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 04.00		no change		010		no change		860		no change				Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		Rows 850 and 860 in C 04.00 are used for the calculation of the threshold for the reporting of templates on a country-by-country basis in COREP and in FINREP. The total exposures should be reported in all cases, even when the thresholds are not met.				{r860} > 0 AND {r860} <>""		no change				if template is sent and r860=missing, Fail		Q2 2018

		4		Nov-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020, 030		no change		130		no change				All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met. ---- Additional Syntax details: if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		All SA banks should report positions (long or short) in euros, since that is the reporting currency of euro zone banks, even if the threshold is not met.				if the reporting currency is EUR, then {r130} > 0 AND {r130} <>""		no change		This is consistent with the current instructions of COREP. There is a Q&A on the scope of the threshold in Art.351 CRR, so the check may be dropped in the future.

This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, don't run the check - NULL result). If yes, check that both r130c20 and r130c30 are not NULL (if not then the check is FAIL). If true, run the check.		Q2 2018

		14		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 150, 160		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		Implausible values for the market risk fields “VaR Multiplication Factor”, and the “SVaR Multiplication Factor”				{r010, c150} >= 3
{r010, c160} >= 3		no change		The 3 is not a percentage, it is a multiplication factor.		If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that both r10c150 are r10c160 are not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q2 2018

		15		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		120, 140		no change		010		no change				Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days” ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		Implausible values for the market risk field “Number of overshootings during previous 250 working days”				{r010, c140} <= 250
{r010, c140} >= 0		no change				If tgC_24.00 was not sent then don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check r10c120. If it is NULL don't run the test (NULL result). If not NULL, check that r10c140 is not NULL and run the check. Otherwise the result of the check is FAIL.		Q2 2018

		16		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 07.00.a, C 07.00.c, C 07.00.d		no change		150, 200		no change		010-090; 110; 130-320		no change		All		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c200} <= {c150}		Add a rule stating that reported amounts under column 200 shall be lower or equal than those in column 150				{c200} <= {c150}		no change				if template is sent, zero		Q2 2018

		17		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 08.01.a		no change		010		no change		010-070, 180		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change				  		Q2 2018

		18		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 08.02		no change		010		no change		All		no change		All		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		PDs cannot be higher than 1 or lower than zero				{c010} >= 0 AND {c010} <= 1		no change				if template is sent and c010=missing --> Fail		Q2 2018

		21		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010-080		0010-0080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930, 940		(see syntax)				Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: {r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses ---- Additional Syntax details: r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960		Add a rule to establish that the maximum loss shall always be lower or equal than the sum of the maximum five losses				{r030} <= {r040}
{r130} <= {r140}
{r230} <= {r240}
{r330} <= {r340}
{r430} <= {r440}
{r530} <= {r540}
{r630} <= {r640}
{r730} <= {r740}
{r830} <= {r840}
{r930} <= {r940}		r0050 <= r0060
r0150 <= r0160
r0250 <= r0260
r0350 <= r0360
r0450 <= r0460
r0550 <= r0560
r0650 <= r0660
r0750 <= r0760
r0850 <= r0860
r0950 <= r0960				if template is sent, zero		Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		22		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		not included		no		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		030, 040, 130, 140, 230, 240, 330, 340, 430, 440, 530, 540, 630, 640, 730, 740, 830, 840, 930		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r030} = {r040} and r020, c090 > = 1000 THEN {r010} = 1 or zero 
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > =1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the maximum loss equals the sum of the maximum five losses, then the number of events shall be 1 or zero				IF {r030} = {r040} and (r020, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} = 1 or zero
IF {r130} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r110} = 1 or zero
IF {r230} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r210} = 1 or zero
IF {r330} = {r340} and (r320, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r310} = 1 or zero
IF {r430} = {r440} and (r420, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r410} = 1 or zero
IF {r530} = {r540} and (r520, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r510} = 1 or zero
IF {r630} = {r640} and (r620, c090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r610} = 1 or zero
IF {r730} = {r740} and (r720, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r710} = 1 or zero
IF {r830} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r810} = 1 or zero		IF {r0050} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} = 1 or zero
IF {r0150} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0110} = 1 or zero
IF {r0250} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0210} = 1 or zero
IF {r0350} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0310} = 1 or zero
IF {r0450} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0410} = 1 or zero
IF {r0550} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0510} = 1 or zero
IF {r0650} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 > = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0610} = 1 or zero
IF {r0750} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0710} = 1 or zero
IF {r0850} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000 or missing) THEN {r0810} = 1 or zero				if template is sent, zero		Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		24		Dec-14		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		not included		no		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b		010-080		0010-0080		020, 040, 120, 140, 220, 240, 320, 340, 420, 440, 520, 540, 620, 640, 720, 740, 820, 840, 920		(see syntax)				Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {r020} = {r040} and r020, c090 >=1000 THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 >=1000 or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five ---- Additional Syntax details: 
IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
(same for all rows)		Add a rule to say that if the sum of the maximum five losses equal the total loss, then the number of events shall be lower or equal than five				IF {r020} = {r040} and (r020, c090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r010} <= 5
IF {r120} = {r140} and (r120, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r110} <= 5
IF {r220} = {r240} and (r220, c090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r210} <= 5
IF {r320} = {r340} and (r320, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r310} <= 5
IF {r420} = {r440} and (r420, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r410} <= 5
IF {r520} = {r540} and (r520, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r510} <= 5
IF {r620} = {r640} and (r620, c090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r610} <= 5
IF {r720} = {r740} and (r720, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r710} <= 5
IF {r820} = {r840} and (r820, c090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r810} <= 5		IF {r0020} = {r0060} and (r0020, c0090 >  = 1000 or missing) THEN {r0010} <= 5
IF {r0120} = {r0160} and (r0120, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0110} <= 5
IF {r0220} = {r0260} and (r0220, c0090 > = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0210} <= 5
IF {r0320} = {r0360} and (r0320, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0310} <= 5
IF {r0420} = {r0460} and (r0420, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0410} <= 5
IF {r0520} = {r0560} and (r0520, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0510} <= 5
IF {r0620} = {r0660} and (r0620, c0090 >  = 1000  or missing) THEN {r0610} <= 5
IF {r0720} = {r0760} and (r0720, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0710} <= 5
IF {r0820} = {r0860} and (r0820, c0090 > =  1000  or missing) THEN {r0810} <= 5				if template is sent, zero		Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		25		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 16.00.a, C 16.00.b		no change		070		no change		010, 020, 130		no change				There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.b, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		There should be consistency between the method reported in the master data and the own funds requirements reported in template C 16.00.				IF {C16.00.a, r010, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS BIA}
IF {C16.00.a, r020, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS TSA OR ASA}
IF {C16.00.a, r130, c070} <> "" THEN {masterdata CONTAINS AMA}		no change				missing		Q2 2018

		30		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		100-120		no change				It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions. ---- Additional Syntax details: “{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		It should be expected that off-balance sheet items and derivatives do not account for the most part of the total positions (including on-balance sheet items) of the institutions.				“{r110} + {r120} <= 0.75 * ( {r100} + {r110} + {r120} ), or alternatively {r110} + {r120} <= 3 * {r100}”		no change		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check treating the missing datapoints ( r100c20, r110c20, r120c20, r100c30, r110c30 and r120c30) as zero.  

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2018

		31		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 22.00		no change		020-030		no change		130-470 (480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change				Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		Positions in euros should be the largest ones in the euro zone institutions. If not, that could signal an issue with how this template has been filled in.				{r130} >= 0.15 * SUM (r130-r470) (r480 for taxonomies after 2.2)		no change		This rule may fail for those institutions that treat all Foreign exchange risk exclusively with Internal Models. We cannot capture these cases with the MD information.		if MARKRISKCONS_IM ="Y"
and MARKRISKCONS_SA = "N" don't run the check (NULL result). Otherwise check that the Filing Indicator is "Y"  for tgC_22.00 (if not, the check is NULL). If yes, run the check zeroing the values of rows 130 to 480, columns 020 and 030 that are missing.

McKiernan, Dara: McKiernan, Dara:
		Q2 2018

		35		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		F 02.00		no change		010		no change		010, 090, 670		no change				Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration. ---- Additional Syntax details: {r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		Interest income, interest expense and profit or loss for the year shall be reported by all institutions in the sample, regardless of their size, business model, ownership structure or any other consideration.				{r010} <> ""
{r090} <> ""
{r670} <> ""		no change				if template is sent and any of the referred data points are missing --> Fail		Q2 2018

		36		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		F 03.00		no change		010		no change		020		no change				If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010). ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		If the institution reports other comprehensive income during the period, it should also report accumulated other comprehensive income in equity (F 01.03, rows 090 and 280, column 010).				IF {F03.00, r020, c010} <> "" THEN {F01.03, r090, c010} OR {F01.03, r280, c010} <> ""		no change		When there are no amounts reported for minority interests, the check will not fail.		missing		Q2 2018

		44		Feb-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 1		Included		no		C 05.01		no change		050		no change		080-092, 120-138, 150-198, 210-232, 250, 280, 310, 350-370, 400-420, 430		no change				Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		Applicable percentages cannot be larger than 1.				{c050} <= 1
{c050} >= 0		no change		The taxonomy was considering this column not as a Percentage but as Monetary amount. It should be corrected in subsequent versions of the taxonomy.		If c050 missing, rule is not broken (if reported, it should be between 0 and 1). 
We will add another, different check to verify the following:
IF {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} <> missing and {c050} = missing --> FAIL		Q2 2018

		46		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		no		C 24.00		no change		040, 060		no change		010-110		no change		All		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} >= {c040}		Values of the stressed VaR should, in principle, be higher or equal than values under VaR.				{c060} >= {c040}		no change		It was highlighted by the members that there may be certain cases when this rule foes not hold. It is proposed to add this rule but to interpert the result of the check with caution.		if one of the two data points considered is missing and not the other one, it should fail

if both are missing, then the result should be missing. More detailed: 
                If in any row one datapoint is missing and the other not, the rule fails
                Else
                Evaluate the rule considering the rows where both values are not missing
                                If result is fail, the rule fails
                                If result is not fail
                                                  if in any row both datapoints are missing, the result of the rule is ‘missing’ 
                                                else, rule passes.
		Q2 2018

		52		Apr-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 2		Included		no		F 32.04.a, F 32.04.b		no change		010 (F 32.04.a)
030 (F 32.04.b)		no change		
010 to 110		no change		All		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist. ---- Additional Syntax details: IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		If there is an amount reported as matching liability, then there should be an amount of encumbered assets for the same liability (and vice versa). The amounts must not be the same, but they shall co-exist.				IF {c010} >0 THEN {c030} > 0
IF {c030} >0 THEN {c010} > 0		no change		Negative amounts should not be reported in F32.04, so the syntax is drawing on the fact that only positive amounts are expected.		if templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as cero.		Q2 2018

		53		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 26.00		no change		010		no change		030		no change				Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level) ---- Additional Syntax details: 0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		Institutions in % must be between 25% and 100%, unless waived from compliance with LE limits (waiver applicable at individual level)				0.245 <= {C_26.00, r030} <= 1 unless (CONSO = SOLO/IND and WAIVCOMPIND_LE = YES)		no change		Amounts below 25% can be explained (application of conservative measures).				Q2 2018

		54		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		020		no change		all		no change				Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Name of the counterparty shall be reported in all cases				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		56		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Except in the cases for groups of connected clients ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Residence of the counterparty must be marked with an ISO 3166-alfa-2 code of the country. Nevertheless, in the cases for groups of connected clients, it must not be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c040} for all rows, “Residence of the counterparty” (column 040) shall be reported with an ISO 3166-1-alfa-2 code of the country of setting-up of the counterparty, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2” and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		57		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00, C 28.00		no change		050		no change		-		no change				Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty must be reported in the cases, and only in the cases, of individual clients ---- Additional Syntax details: Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails. (See EGDQ Checks Details file)		Sector of the counterparty : the version 2.3 taxonomy lays down that only is possible to report: (i) Central Banks; (ii) General Governments; (iii) Credit institutions; (iv) Other financial corporations; (v) Non-financial corporations; (vi) Households. However it is necessary to specify that this information only must be reported in the cases of individual clients		{c050} for all rows, “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) shall be reported with some economic sector classes: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii) Credit institutions; 
(iv) Other financial corporations; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi) Households
except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		Precondition A: if a code in c010 C 28.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.
Precondition B: if a code in c010 C 29.00 does not exist in c010 C 27.00, the check fails.

For every code that exists in c010 C 28.00 and in c010 C 27.00, run the check.

The code of the sector itself is checked by the EBA taxonomy, only existence has to be controled by the check

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27
				Q2 2018

		58		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “OFC” and “NFC”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported  ---- Additional Syntax details: For each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) have a “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		This column shall apply only for the counterparties “Other financial corporations” and “Non-financial corporations”. For groups of connected clients, no NACE code shall be reported 		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		{c060} for each row, NACE Code (column 060) will only contain a code if column 050 (Sector of the counterparty) is either (iv) Other financial corporations or (v) Non-financial corporations, except those rows that contain the same “Code” (column 010) in template C.28.00 and in “Group or individual” (column 020) appears “2”  and the code does not appear in column 010 of C 29. In all other cases it must be reported		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

In case the code appears more than once in C 29 col 010 and Sector of the Counterparty, the number of fails will be counted only once, since it refers to only once stance of Sector of the Counterparty missing in C27				Q2 2018

		59		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be used for “Other financial corporations” with a two level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Other financial corporations, it shall be reported with a two-detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		60		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		060		no change		-		no change				NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		NACE codes shall be useed for “Non-financial corporations” with one level detail 		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		{c060} for each row in which “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is (iv) Non financial corporations , it shall be reported with a one -detail level code in "NACE Code" (column 060)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		61a		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "I"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example"). 		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10: 				Q2 2018

		61b		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change				no change				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. 		Type of Counterparty: it would be possible to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least 20 large exposures: 10 disclosing “I” and other 10 reporting an “U” in the column 070. This validation rule must be soft rule, because it is possible that not all institutions have 10 exposures with “Institutions” and 10 exposures with “Unregulated financial sector entities”				{c070} "Type of Counterparty" shall contain 10 rows with value "U"  for all consolidated modules (soft rule). The count will only include:
a) codes that exist in C28, column 010 AND
b) (in specific cases) codes that exist in C29, column 010, whose parent code (in column 020) is blank in col 070 C27. In this case, all individuals belonging to the same Group will only count as 1. (See example in worksheet "LE Example")		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

This check should be considered as a soft check. The institution is to confirm why it has a number that is different than 10				Q2 2018

		62		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions"  ---- Additional Syntax details: If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		This colum shall be reported with an "I" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iii) Credit Institutions" 		 {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iii) Credit institutions, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I"  if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Institutions (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070: The type of the counterparty of the 10 largest exposures to institutions and the 10 largest exposures to unregulated financial entities shall be specified by using “I” for institutions and “U” for unregulated financial entities)..Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		If C27.00 col 050 = "Credit institutions" then col 070 = "I" (or blank), unless col 040 not a EU country

Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		63		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070		no change		-		no change				This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations"  ---- Additional Syntax details: --> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank --> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank. 		This colum shall be reported with an "I" or "U" when in column "Sector of the counterparty" is reported with "(iv) Other financial corporations" 		{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with (iv) Other financial corporations, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall be reported with an "I" or "U" if it is one of the largest 10 exposures to Unregulated financial entities (following Instructions for LE 1, row 070). Rule applicable on a consolidated basis		
--> If C27.00 col 040 is EU country, then if C27.00 col 070= "U" then col 050 = "Other financial corporations" or blank
--> If C27.00 col 040 is not EU country, then if C27.00 col 070="U" then col 050= "Other financial corporations" or "Credit institutions" or blank
Run check when a Sector of counterparty (050) code and Type of counterparty (070) has been effectively reported, to avoid false failings		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		64		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 27.00		no change		070, 060		no change		-		no change				This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households ---- Additional Syntax details: {c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		This column shall not be reported when column "Sector of counterparty" is reported with any of the following values:
(i) Central Banks
(ii) General Governments
(iii v) Non-financial coprporations
(vi) Households				{c070} if in “Sector of the counterparty” (column 050) is reported with any of the followings values, “Type of Counterparty” (column 070) shall not be reported: 
(i) Central Banks; 
(ii) General Governments; 
(iii v) Non-financial corporations; 
(vi)  Households

		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails

A check 64b will be added to take into account the reporting of the NACE codes				Q2 2018

		65		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients. ---- Additional Syntax details: {c020} shall be reported in all cases		Classification of exposure according to Group or Individual shall be reported in all cases. The institution shall report "1" for the reporting of exposures to individual clients or "2" for the reporting of exposures to groups of connected clients.				{c020} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		66		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported. 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		67		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		230		no change		-		no change				On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital ---- Additional Syntax details: {c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		On the subject of Total original exposure, it would be necessary to set a warning to detect the cases that the institution is not reporting at least one exposure that represents more than 10% of the eligible capital				{c230}, there must be at least one exposure where col 230 ≥ 0.1 (soft rule)		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		68		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 28.00		no change		210		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.28.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 020 to 250 of template C.30.00 for each row with the same code				{C.28.00, c210} = sum (c020 to c250) of template C.30.00 for every {C.30.00, c010} equal to {C.28.00, c010}		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		69		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} shall be reported in all cases		Code shall be reported in all cases				{c010} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		70		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		In terms of Code, each row with "1" in "Group of individual client" (c020) of template C.28.00 cannot be in "Code" (column 010) of template C.29.00 				{c010} data reported for individual clients in template C.28.00 cannot be reported in template C.29.00		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		71		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00 C 28.00		no change		020		no change		-		no change				Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00  ---- Additional Syntax details: 
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		Every row containing a "2" in the Group Code column of C.28.00 template should be listed in template C.29.00 				
{c020} in “Group Code” (c020) of template C.29.00 has to be reported every “Code” (c010) with “2” in “Group of individual client” (c020) of template C.28.00 and viceversa
		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		72		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		030		no change		-		no change				
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
 ---- Additional Syntax details: {c030} shall be reported in all cases		
Transactions where there is an exposure to underlying assets shall be reported in all cases. When the institution has exposures to the reported counterparty through a transaction where there is an exposure to underlying assets, the equivalent to "Yes" shall be reported; otherwise the equivalent to “No” shall be reported 
				{c030} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		73		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		040		no change		-		no change				The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b"  ---- Additional Syntax details: {c040} shall be reported in all cases		The type of connection between the individual entity and the group of connected clients shall be specified by using either "a" or "b" 				{c040} shall be reported in all cases		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		74		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 29.00		no change		220		no change		-		no change				Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code ---- Additional Syntax details: {C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		Total of exposure value before application of exemptions and CRM of template C.29.00 should be equal the sum of the columns 030 to 260 of template C.31.00 for each row with the same code				{C.29.00, c220} = sum (c030 to c260) of template C.31.00 for every {C.31.00, c010 and c020} equal to {C.29.00, c010 and c020}		no change		The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails				Q2 2018

		75		Jun-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 3		Included		no		C 30.00 or C 27.00		no change		010		no change		-		no change				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as: a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND b) are reported in column 010 C28 and viceversa: if a code is reported in C30, the code must exist in C28 and it must exist in C27 with c070=I/U'		In reference to C 30, Code (c010) the number of reported rows and the names code (of heads of Groups and single clients not belonging to a Group), these must be the same which have been reported in template C.27.00, always in "Type of counterparty" (column 070) appears either "I" or "U"				C30 {c010} shall contain the same reported codes which appear in template C.27.00, as long as:

a) in "Type of Counterparty" (column 070) figure either "I" or "U", AND
b) are reported in column 010 C28 

and viceversa:

All codes that exist in c010 C28 and are not blank in c070 C27, have to be reported in c010 C30		no change		 The institutions will be flagged only once in case any of the rows causes a failing result. An additional column will indicate the number of rows where the check fails
				Q2 2018

		81		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810) (0910 will be analysed)

(0030;0130;0230;0330;0430;0530;0630;0730;0830) (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a :
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		82		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0930 will be analysed)				For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		83		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960				For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For AMA banks, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for AMA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		84a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type: The number of events over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		MAX( {r010}, {r110}, {r210}, {r310}, {r410}, {r510}, {r610}, {r710}, {r810} ) <= {r910} )
(8 checks in total)		MAX( {r0010}, {r0110}, {r0210}, {r0310}, {r0410}, {r0510}, {r0610}, {r0710}, {r0810} ) <= {r0910} )
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		84b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks: 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for AMA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  + {r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		87		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		88a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: MAX({r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}		The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is greater than or equal to the maximum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				MAX( {r040}, {r140}, {r240}, {r340}, {r440}, {r540}, {r640}, {r740}, {r840} ) <= {r940}		MAX( {r0060}, {r0160}, {r0260}, {r0360}, {r0460}, {r0560}, {r0660}, {r0760}, {r0860} ) <= {r0960}		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		88b		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For AMA banks:
The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.				If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} != OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD and Banca d'Italia				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		89		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a, C 17.00.b		C 17.01.a, C 17.01.b						010, 020, 110, 120, 210, 220, 310, 320, 410, 420, 510, 520, 610, 620, 710, 720, 810, 820		0010, 0020, 0110, 0120, 0210, 0220, 0310, 0320, 0410, 0420, 0510, 0520, 0610, 0620, 0710, 0720, 0810, 0820				If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If losses have been reported for a specific business line, a threshold needs to be reported for this business line as well.				If {C17.00.a,r020,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r010,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r020,c090} != BLANK,
If {C17.00.a,r120,c080}>0 OR {C17.00.a,r110,c080}>0: 
{C17.00.b,r120,c090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		If {C17.01.a,r0020,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0010,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0020,c0090} != BLANK,
If {C17.01.a,r0120,c0080}>0 OR {C17.01.a,r0110,c0080}>0: 
{C17.01.b,r0120,c0090} != BLANK,
etc. (9 checks in total)		proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		92a		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		Included		no		C 16.00.a		no change		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060		no change		110, 120		no change				Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319 ---- Additional Syntax details: {r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		Calculation of ASA relevant indicator follows CRR article 319		The relevant indicator is a normalised income indicator equal to the nominal amount of loans and advances multiplied by 0,035.		{r110, c10} = {r110, c40} * 0,035
{r110, c20} = {r110, c50} * 0,035
{r110, c30} = {r110, c60} * 0,035
{r120, c10} = {r120, c40} * 0,035
{r120, c20} = {r120, c50} * 0,035
{r120, c30} = {r120, c60} * 0,035		no change		Plausibility check:
proposed by Banco de España and DG-MSD IV MSD;				Q2 2018

		94		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		(0010;0110;0210;0310;0410;0510;0610;0710;0810;0910)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all event types is equal to the sum of numbers of events in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = SUM ( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C17.01.a:
{c0080} = SUM ( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #81):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0564_m				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		95		Dec-15		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		0050, 0150, 0250, 0350, 0450, 0550, 0650, 0750, 0850 (0950 will be analysed)				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all event types is equal to the maximum of the maximum single losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} = MAX( {c010}, {c020}, {c030}, {c040}, {c050}, {c060}, {c070} )
else no check
(10 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} = MAX( {c0010}, {c0020}, {c0030}, {c0040}, {c0050}, {c0060}, {c0070} )
else no check
(9 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #82):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; re-activates deactivated EBA valdiation rule v1155_m				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		96		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		0060, 0160, 0260, 0360, 0460, 0560, 0660, 0760, 0860, 0960 				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks if they allocate all losses to event types, the five largest losses in all event types (35 losses in total) include the five largest losses over all event types. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		For each business line for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all event types is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all event types.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{c080} <=  {c010} + {c020} + {c030} + {c040} + {c050} + {c060} + {c070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{c0080} <=  {c0010} + {c0020} + {c0030} + {c0040} + {c0050} + {c0060} + {c0070} 
else no check
(10 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #83):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		97		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(010;110;210;310;410;510;610;710;810;910)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The number of events over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all numbers of events in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r910} <=  {r010}  +r110} + {r210} + {r310} + {r410} + {r510} + {r610} + {r710} + {r810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0910} <=  {r0010}  +r0110} + {r0210} + {r0310} + {r0410} + {r0510} + {r0610} + {r0710} + {r0810} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #84b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD; corrects and amends deactivated EBA valdiation rule v0566_m (correction: number of events over all business lines may be smaller than sum of numbers of events in all business lines as a loss may be split over several business lines)				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		98		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(030;130;230;330;430;530;630;730;830;930)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): 
A loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of the maximum single losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The maximum single loss over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all maximum single losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r930} <= {r030} + {r130} + {r230} + {r330} + {r430} + {r530} + {r630}  + {r730} + {r830}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		to be kept (complements v5839_m)

If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0950} <= {r0050} + {r0150} + {r0250} + {r0350} + {r0450} + {r0550} + {r0650}  + {r0750} + {r0850}
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #87):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD to complement EBA validation rule v1156_m				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		99		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		OpRisk MSD		not included		no		C 17.00.a		C 17.01.a		010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080		0010, 0020, 0030, 0040, 0050, 0060, 0070, 0080		(040;140;240;340;440;540;640;740;840;940)		see syntax				For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines. ---- Additional Syntax details: If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		For TSA/ASA/BIA banks (if they report losses by business lines): The five largest losses in all business lines make up 45 losses in total and a loss may be split over several business lines. Therefore, the sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less than or equal to the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		For each event type for TSA/ASA/BIA banks: The sum of the five largest losses over all business lines is less or equal to than the sum of all sums of the five largest losses in all business lines.		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then
{r940} <= {r040} + {r140} + {r240} + {r340} + {r440} + {r540} + {r640} + {r740} + {r840} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		If {C16.00.b,r130,c070} = OR(0,blank)
then C 17.01.a:
{r0960} <= {r0060} + {r0160} + {r0260} + {r0360} + {r0460} + {r0560} + {r0660} + {r0760} + {r0860} 
else no check
(8 checks in total)		Plausibility check (equivalent to #88b):
proposed by DG-MS IV MSD				Not run (not sufficiently tested with v2.7 data)

		101		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F.20.04, F.01.01		no change								no change		All		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. 
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It applies to both IFRS and nGaap portfolios. ---- Additional Syntax details:  (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		“cash balances at central banks” and “other demands deposits” should be included in F20.04. (Q&A 2014_1106 would apply also to F20.4)
Total loans and advances (carrying amount) in F20.04 should equal loans and advances portfolio breakdown as reported in F01.01.
It should therefore include cash balances at CB and other demand deposits.
It includes both IFRS and nGaap portfolios.				sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+030, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r170,c010} + {F 01.01, r200,c010} + {F 01.01, r230,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		sum({F 20.04, r140, c010+031+040, (sNNN)}) =  {F 01.01, r030,c010}+{F 01.01, r040,c010}+{F 01.01, r090,c010} + {F 01.01, r130,c010} + {F 01.01, r099,c010} + {F 01.01, r144,c010} + {F 01.01, r183,c010} + {F 01.01, r095,c010} + {F 01.01, r174,c010} + {F 01.01, r178,c010} + {F 01.01, r233,c010} + {F 01.01, r237,c010}		A margin difference of +/- 7000 eur will be allowed
Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		102		Jan-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F20.04
F04.01
F04.02
F04.03
F04.04
F04.06
F04.07
F04.08
F04.09		F 20.04, F 04.02.1, F04.02.2, F04.03.1, F04.04.1, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09, F04.10, F18.a								no change		All		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and negative changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD. ---- Additional Syntax details: (Please see EGDQ Check Details File)		Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the country breakdown in F20.04 should be equal to the total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in the portfolio breakdown (F04's).
Total accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F20.04 should equal  accumulated impairment and changes in fair value due to credit risk as reported in F04.01, F04.02, F04.03, F04.04, F04.06, F04.07, F04.08, F04.09.
It should include specific and collective (IFRS) or general (nGaap) provisions. A difference will be allowed to account for impairment of CBCBODD.				ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c030, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.01, r120,c020} +  {F 04.02, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03, r120,c040} +  {F 04.04, r070+ r210,c030 + c040 + c050} +  {F 04.06, r120,c020} +  {F 04.07, r120,c020} +  {F 04.08, r120,c020} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030 + c040} )] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04, r070 + r210, c010 + c020} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} ) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 		ABS [sum({F 20.04, r140, c031+c040, (sNNN)}) - ({F 04.02.1, r110,c020} + {F 04.02.2, r120,c020} +  {F 04.03.1, r110,c050+c060+c070} +  {F 04.04.1, r070,c050 + c060 + c070} + {F 04.07, r120,c021} +  {F 04.08, r120,c030+c060+c070+c080} +  {F 04.09, r070,c030+c041+c45+c080}  + {F 04.10, r120,c030+c040+c050+c090})] =  {F 18.a, r070, c010} - ( {F 04.04.1, r070, c015 + c030 + c040} +  {F 04.09, r070, c010 + c020} + {F 04.10, r120, c015 + c020 - c016 - c025}) - {F 01.01, r030 + r040, c010} 

partially covered by EBA VRs		It will be allowed that the amount reported in F20.04 is greater (in absolute values) than the F04's breakdown, in the cases where:

* nGAAP reporters that have values in F04.10 and
* the impairment related to the F04.10 portfolio has been reported separately in the F20.04 template

Please note that the sign of the columns has been taken into account in the syntax

A margin difference of +/- 9000eur will be allowed		If F 20.04 is not sent, the check is not run. 

If any of the other templates is sent, plus F 20.04, the check is run. The missing data points, due to them being reported as ., or to the template not being sent, should be treated as zero.		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		122		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check) ---- Additional Syntax details: If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		LEI code existence should be implied in the cases of investee subject to OFR, at least those with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. LEI should be reported "when available" (plausibility check)				If c030 = "Y" and c050 in (ssm_countries) then c025 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee.		no change		Check to be approved as a warning check, to identify those cases that are subject to OFR and no LEI code. LEI code should be reported "if available". At the same time, the issuance and use of the LEI code should be promoted.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		123a		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters. ---- Additional Syntax details: If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		LEI code existence should be implied at least in the cases of subsidiaries that are credit institutions with residence in SSM countries
Add rule to check that the LEI is provided. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters.				If c095 = "Credit institutions" and c130 = "Subsidiaries" and c090 in (ssm_countries) then c010 should be reported with the LEI code of the investee		no change		Blank spaces should be removed ; Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		124		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c025 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c025 are not unique, when reported		no change		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q2 2018

		125		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		Add a rule to check that c010 should be unique for each investee within the same reporting institution. Until a solution to verify the LEIs is in place, the rule should at least check that the length of the code provided is 20 characters				Flag if codes reported in c010 are not unique, when reported		no change		This check flags only cases of not unique LEIs, not cases of not reported LEIs (these are flagged by other checks). Syntax amended due to spotted mistake (does not affect calculation of the results provided).Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 

As indicated in the comment, if several LEIs are missing, this should not trigger a failing for this check - it only fails when reported  LEIs are duplicated.		Q2 2018

		126b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		An investee reported with the same LEC in C06 and F40, should have the same LEI as well.				Flag if LEC in C06=LEC in F40 and C06, c025 <> F40, c010		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2018

		127		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		When an investee is reported in both F06.02 and F40.01, they should have the same LEC code. LEC of the reporting entity in C06 should not be considered				Flag if codes reported in LEC (C06.02) and LEC (F40.01) are below 40% of the total LEC codes reported in both templates and, either the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than the percentage of common LECs (=LECs appearing in both templates), or the percentage of LECs existing only in C06.02 is greater than 20%		no change		Breaches of this check might be explained for business reasons Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2018

		127b		Dec-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well. ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		An investee reported with the same LEI in C06 and F40, should have the same LEC as well.		Flag cases where a LEI has two different LECs		Flag if C06, c025 = F40, c010 and C06 LEC <> F40 LEC		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If any of the two templates is sent, check is run.		Q2 2018

		128		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should be included in C06.02		Add a rule to check that the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if none of the values of c025 is the same as the entity_id		no change				If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		129		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01 ---- Additional Syntax details: Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		The LEI code of the parent of the group should not be included in F40.01		Add a rule to check if the parent of the group is reported in the template		Flag if any of the values of c010 is the same as the entity_id		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		131		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a Non-financial corporation, it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that NFC with no financial NACEs are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Non-financial corporations" with NACE <> "Kxx" and c150 <> "Full integration" (or "Full consolidation", for taxonomy 2.5 on) and c140="Full consolidation" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		The cases of NFC that are in prudential scope are covered by the rest of conditions Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		132		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02 ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		If an investee is a financial corporation other than credit institution with NACE code=K65 (Insurance), it should not be reported in C06.02		Add a rule to check that insurance companies are not reported in C06.02		If a LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions" and (F40.01, c100) = "K65" then the LEC should not exist in C06.02		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If F 40.01 not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		133		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		If an investee is subject to OFR in C06.02, it should be reported in F40.01 as credit institution or financial corporation other than credit institution		Add a rule to check that only CI and OFC can be subject to OFR		If a LEC in (C06.02, c030)="Y" then the LEC in (F40.01, c095)="Credit institutions" or (F40.01, c095)="Financial corporations other than credit institutions", except the LEC of the reporting institution		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		136		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity ---- Additional Syntax details: If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		Investees reported in C06.02 and not in F40.01 should be reported as not subject to OFR, except for the reporting entity		Add a rule to check that investees subject to OFR (except the reporting entity) are within the scope of F40.01		If a LEC exists in (C06.02) and not in (F40.01) then (C06.02, c030) = "N" (except the reporting entity)		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		137		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		F40.01		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(F40.01, c030, c040,c090,c095,c100,c110,c120,c130,c140,c150) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.

C050 and c070 will be allowed to have an explicitly reported "0".		no change		Run only at institution year-end according to its MD		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		138		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported ---- Additional Syntax details: (C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		A number of columns should always be reported		Add a rule to check completeness		(C06.02, c010,c030,c040,c050) is not missing and different than zero if value is numeric.		no change		This check is also used to check whether the template is filed but left empty. In this case it fails, to indicate that the template should always be filled, at least with the data of the reporting entity.		If indicated template is not sent, check is not run. If sent, data points reported as ., should be treated as missing. 		Q2 2018

		141		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be zero ---- Additional Syntax details: If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		In C06.02, if column 360 (all other contributors) is reported and 350 (GW of contributors with minority interests) is different than zero, 400 cannot be different than zero		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported GW		If (C06.02, c350) <> 0 and (C06.02, c360) <> 0 then (C06.02, c400) <> 0 		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		146		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, C01.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01 ---- Additional Syntax details: ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		The sum of the minority interests contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the minority interests reported in C01		Add a rule to compare the amount of Minority interests as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		ABS ((sum(C06.02, c320) - (C01.00, r230, c010) - (C01.00, r240, c010)) / ((C01.00, r230, c010)+ (C01.00, r240, c010))) le 0.05		no change		A certain amount of difference is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		147		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02, C02.00		no change		C06.02 all rows		no change								The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02 ---- Additional Syntax details:  -0.01  < ((C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250)) / (C02.00, r010, c010) ) < 0.25		The sum of the RWAs contributed by each investee of the group should not differ greatly from the RWAs reported in C02		Add a rule to compare the amount of RWA as contributed by the group components with the amount reported by the Group.		 -0.01  <  [ {(C02.00, r010, c010) - (sum(C06.02, c250))}  / (C02.00, r010, c010) ] < 0.25		no change		A certain amount of difference, greater than in Check 146, is allowed (see syntax)		If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		149		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests ---- Additional Syntax details: If c025=entity_id then c320=0		The parent entity should report no Minority interests		Add a rule to check the coherence of reported Minority interests		If c025=entity_id then c320=0		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		150		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings ---- Additional Syntax details: if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		There should not be contributions to CET1 in 100% holdings		Add a rule to check the percentage of holding in the case of contributions to CET1		if c320<>0 then c060 < 100%		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		151		Feb-16		Approved		Approved		Yes		Batch 4.a		Included		no		C06.02		no change		all rows		no change								Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions ---- Additional Syntax details: if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		Minority interests can only exist under certain conditions		Add a rule to check that the conditions for the existence of minority interests are met		if c190<>0 then c030="Y" and c040="SF"		no change				If C06.02 is not sent, check is not run		Q2 2018

		225		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C07.00.a, C09.01.a, C09.02, C08.01, C08.02		no change				no change		all				all		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small) ---- Additional Syntax details: C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		The following columns cannot have negative values (even if they are very small)				C 07.00.a cols 010, 040, 110, 150, 200, 215, 220 >= 0
C 08.01  cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 08.02 cols 020, 090, 110, 255, 260, 280 >= 0
C 09.01.a cols 050, 055 >=0
C 09.02 cols 050, 055 >=0		ERROR:#N/A		The results of the check will be circulated to Internal Models (not to institutions, in principle)		Run if any of the templates mentioned is reported; missing values will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		226		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		227		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		228		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		229		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		230		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 040 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 minus 042 minus 045 minus 050, col 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		231		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		232		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		233		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		234		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		235		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure Pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		236		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		237		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		238		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		239		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		240		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		241		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		242		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		243		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		244		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		245		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		Consistency of defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 > = 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		246		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		247		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		248		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		249		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		250		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		251		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		252		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		253		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		254		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		255		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, Original Exposure pre CF  (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 020) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 020) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 020) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 010 minus 030) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		256		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Central Governments and Central Banks)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 003 + 004) = C_09.02 (row 010, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		257		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Institutions)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 005 + 006) = C_09.02 (row 020, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		258		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 007 + 008) = C_09.02 (row 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		259		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, SL)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 040, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 009 + 010) = C_09.02 (row 042, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		260		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Corp, Rest)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 009 + 010 + 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 040 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 011 + 012) = C_09.02 (row 030 - 042 - 045 - 050, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		261		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 013) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 013) = C_09.02 (row 080, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		262		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Secured, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 014) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 014) = C_09.02 (row 090, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		263		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Revolving)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 015) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 015) = C_09.02 (row 100, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		264		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 016) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 016) = C_09.02 (row 120, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		265		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.02		no change												Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME) ---- Additional Syntax details: if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 1, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		Consistency of Non-defaulted exposures C08.02 vs C 09.02, RWE pre SME SF (Retail, Rest, Non SME)				if C_08.01.a (row 070 col 255) (sheet 017) = C_08.01.a (row 010 col 255) then C_08.02 (col 010 < 100%, col 255) (sheet 017) = C_09.02 (row 130, col 110 minus 120) (all countries)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		274a		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170-(110+150)) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010 c010 s 011)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		274b		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Included		no		C 09.01.a		no change												Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b ---- Additional Syntax details: If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) (between 0.95 and 1.05)		Existence of C 09.01.b				If C_07.00.a (rows 010, col 010, sheet 011) + (r015, c010, s012 + s016) > 0 and  C_09.01.a exists for at least one country, then C_09.01.b (col 020, row 170) should exist for at least one country, and the value provided in it should not differ greatly from the value provided in C 07.00.a (r010, c010, s 011) + (r015,c010, s012 + s016)  (between 0.95 and 1.05)		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		275		Feb-17		Approved		Approved		Yes		INM Batch		Not included (technical issues)		no		Various		no change												Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template) ---- Additional Syntax details: Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Existence of values in several templates, according to values reported in the previous period
If template C15 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (bi annual template)
If template C24 had values in t-1, it should have values in t, and viceversa (quarterly template)				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		no change				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (if technical issues solved)

		276		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010, 040				All				All		The market value, or the amount where applicable of the liquid assets defined in Title II of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61 cannot be negative. 
The value according to Article 9 should also be greater than or equal to 0.		The market value, or the amount where applicable of the liquid assets defined in Title II of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61 cannot be negative. 
The value according to Article 9 should also be greater than or equal to 0.		Add a rule to check that columns 010 and 040 values are greater than or equal to 0.		{c010} >= 0
{c040} >= 0		Run if both the template and the value are reported;		Run if both the template and the value are reported;				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		277		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010, 040				All				All		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the value according to article 9 has to be reported. 		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the value according to article 9 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 040 should be reported. 		If {c010} >= 0 then {c040}>=0; If {c010} = blank then {c040} = blank		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c040 or viceversa check does not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c040 or viceversa check does not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		278		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				010, 020, 220				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r010} = {r020} + {r220}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		279		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 160, 170				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r030} = sum{r040-r170}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		280		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				180, 190, 200, 210				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r180} = sum{r190-210}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		281		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				220, 230, 310				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r220} = {r230} + {r310}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		282		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				230, 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, 290, 300				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r230} = sum{r240-300}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		283		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010				310, 320, 330, 340, 350, 360, 370, 380, 390, 400, 410, 420, 430, 440, 450, 460, 470				All		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		EBA validation rule eba v4473 applies to column 040. Additional DQ check applies to column 010. 		Add rule that applies to column 010. 		{r310} = sum{r320-470}		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		284		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 150, 400				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figures reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figures in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figures reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figures in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=1		r{040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130, 150, 400} <= 1		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		285		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				140				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.95		r{140}, c{030} <= 0.95		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		286		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				170, 290				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.8		r{170, 290} : {c030} <= 0.8		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		287		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				240, 250, 260, 270, 280				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.85		r{240-280} : {c030} <=0.85		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		288		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				320, 330, 450, 460				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.75		r{320, 330, 450, 460} : {c030} <= 0.75		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		289		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				190				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.93		{c030, r190} <= 0.93		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		290		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				200				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.88		{c030, r200} <= 0.88		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		291		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				340, 410				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.70		r{340, 410}: {c030} <= 0.7		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		292		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				350, 420				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.65		r{350, 420} : {c030} <= 0.65		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		293		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				360, 370, 380, 390				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.5		r{360-390} : {c030} <= 0.5		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		294		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				430				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.6		{c030, r430} <= 0.6		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		295		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				030				440				All		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Credit institutions shall report in column 030 the applicable weight applied to liquid assets defined in Title II of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1,00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0,50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). Applicable weights may reflect, but are not limited to, firm-specific and national discretions. The figure reported in column 030 shall not exceed the figure in the ITS.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 030 are <=0.45		{c030, r440} <= 0.45		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		296		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 72.00.a
C 72.00.w				010, 030				040-170, 190-210, 240-300, 320-470				All		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the applicable weight has to be reported. 		If an Amount/Market value is reported, the applicable weight has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 030 should be reported. 		If {c010} >= 0 then {c030}>= 0; 		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c030 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c030 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		298		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				010, 060				010-1120, 1140-1380				All		The amounts reported in columns 010 and 060 cannot be negative. 		The amounts reported in columns 010 and 060 cannot be negative. 		Add a rule to check that columns 010 and 060 values are greater than or equal to 0.		{c010} >= 0
{c060} >= 0		Run if both the template and the value are reported;		Run if both the template and the value are reported;				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		299		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				010, 060				010-1120, 1180-1210, 1220-1250, 1290-1380				All		If the amount is reported in column 010, the outflow in column 060 should be reported. 		If the amount is reported in column 010, the outflow in column 060 should be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 060 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c060}>=0; If {c010} = blank then {c060} = blank		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c060 or viceversa check does not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c060 or viceversa check does not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		300		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				010, 060				130, 1180, 1190, 1200, 1210				All		Breakdown of operational deposits must be equal to the total		Breakdown of operational deposits must be equal to the total		Row 130 equals the sum rows 1180 to 1210 for the applicable columns		{r130} = sum({r1180},{r1190},{r1200},{r1210})		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		301		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				140, 150, 1180, 1190, 1200, 1210				All		The applicable weight for operational deposits in rows 1180 to 1210 must be equal or greater than 5% and equal or smaller than the maximum applicable weight corresponding to operational deposits in rows 140 and 150.		The applicable weight for operational deposits in rows 1180 to 1210 must be equal or greater than 5% and equal or smaller than the maximum applicable weight corresponding to operational deposits in rows 140 and 150.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 5% and maximum applied percentage in rows 140 and 150.		0.05 <= r{1180, 1190, 1200, 1210} <= max(r{140, 150})		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, i.e. rows 1180 to 1210, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, i.e. rows 1180 to 1210, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		303		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				1220, 1230, 1240, 1250				All		The applicable weight for non-operational deposits in rows 1220 to 1250 must be equal or greater than 20% and equal or smaller than 100%. Outflows on non-operational deposits are to be reported with an outflow rate  between 20 and 100 %.		The applicable weight for non-operational deposits in rows 1220 to 1250 must be equal or greater than 20% and equal or smaller than 100%. Outflows on non-operational deposits are to be reported with an outflow rate  between 20 and 100 %.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 20% and 100%		0.2 <= r{1220, 1230, 1240, 1250} <= 1		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		304		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				260, 530, 540, 610, 680				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.4		r{260, 530, 540, 610, 680} >= 0.4		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		305		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				150, 170, 190, 200, 1060, 1110				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.25		r{150, 170, 190, 200, 1060, 1110} >= 0.25		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		306		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				110, 290, 490, 520, 630				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.1		r{110, 290, 490, 520, 630} >= 0.1		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		307		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				090, 1040, 1050				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that: 
r{090} >= 0.03
r{1040} >= 0.07
r{1050} >= 0.15		if ({r1040} <>0 ) then ({r1040}>=0.07) else if ({r1050} <> 0) then ({r1050} >= 0.15) else if ({r090} <> 0) then ({r090} >= 0.03))		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		309		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				600, 670, 1070				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.3		r{600} >= 0.3
r{670} >= 0.3
r{1070} >= 0.3		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		310		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				1080				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.35		r{1080} >= 0.35		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		311		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				060				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 10% and 15%		0.1 <= r{060} <= 0.15		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		312		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				070				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are between 15% and 20%		0.15 <=r{070} <= 0.20		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		313		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				010, 050				040, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 140, 150, 170-200, 220, 230, 250, 260, 280-300, 320-340, 360-400, 420-450, 480, 490, 510-570, 590-610, 630, 640, 660-710, 730-770, 800-870, 890, 900, 910, 940-1010, 1030-1090, 1110, 1120, 1180-1250, 1290-1380				All		If the amount is reported in columns 010 the applicable weight in columns 050 has to be reported. 		If the amount is reported in columns 010 the applicable weight in columns 050 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 050 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c050}>=0;		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c050 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010 is 0 or blank and c050 has been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		314		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				560, 700				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.75		r{560, 700} >= 0.75		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		315		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				450, 1090				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.5		r{450, 1090} >= 0.5		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		316		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				250, 280				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.2		r{250, 280} >= 0.2		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		317		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 73.00.a
C 73.00.w				050				080, 140, 480, 510, 590, 660				All		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Credit institutions shall report here (i.e. column 050) applicable weights. These weights are those specified in Articles 22 to 31 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61.		Add rule to check that selected rows in column 050 are >=0.05		r{080, 140, 480, 510, 590, 660} >= 0.05		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		318		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				010, 020, 030, 140, 150, 160				010, 020, 030, 040, 050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100-400, 440-520				All		The amounts reported in columns 010, 020, 030, 140, 150 and 160 cannot be negative		The amounts reported in columns 010, 020, 030, 140, 150 and 160 cannot be negative		Add a rule to check that columns 010, 020, 030, 140, 150 and 160 values are greater than or equal to 0.		{c010, 020, 030, 140, 150, 160} >=0		Run if both the template and the value are reported;		Run if both the template and the value are reported;				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		319		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				010, 140				010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
				All		If an amount is reported in column 010 the corresponding value in column 140 has to be reported. 		If an amount is reported in column 010 the corresponding value in column 140 has to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 140 should be reported.		If {c010} >=0 then {c140}>=0; If {c010} = blank then {c140} = blank		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c140 or viceversa check does not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c010 and a blank is reported in c140 or viceversa check does not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		320		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				020, 150				010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
				All		If an amount is reported in column 020 the corresponding value in column 150 has to be reported. 		If an amount is reported in column 020 the corresponding value in column 150 has to be reported. 		If column 020 is reported, column 150 should be reported.		If {c020} >=0 then {c150}>=0; If {c020} = blank then {c150} = blank		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c020 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c020 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		321		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				030, 160				010,020,030,040,050,060,070,080,090,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,250,260,270,280,290,300,310,320,330,340,350,370,380,390,400,450,460,470,480,490,500,510
				All		If an amount is reported in column 030 the corresponding value in column 160 has to be reported. 		If an amount is reported in column 030 the corresponding value in column 160 has to be reported. 		If column 030 is reported, column 160 should be reported.		If {c030} >=0 then {c160}>=0; If {c030} = blank then {c160} = blank		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c030 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; if 0 is reported in c030 and a blank is reported in c150 or viceversa check does not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		322		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				140, 150, 160				430				All		The excess inflows from a related specialised credit institution are not expected to be reported by entities reporting on individual basis.		The excess inflows from a related specialised credit institution are not expected to be reported by entities reporting on individual basis.		If scope of prudential consolidation is individual, row 430 in columns 140, 150 and 160 should be 0 or empty. 		If scope of prudential reporting = IND, {r430} = 0 or {r430} = blank		Run if the template is reported; 		Run if the template is reported; 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		323		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				040, 150-190, 210-240, 260, 290, 390, 400				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 100%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 100%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=1		r{040, 150-190, 210-240, 260, 290, 390, 400} <= 1		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		324		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				310				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 85%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 85%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.85		{r310} <= 0.85		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		325		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				320				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 75%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 75%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.75		{r320} <= 0.75		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		326		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				300				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 93%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 93%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.93		{r300} <= 0.93		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		327		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				330				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 70%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 70%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.7		{r330} <= 0.7		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		328		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				340				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 65%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 65%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.65		{r340} <= 0.65		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		329		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				060, 070, 080, 090, 350, 380				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 50%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 50%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.5		{060, 070, 080, 090, 350, 380} <=0.5		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		330		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				200				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 20%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 20%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.2		{r200} <= 0.2		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		331		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				080, 090, 100				130				All		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 5%. 		The Applicable Weight are those specified in Articles 32 to 34 of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61. Applicable weights may result in weighted average values and shall be reported in decimal terms (i.e. 1.00 for an applicable weight of 100 per cent, or 0.50 for an applicable weight of 50 per cent). The figures reported in column 080, 090 and 100 shall not exceed 5%. 		Add rule to check that selected rows in columns 080 , 090, 100 are <=0.05		{r130} <= 0.05		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 		Run if the template is reported; for each individual data point under scope, the check is run only when the data point is reported (missing values are ignored). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		332		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 74.00.a
C 74.00.w				010, 020, 030, 080, 090, 100				040, 060, 070, 080, 090, 120, 130, 150-260, 290-350, 380-400, 450, 470-510				All		If the amount is reported in columns 010, 020 or 030, the applicable weights in columns 080, 090 and 100 have to be reported. 		If the amount is reported in columns 010, 020 or 030, the applicable weights in columns 080, 090 and 100 have to be reported. 		If column 010 is reported, column 080 should be reported. 
If column 020 is reported, column 090 should be reported. 
If column 030 is reported, column 100 should be reported. 		If {c010} >=0 then {c080}>=0;
If {c020} >=0 then {c090}>=0;
If {c030} >=0 then {c100}>=0;		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010, c020 or c030 are 0 or blank and c080, c090 or c100 have been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 		Run if the template is reported; check will not fail if c010, c020 or c030 are 0 or blank and c080, c090 or c100 have been reported (banks sometimes report the applicable % by default). 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		333		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 76.00.a
C 76.00.w				010				090, 130, 190, 250				All		According to Article 17 of DA 2015/61, in order to calculate the caps of the liquidity buffer, the calculations shall be applied after adjusting for the unwind of repo, reverse-repo and collateral-swaps. As the liquidity buffer can not be negative, the unwind of such transactions should not be negative. 
Values reported in rows 090, 130, 190 and 250 cannot be negative. 		According to Article 17 of DA 2015/61, in order to calculate the caps of the liquidity buffer, the calculations shall be applied after adjusting for the unwind of repo, reverse-repo and collateral-swaps. As the liquidity buffer can not be negative, the unwind of such transactions should not be negative. 
Values reported in rows 090, 130, 190 and 250 cannot be negative. 		Add a rule to check that column 010 values are greater than or equal to 0.		r{090, 130, 190, 250} >= 0		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 		Run if the template is reported; missing values in a reported template will be considered zero and thus check will not fail. 				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		334		May-17		Approved		Approved		No				Included		no		C 76.00.a
				010				030				Total		In 2016, LCR should be at minimum 70%; 
In 2017, LCR should be at minimum 80%;
Starting with 2018, LCR should be at minimum 100%		In 2016, LCR should be at minimum 70%; 
In 2017, LCR should be at minimum 80%;
Starting with 2018, LCR should be at minimum 100%		LCR value reported in row 030 should be greater than 70% in 2016; 80% in 2017 and 100% from 2018 onwards. 		{r030} >= 0.7 in 2016
{r030} >= 0.8 in 2017
{r030} >= 1 from 2018		Run if the template is reported; check also fails when LCR value is missing as LCR should always be reported.  		Run if the template is reported; check also fails when LCR value is missing as LCR should always be reported.  				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (Results to be provided by DQT)

		362a		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 010) Internal code		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362b		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 020) Identifier of the securitisation		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362c		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 030) Identifier of the originator. In case of Investors in multi-seller securitisations, this field must be filled in with an indication of such a fact; i.e. "multi-seller" or the different originators if they are known.		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362d		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 050) Accounting treatment, for Originators		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362e		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 060) only for originators; c060 will be filled in all cases except SEC=liability		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362f		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 080)		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362g		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of identifiers (col 070)		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		362h		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		No				Not included		yes		C 14.00														Columns c170, c430, c440, c180, c220, c050, c060 should not be filled when SEC=Liabilities		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		not run

		363		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Completeness of SEC Type		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		364a		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Retention requirement should be filled for all Roles, except Exempted/NA, or in breach/Unknown		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		364b		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Retention requirement should be left blank when Exempted/NA		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		365a_st		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Approach should be filled except if Sponsor, Investor or Original lender; or Liabilities		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		366		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Role of institution should be filled in		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		367		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														If type of Retention = First loss, a first loss tranche should exist (position kept); Retention >= 5%		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		368		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Positions held must exist if type of retention not FL, Ex, NA or In breach/Unknown		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		369		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														If Solvency treatment Not subject to OFR, OFR should be zero.		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		371		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														If Solvency treatment BB or both, there should exist OFR in BB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn). Except originators with no positions.		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		372		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														If Solvency treatment TB or both, there should exist OFR in TB, except liabilities, where there is SRT (=partly or entirely derecogn)		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		373		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														If Retention is NA and role Originator, origination date should be < 2011/01/01		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		374		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														For originators, sponsors or original lenders: if Retention is A, V, C or Revolving, percentage of ret should be >=5% (and less or equal than 100%)		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		375		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														For originators and sponsors, if Retention is FL, % can't be missing, or 0, or above 100%		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		376		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Number of exposures for Originators or Sponsors, IRB, not liabilities, solvency treatment ne Not Subject		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		379		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														RWE after cap/ OE sec positions should be <= 12.5		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		380		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C14.00, C12.00, C13.00														Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Originators		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018 (v2.7 changes have been implemented and tested)

		381		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		no				Not included		yes		C14.00, C12.00, C13.00														Sum of RWE bf cap, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Investors		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		not run

		382		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		no				Not included		yes		C14.00, C12.00, C13.00														Sum of RWE bf cap, Solvency treatment BB or both, should be equal to RWE in C12+C13 bf cap, for Sponsors		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		not run

		383		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Originators should report Kirb before securitisation (OFR + EL) as percentage of the securitised exposure. The information is also useful for positions under SA, therefore OFR before securitisation should also be requested for these positions.		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		387		Sep-17		Approved		Approved		yes				Included		no		C 14.00														Analysis of underlying of Exempted securitisations		See 2018_02_SEC worksheet for syntax details								Treatment of missing values is specified in the syntax				Run if any of the templates mentioned in column "Template" is reported; missing values in any of the reported templates will be considered zero		Q2 2018

		999a		Dec-16						No				---																		C03 row 080, 100, 120 must be equal to the expected values as calculated from the SREP Decision (Highest level of consolidation)

		999b		Jun-17						No				---																		The amounts related to Capital Buffers in C04.00 (rows 740 to 810) must be equal to the expected values according to CRD/CRR.

		188b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 04.00, C 02.00														CCB should be aligned with the phase-in arrangements as confirmed by the respective NCAs				CCB should be aligned with the phase-in arrangements as confirmed by the respective NCAs				C_04.00_750_010 / C_02.00_010_010 should be aligned with the phase-in arrangements as confirmed by the respective NCAs						Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		354		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C09.04 C04.00														Reported value of Institution Specific buffer should be the same in C09.04 and in C04.00				Reported value of Institution Specific buffer should be the same in C09.04 and in C04.00				ABS [(C04r770c010/C02r010c010) - C0904r140c020 (sheet Total z=x0, x1 in v2.7) ] < 0.0003 pp						Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		355b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C09.04														Reported Weighting of OFR for CCyB should be consistent with the reported amounts				Reported Weighting of OFR for CCyB should be consistent with the reported amounts				Flag if ABS [(C09.04 r070c010/C09.04 sum of all countries r070c010)-C09.04 r110c020] > 0.0002 pp (in percentage points)						Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		356		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C09.04														Reported CCyB should be consistent with the reported rates and OFR amounts				Reported CCyB should be consistent with the reported rates and OFR amounts				ABS (C09.04 r140c020 in total sheet - sum for all countries[(C09.04 r070c010 for country a / C09.04 r070c010 for all countries) * C09.04 r130c020 (if exists; if not C09.04 r120c020)] ) < 0.0002 (in percentage points)						Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		359a		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.04														Existence of rate for given DAs. As stated in the official sites:

https://www.esrb.europa.eu/national_policy/ccb/applicable/html/index.en.html, or

https://www.bis.org/bcbs/ccyb/				Existence of rate for given DAs. As stated in the official sites:

https://www.esrb.europa.eu/national_policy/ccb/applicable/html/index.en.html, or

https://www.bis.org/bcbs/ccyb/				ABS (C 09.04 r120 c020 - Rate published by DA, applicable as of last day of reporting period) <= 0.0005 pp				The list of DAs is updatable		Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		359b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.04														Rate for a given country of institution with respect of a third country				Rate for a given country of institution with respect of a third country				C 09.04 r130 c020: the value should coincide with the rate confirmed by the NCA for the respective country of exposure				List confirmed by NCAs (WG SUP WP)		Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		361b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.04														If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, market risk				If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, market risk				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r030-r040, c010) > 0 then C 09.04 r090 c010 > 0 and viceversa				Specific cases of non-compliance can be explained for a number of countries of exposure within each institution, as long as the rest of cases are complied with.		Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		361c		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.04														If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, securitisations				If there is an exposure amount, there should be an own funds requriement amount and viceversa, securitisations				For all countries: if sum (C 09.04 r050-r060, c010) > 0 then C 09.04 r100 c010 > 0 and viceversa				Specific cases of non-compliance can be explained for a number of countries of exposure within each institution, as long as the rest of cases are complied with.		Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		418		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.01.a, C 09.02														Comparison between OE in C 09.01.a and C 09.02 with the Exposure in C 09.04 (credit risk)				Comparison between OE in C 09.01.a and C 09.02 with the Exposure in C 09.04 (credit risk)				For all countries: Flag if ABS {[sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010)] - [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c075) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c105)] } < 5,000 (allowed margin) and ABS { [sum(C 09.01.a r070-r160, c010) + sum (C 09.02 r030,060,140; c010) - C 09.04 r010-r020, c010] } > 10,000 (allowed margin) Apply the check only if: 

a) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) = Y and sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010) > 2% sum (C 09.01.a r070-r160; c010 minus c050 minus c055) + sum (C 09.02 r030,r060,r140; c010; z=x0) (except country of residence) OR
b) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) = Y and (C 09.04 r080 c010) > 0 (except country of residence) OR
c) (C 09.04 r150 c030 z=x0, x1 for v2.7) <> Y and sum(C 09.04 r010-r020; c010) > 100,000 
						Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		419		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 09.04														The OFR declared in the totals sheet should be equal than the sum of OFR by country of the exposure				The OFR declared in the totals sheet should be equal than the sum of OFR by country of the exposure				sum (C 09.04 r070; c010) for all countries = (C 09.04 r070; c010) z=x0 (z=x1 for v2.7)				Cases of non-compliance can be explained		Run the check if any of the templates indicated in column "Templates" have been submitted. If templates are sent, missing data points should be considered as zero.		Q2 2018

		406b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 06.02, MD														All institutions in MD should be reported in the C 06.02 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				All institutions in MD should be reported in the C 06.02 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if entity_id of an institution in ECB's MD (except parent codes, LSGs, BRs and SAs) does not exist in C06.02c025 of the C06.02 submitted by ULSSMPARENT_LEI.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		406c		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														All institutions in MD should be reported in the F 40.01 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				All institutions in MD should be reported in the F 40.01 of the parent at SI_Highest level of consolidation.				Flag ULSSMPARENT_LEI if entity_id of an institution in ECB's MD (except parent codes, LSGs, BRs and SAs) does not exist in F40.01c010 of the F40.01 submitted by ULSSMPARENT_LEI.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		411c		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 06.02, MD														Institutions not waived from compliance with OFR in MD should be flagged as "Y" in C 06.02 c030				Institutions not waived from compliance with OFR in MD should be flagged as "Y" in C 06.02 c030				If WAIVCOMPIND_OWNFUNDS = "NO" then C 06.02 c030 = "Y" (cases of non compliance are not expected)						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		422		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		C 06.02, MD														Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's C 06.02 than in MD.				Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's C 06.02 than in MD.				Flag if SENDER (or COUNTRY_RESIDENCE if it exists) is different than C 06.02c050, for C 06.02c025 in entity_id in MD.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		423		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's F40.01 than in MD.				Subsidiaries included in MD should have the same residence in the parent's F40.01 than in MD.				Flag if SENDER (or COUNTRY_RESIDENCE if it exists) is different than F 40.01c090, for F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		424a		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														CONS Institutions should have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66.				CONS Institutions should have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66.				Flag if Scope of prudential reporting = CONS or CONS/SOLO and F 40.01 does not contain any investee with F 40.01c095=credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100=K64/K66)						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		424b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														SOLO Institutions should not have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66. Soft rule.				SOLO Institutions should not have investees in their F40.01 as credit institution or OFC K64/K66. Soft rule.				Flag if Scope of prudential reporting = SOLO and F 40.01 contains investees with F 40.01c095=credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100=K64/K66). Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted.				Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		425		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														F 40.01c100 (NACE code) should be explicitly reported with 2-level detail (that is, as K64, K65 or K66 instead of K), when the activity is Financial. 				F 40.01c100 (NACE code) should be explicitly reported with 2-level detail (that is, as K64, K65 or K66 instead of K), when the activity is Financial. 				Flag if F 40.01c100 = K						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		426		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have NACE codes K64 or K66				Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have NACE codes K64 or K66				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c100 different than K64, K66, K or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		427		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have Sector credit institution or OFC				Subsidiaries included in MD are expected to have Sector credit institution or OFC				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c095 different than credit institution, other financial corporation or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		428		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														Investees that are fully consolidated in accounting (IFRS) and accounting CRR scopes, cannot be anything other than Subsidiares.				Investees that are fully consolidated in accounting (IFRS) and accounting CRR scopes, cannot be anything other than Subsidiares.				Flag if F 40.01c140 and F 40.01c150 = Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 different than Subsidiary or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		429		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														Investees in MD that are joint ventures or associates cannot be fully consolidated in accounting or CRR scopes.				Investees in MD that are joint ventures or associates cannot be fully consolidated in accounting or CRR scopes.				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c140 or F 40.01c150 = Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 different than Subsidiary or blank.						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		430		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, MD														Investees in MD that are subsidiaries, and credit institutions or OFC with NACE K64/K66 should be fully consolidated in accounting and CRR scopes.				Investees in MD that are subsidiaries, and credit institutions or OFC with NACE K64/K66 should be fully consolidated in accounting and CRR scopes.				Flag if F 40.01c010 in entity_id in MD and F 40.01c140 or F 40.01c150 not Full consolidation and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary, F 40.01c095=Credit institution or (F 40.01c095=OFC and F 40.01c100 = K64 or K66). Explained cases of non-compliance can be accepted				Cases of non-compliance can be explained		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		431a		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, F 01.01														Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions where all investees under EM in CRR scope are also under EM in Accounting scope.				Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions where all investees under EM in CRR scope are also under EM in Accounting scope.				Flag if ABS[Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method - F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260] is higher than 10,000, if there is no investee in F 40.01 where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method						if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		431b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01, F 01.01														Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions. Institutions flagged in this check are merely informed that it is useful for the Supervisor that the value in F40.01 is filled also in the cases where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method; should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision. Soft rule.				Participations under equity method in CRR in F40.01 should be similar to the value reported in F01.01 r260 in institutions. Institutions flagged in this check are merely informed that it is useful for the Supervisor that the value in F40.01 is filled also in the cases where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method; should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision. Soft rule.				Flag if Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method / F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260 is not between 95% and 105%, or ABS[Sum (F 40.01 c160) where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method - F 01.01 (SI_Highest parent) r260] is higher than 10,000,000, if there is any investee in F 40.01 where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method				It is useful for the supervisor that the value in F40.01 is filled also in the cases where F 40.01 c150=Equity Method and F 40.01 c140 <> Equity Method; should the data not be reported, it is not a breach in the ITS/CRR regulation. This treatment will be proposed to EBA by ECB Banking Supervision.		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		432a		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														F 40.01: if voting rights > 50%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				F 40.01: if voting rights > 50%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Flag if F 40.01 c120 > 50% and F 40.01 c140 <> Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained				Cases of non-compliance are less expected, but can be explained		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		432b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														F 40.01: if voting rights < 30%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should not be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				F 40.01: if voting rights < 30%, then Accounting treatment (Accounting Scope IFRS) should not be Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Flag if F 40.01 c120 < 30% (rounded values) and F 40.01 c140 = Full consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Cases of non-compliance can be explained		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		433		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														Subsidiaries that are Credit institutions should be fully consolidated in accounting treatment CRR scope. Cases of non-compliance can be explained				Subsidiaries that are Credit institutions should be fully consolidated in accounting treatment CRR scope. Cases of non-compliance can be explained				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Credit institution  and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation. Cases of non-compliance can be explained.				Cases of non-compliance in accordance with Regulation can be explained		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		434a		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Institutions with a high concentration of non-complying cases (> 50%) will be flagged.				Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Institutions with a high concentration of non-complying cases (> 50%) will be flagged.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations  and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the number of these over the total number of [F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 ] is > 50% in the reporting institution.				Cases of non-compliance, after confirmation by the institution, will be submitted to the SSM's CPA		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		434b		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees with total assets above 300 million will be flagged.				Subsidiaries that are Other Financial Corporations with Financial NACE should, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees with total assets above 300 million will be flagged.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=Other Financial Corporations  and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the total assets of the investee is > 300,000,000				Cases of non-compliance, after confirmation by the institution, will be submitted to the SSM's CPA		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017

		435		Aug-18		Approved		Approved		No				Included		new		F 40.01														Subsidiaries that are Non Financial Corporations with Financial NACE could, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees will be flagged for confirmation of its treatment. Soft rule.				Subsidiaries that are Non Financial Corporations with Financial NACE could, in principle, be fully consolidated. Such investees will be flagged for confirmation of its treatment. Soft rule.				Flag if F 40.01 c095=NFC  and F 40.01c130 = Subsidiary and F 40.01 c100 = K64/K66 and F 40.01 c150 <> Full  consolidation, if the total assets of the investee > 50,000,000; for confirmation of its treatment.				Cases of non-compliance, after confirmation by the institution, will be submitted to the SSM's CPA		if template is sent, zero for numerical fields; empty for text fields		Q4 2017
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